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The Many Roads of the
Builders of Psychohistory: Part II
The Rich and Varied Journeys
of Psychohistorians
Judith Harris—Clio’s Psyche Associate Editor
The authors in Part II of this path breaking work of autobiographical insight have a passion for psychological knowledge based
on more than the narrowness of any one discipline. By delving into
the psychological origins of behavior, these pioneering colleagues
have deepened our understanding of family dynamics, individual
development, and the formation of group identity. While traditional
historians and many academics have often dismissed psychoanalytic-based knowledge as “pseudoscience” and are leery of insights
drawn from clinical experience, these pioneers have withstood criticism and preserved their creativity and insight.
In these autobiographies each author reflects on his (“her”
in only one case in Part II) educational development as a psychohistorical thinker along with the obstacles faced and overcome. I am
struck by Howard Stein’s contribution as he writes: “[psychohistory] is not a road I ever imagined I would travel until I was told I
was already on it.” This suggests a psychological dimension that is
often unconscious, fueled by personal experience and curiosity. It
is fitting that the leaders of the field represented here rely on their
own intuitions to direct them to truths about the psyche that are relatable to culture and society. Psychoanalysis can be an integral
part of education, functioning as a resource and a tool that researchers can use to help resolve both external and internal conflicts. As
Peter Loewenberg has long demonstrated, the psychoanalysis of
culture and society means a shift in how we assess institutional biases, and therefore he successfully advocated with others for psychoanalysts by changing the law in California to create a category
of researchers who can practice without a traditional psychology
PhD or medical degree. Psychohistory is invaluable as a means for
diagnosing societal problems and seeking real-life interventions. In
addition to doing pioneering scholarship, Loewenberg has been a
key person in training psychoanalysts, psychotherapists (recently in
China), and psychohistorians.
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Freud argued in his paper on the individual and group psychologies that trying to separate an individual’s social relations
from his or her intrapsychic processes is like drawing an imaginary
line between the satisfaction derived from gratifying instinctual
needs and social ones. For him, the two were mutually interdependent. He also maintained that an individual’s attachments to
primary love objects and social abstractions couldn’t really be distinguished from one another—for an emotional current runs
through both. While it would be logical to assume that the social
instinct is primitive and within our natures from the beginning, it
seems less convincing than the assumption by a number of the authors that social psychology only has its development in a narrower
circle, such as the inner workings of the family. Among those who
conduct research, teaching, and/or are in clinical practice, it is
worth referring to Brett Kahr’s emphasis on childhood, practice,
and psychobiographical studies. His struggle to give psychohistory
a foothold in the United Kingdom is worth noting. Kahr credits
Lloyd deMause with bringing him to psychohistory and encouraging his dispersing it in the UK. There are some who came to organized psychohistory through deMause’s Journal of Psychohistory,
and the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA) of which
he was the founding president; others who came through Peter Loewenberg’s efforts; and a number who came, participated, or returned through Paul Elovitz’ Psychohistory Forum and journal
Clio’s Psyche. The reality is that while some like Loewenberg distanced themselves from the IPA and the Journal over editorial missteps, the two groups and journals have worked together in the interest of the field.
There is always risk in finding one’s own way; indeed, the
road to psychohistory can be a lonely and winding one, without
road maps. In planning the three parts of “The Many Roads of the
Builders of Psychohistory Special Issue,” and subsequent book,
Paul Elovitz’ editorial vision was to emphasize these trailblazers’
personal experiences, their disappointments, as well as their successes. Thus, the essays compiled here comprise but a small number of the thousands of scholarly contributions to the field representing a variety of original disciplines and methodologies.
This issue’s articles begin with Dan Burston recounting his
past experience immigrating to Israel and being forced back to Canada as a child, which led him to make connections between history
and psychology and, in analyzing his own personal experience,
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gaining a better understanding of intergenerational trauma, influenced by Erik Erikson. With an enthusiasm for applied psychoanalysis, Burston has been a productive contributor to our field for his
many books on psychobiography. Marc-André Cotton takes a
unique look at psychohistory and therapy, acknowledging that
“adults remain deeply imprinted with unacknowledged emotional
experiences” by examining childhood trauma, especially the threat
of corporal punishment. Jack Fitzpatrick’s contribution provides a
glimpse into the importance of mentorship, which is a common
theme throughout the whole of these autobiographies. As a student
of Peter Loewenberg’s, he was inspired to take psychoanalysis seriously and later went on to the Menninger Clinic, where he was
“enthralled and hooked” by his analytical training. He learned that
our symptoms have an adaptive purpose. Fitzpatrick learned to listen, think, and speak carefully. He has applied these principles first
with patients and then with clients as a psychodynamic business
consultant to small family businesses.
Offering a different perspective is Michael Maccoby’s
“learning journey,” beginning as a behaviorist and evolving into a
globally known scholar recognized for his work on leadership, especially narcissistic leadership. Like many of these scholars, Maccoby was educated at Harvard, where he pursued several interests,
including anthropology. His studies led him to social action and he
studied Mexican peasants and others, eventually investing in projects that went beyond academic theory and addressed global social
problems surrounding labor and leadership. What is striking about
Maccoby’s account and every other account is the way that these
authors were inspired by mentors and other professionals in the
field of psychohistory, who became lifelong friends and allies.
In fact, more than a few of these articles mention the important role that the IPA has played in their work as psychohistorians. By providing an international outlet for academic and clinical
ideas in the field of psychoanalysis and psychohistory, the organization worked to open up communication between members across
the globe, so that they could collaborate and strategize for its inclusivity of many ideas. Joseph G. Ponterotto was a quantitatively
trained counseling psychologist but changed direction when he encountered the richer field of psychohistory and psychobiography.
He came to psychohistory through the Psychohistory Forum and the
journal Clio’s Psyche and found resistance to psychobiography in
academic psychology to be intense. Ponterotto chiseled out a com-
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promise between competing heuristics and found a way of bridging
his quantitative reasearch with psychobiography. As a professor of
counseling at Fordham, he continued his research culminating in
the psychobiographical books on Bobby Fisher and John F. Kennedy, Jr.
On yet another trajectory, Heinrich J. Reiss, born just after
WWII, was thrust into a country going through rapid social change
from Nationalist Socialists to the far right National Democratic Party. With education as a renewed goal in Germany, Reiss chronicles
his experiences growing up in a rapidly changing political culture
and his belief that study meant “dig[ging] where you stand” to gain
a better understanding of the past. His exposure to deMause’s theories of childrearing and the psychogenic theory of history compelled him toward further research as a teacher and scholar.
A former colleague of mine when we taught at George
Washington University, Robert Samuels, focuses on what he terms
“the irrational” as it pervades culture and society. He investigates
the nexus between unconscious processes that are at work in group
settings as a means of targeting a problem that might be better resolved through applied psychoanalysis. In his essay, he maps out
the way emotion, the unconscious, and politics are interconnected
by emphasizing how a method for self-understanding is applicable
to politics and cultures; he has a fascinating explanation of how
Freudian theory and psychical reality can shed light on the unconscious processes funneling into power structures operative in the
group. From there he investigates a phenomenon surrounding victim identity and how it galvanizes a group’s desire to organize
themselves.
A distinguished figure in the fields of psychoanthropology
and psychohistory, Howard Stein is representative of the many
roads that psychohistory can take, the curious as well as the
learned, leading to a meeting of several complimentary disciplines,
thereby advocating for a more holistic approach to interpreting social ills not distinct from the individual neurosis. Key to many of
the methodologies noted here is identifying the symptom that may
afflict the individual and extends into the social group. Early on,
Stein was aware of a calling to psychohistory, believing it could
shed considerable light on the human condition. To write about
psychohistory is to think as a psychohistorian, and to embrace the
countertransference that occurs every time a thinker engages his or
her subject of inquiry. He or she can never rule out individual bias-
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es that might distort one’s view. Significantly, Stein goes on in his
essay to account for that very dynamic and to use his own responses as instruments for understanding people and situations. He contends, and I agree with him, that he had always been doing psychohistory because that was how his mind collected information and
synthesized it. One important aspect of his long road in which he
did encounter real hardship was his finding and utilizing “applied
poetry” to better analyze himself and how he found figuration to be
a means of going beyond calculation and relying on insight. As a
poet, I find that particularly refreshing to read—since poetry is one
and the same as the personal and cultural moment that produced it,
beginning with Sappho.
Arnold Richards writes of his energetic life in applied psychoanalysis, including his drive to democratize a psychoanalytic
institute, his editorship of the Journal of the A merican Psychoanalytic Association, his creation of a thriving psychoanalytic press
(IPbooks), his active work in bringing psychoanalysis online
through the InternationalPsychoanalysis.net, and teaching in China.
Richards’ efforts strengthen psychohistory. While most of the authors covered have PhDs, like Rozentsvit, Richards is an MD.
Inna Rozentsvit’s autobiography beautifully details her
struggle growing up as a Jew in a “nurturing and cultured very
small family” in the Ukraine when it was part of the Soviet Union
where times were hard under the influence of the Communist party.
When encountering intense anti-Semitism upon the fall of Communism, she fled with her family to Vienna and then, after a period,
to America, where she has devoted her great energy and talents to
psychoanalysis, psychohistory, and publishing psychodynamic
studies. After the death of her mother, she entered psychoanalytic
psychotherapy and trained as an analyst. Like the other authors,
Rozentsvit viewed psychohistory as the most cogent way to comprehend and “heal not just individuals but also society.” She writes,
“as a rehabilitation specialist, I can ease and heal the suffering of
my patients.”

David Cifelli is a young graduate student who encountered
psychohistory as an undergraduate and became fascinated with it,
authoring or co-authoring several articles while continuing his career in dental education. His involvement is a reflection of the
openness of the field to young colleagues and the reality that those
devoted to psychohistory must make their living elsewhere.
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In conclusion, this issue is devoted to the many roads that
these authors have taken and continue to travel on in their academic
and clinical ventures into the invaluable field of psychohistory, and
what makes us human in both the individual and collective sense of
the word. I am reminded of the line, “history is your own heartbeat,” from the poem, “Nightmare Begins Responsibility” (1974),
by Michael S. Harper. These authors affirm that to be true, and
have enriched our understanding of who we are and who we can be.

Judith Harris, PhD, is the author of three books of poetry
and a critical book on psychoanalysis and literature, Signifying
Pain: Constructing and Healing the Self through Writing (2003).
Her poetry has appeared in The Atlantic, The Nation, The New Republic, The New York Times blog, and Slate as well as many literary journals. Her articles have appeared or are forthcoming in
Psychoanalysis, Culture, and Society, DIVISION/Review, The
Chronicle, The American Journal of Psychoanalysis, and The Canadian Journal of Psychoanalysis. She has taught at George Washington University, American University, and Catholic University
and is a recipient of a Yaddo fellowship. She can be contacted at
jlha@gwmail.gwu.edu. 

My Development as a Psychohistorian
Dan Burston—University of Duquesne
Abstract: I recount how my past experience immigrating to Israel and
then being forced to go back to Canada led me toward history, biography,
and psychology. Terms like intergenerational identification and the intergenerational transmission of trauma, which previously meant nothing to
me, would become an important part of my life’s work. I discuss my first
encounter with psychohistory and psychobiography as well as my numerous experiences and books on the subject.
Keywords: Erik Erikson, intergenerational-transmission-of-trauma, Paul
Roazen, politics, psychoanalysis, psychobiography, psychohistorian, psychohistory

My interest in psychohistory and psychobiography probably
stems from the experience of immigrating at age seven to Israel in
1963 with my parents and siblings, only to return to Canada
(against my wishes) two years later. The clash of cultural sensibilities and the experience of being an uprooted child had a profound
impact on my subsequent mental and emotional development. It
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made me extremely curious about the impact that immigration and
uprootedness had on my parents’ generation, and on their parents
before them. Besides, a third of my father’s extended family perished in the Holocaust, and many of my school chums were the
children of Holocaust survivors. At the time, terms like intergenerational identification and the intergenerational transmission of trauma meant nothing to me. But with the passage of time, my childhood experience steered me steadily toward history, biography, and
psychology.
I first stumbled upon the words “psychohistory” and
“psychobiography” in the winter/spring of 1973, when I was reading Erik Erikson’s work for the first time. Two years previously, I
had read George Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London
(1933) and sought to emulate my role model by dropping out of
school, leaving my parental home, and working in restaurants, on
construction sites, gardening, and landscaping. To make ends meet,
I lived in various co-ops and communes in Toronto and tried my
hand at journalism, writing short articles for several “underground”
newspapers that have long since disappeared.
Though I worked at unskilled jobs during my psychosocial
moratorium, I was still a pretty bookish fellow. By 1972, I read
Freud’s Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis (1909) and several books by C. G. Jung, Erich Fromm, and R. D. Laing. Soon after,
I discovered Henri Ellenberger’s The Discovery of the Unconscious
(1970) as well as Paul Roazen’s Brother A nimal (1968) and Freud
and His Followers (1973), which left a lasting impression on me.
As a troubled teenager, I was also intrigued by Erikson’s ideas
about adolescent identity crises and the process of finding your own
“voice.” In fact, reading Identity: Youth and Crisis (1968) helped
cement my resolve to abandon the dying embers of Toronto’s counterculture and seek illumination and the prospect of a real vocation
in the more traditional setting of York University.
After a severely disappointing experience in an
“Introduction to Psychology” course, I decided to major in political
science so I could study with Paul Roazen. Choosing political science as my major was only logical, because I was more interested
in the history and politics of psychoanalysis, and the application of
psychoanalysis to history, politics, and society, than I was in pursuing a clinical career. Even so, I was dazzled and occasionally confused by Roazen’s richly stimulating but poorly organized lectures
on psychoanalysis and politics, which were leavened with lengthy
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reflections on classicist Norman O. Brown; sociologist Philip Rieff;
philosophers Herbert Marcuse, Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill,
and Isaiah Berlin; eccentrics and free spirits like Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Friedrich Nietzsche, Henry David Thoreau, and T. E. Lawrence; poets like Rainer Maria Rilke and Robert Frost; and political
commentators like Alexis de Tocqueville, Harold Laswell, and Walter Lippmann. But there was never a dull moment; it was quite an
education!

Having completed a BA in political science, I became
Paul’s teaching assistant for two years while I completed an MA in
Social and Political Thought. Shortly thereafter, I was admitted to a
PhD program in the history of psychology at York University,
where I added some clinical training and supervision to my scholarly background. I did a year-long practicum (1984-1985) at York
University’s Counselling Center, another in psychological assessment at the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry (1985-1986), and a third
at the Hincks Family and Child Treatment Center in child and family therapy. During this period, I had the opportunity to study psychoanalysis with another Freud scholar, Morris Eagle, a friend of
Robert Holt’s and, like Holt, a student of David Rapaport’s. I eventually completed my doctorate in the history of psychology under
the direction of Professor Kurt Danziger, an émigré from apartheid
South Africa who was severely persecuted for his political activism.
Kurt had a soft spot for the Frankfurt School, and believed my research on Erich Fromm could make a valuable contribution to that
literature.
The clinical trainings I undertook from 1984-1986 taught
me much, but they delayed my efforts to finish my dissertation. So,
when funding from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada ran out, I accepted a fellowship in the history of
psychiatry at the Payne Whitney Clinic at the Cornell University
Medical Center in New York City from the Fall of 1986 to the
Spring of 1988. The terms of my fellowship forbade me from doing any clinical work or supervision in New York, but being there
afforded me the opportunity to mingle with many accomplished
scholars who had a lively interest in psychoanalysis, history, and
the humanities.
I also met psychiatric historians who took an interest in the
anti-psychiatry movement. This was not new territory for me. The
counterculture had celebrated madness, both real and manufactured.
Indeed, it often depicted madness as a spirited repudiation of numb-
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ing pressures to conformity, or even as an exalted state of spiritual
awareness. My own encounters with mad people seldom tallied
with these ideas, but the subject still intrigued me. Now, however, I
was actually working in a psychiatric hospital alongside psychiatrists, so I stopped merely nibbling around the edges of this subject
and took a deep dive, reading books about madness by various authors. So, when I wasn’t working on my dissertation, much of the
reading and reflection I did from 1986-1988 was concerned with
the psychiatric hospitalizations and/or suicides of famous and infamous people. I resolved then that when my work on Fromm was
finished, I would write a book on the theme of madness.
I returned to Toronto and defended my dissertation in the
spring of 1989. During the following two years, I did some parttime psychotherapy and adjunct teaching at York, while turning my
thesis into my first book, The Legacy of Erich Fromm (1991), and
securing funding to travel to London, Edinburgh, and Glasgow to
research my second book, which was eventually published under
the title of The Wing of Madness: The Life and Work of R.D. Laing
(1996). In the Fall of 1992, my wife and I moved to Pittsburgh; I
started teaching psychology at Duquesne University, where I have
remained ever since. When Sharna and I arrived in Pittsburgh,
managed care had just taken over the mental health insurance business, and the climate for starting (or joining in) a private practice
was extremely unpromising. Moreover, as absurd as it sounds, my
book on Erich Fromm, published merely one year previously, did
not count toward tenure, so I had to finish my second book to ensure my future job security. So, with tenure in mind, I devoted myself full-time to scholarship and teaching, and haven’t looked back
since.
My publications over the past three decades show a slow
but deepening engagement with psychohistory. The Legacy of Erich Fromm said little about Fromm’s childhood, adolescence, and
his relationship with his parents. It focused almost entirely on
Fromm’s ideas, his career, and the posthumous reception of his ideas in psychoanalytic and scholarly circles. It did what it was intended to, but contained merely one chapter devoted to Fromm’s
personal life, which I lacked the time and resources to research
more thoroughly.
The Wing of Madness was a different undertaking. Laing
was a brilliant but tormented man. Unlike Fromm, an extremely
private person, Laing revealed quite a bit about himself in a memoir
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entitled Wisdom, Madness and Folly (1985). I was deeply moved
by his first book, The Divided Self (1960), and found his ideas
about interpersonal perception, familial communication patterns,
and the intergenerational transmission and the unconscious reenactment of family traits and dramas intriguing. Indeed, I had hoped to
write a full-scale biography of Laing. Sadly, I was denied access to
the necessary documents. However, I interviewed or corresponded
with many of Laing’s significant others, so I did not come away
empty-handed. Anthony Storr called it “the definitive biography of
Laing for years to come, and by far the most learned exposition of
his thought.”
By contrast with my book on Laing, Erik Erikson and the
American Psyche: Ego, Ethics and Evolution (2007) contained only
three biographical chapters. Anything more would have been redundant, given the wealth of biographical information already
available in Lawrence Friedman’s formidable study, Identity’s Architect: A Biography of Erik H. Erikson (1999). Anything less
would not have provided readers with adequate scaffolding for the
theoretical chapters that followed, one of which is devoted to
Young Man Luther (1957), Gandhi’s Truth (1968), and Erikson’s
sparkling essays on William James, Sigmund Freud, George Bernard Shaw, Albert Einstein, and other highly creative men who experienced a prolonged adolescent crisis and a precocious crisis of
generativity.
In some ways, my book on the life and work of Karl Stern,
A Forgotten Freudian: The Passion of Karl Stern (2016), is a continuation of my book on Erikson. The book is framed as a loosely
Eriksonian case study of Stern’s prolonged identity crisis, and the
intergenerational dynamics that shaped and disfigured his relationships with his own children. Like Erikson, Stern had profound
“father issues” that were never satisfactorily addressed or resolved
in his analysis. Another feature that Erikson and Stern shared in
common was a dual religious identity as Christians and Jews. At
the risk of stating the obvious, it is extremely difficult for Jews to
convert to Christianity because of the long history of Christian antiSemitism. It is doubly difficult for Jewish psychoanalysts to convert because Freud deemed conversion to be a bona fide neurotic
symptom or a contemptible concession to prevailing prejudices.
In Erikson’s case, his steadfast loyalty to his family of
origin, i.e. his Jewish mother and stepfather, prevented him from
undergoing baptism, though not from attending church and be-
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friending the leading Protestant theologians of the day, Paul Tillich
and Reinhold Niebuhr. In Stern’s case, conversion seemed like the
only possible response to the spiritual and psychological crisis that
engulfed him in Berlin in 1933, which eventually led to his baptism
in Montreal in 1943. Both Erikson and Stern suffered deeply from
their reputations as traitors to their ancestral faith. Stern hoped to
mitigate or dispel the odium attached to his conversion by lecturing
and writing extensively about the evils of anti-Semitism. Unfortunately for Stern, this did nothing to improve his relations with Canada’s Jewish communities, because his memoir, The Pillar of Fire
(1951), contains many unflattering and unfair characterizations of
Judaism. Nevertheless, it is considered a “classic” in this genre of
religious writing, and it won praise from many.
Over the past 20 years, the focus of my research and writing
has shifted somewhat toward topics like religious identity, religious
conversion, and interfaith dialogue in the psychoanalytic world.
However, my forthcoming book, entitled Provocations: Psychoanalysis, Politics and the Postmodern University, marks a return to
some of my earlier preoccupations, i.e. psychoanalysis and politics,
taking a deep dive into the perils of postmodernism and political
correctness, and the terrifying resurgence of fascism and ultranationalism on the Right.
Daniel Burston, PhD, is an Associate Professor in the Psychology Department at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh. He is the
author of The Legacy of Erich Fromm (1991), The Wing of Madness: The Life and Work of R.D. Laing (1996), Erik Erikson and the
American Psyche: Ego, Ethics and Evolution (2007), and most recently, A Forgotten Freudian: The Passion of Karl Stern (2016).
Please address any comments or questions to burston@duq.edu. 

Building Psychohistory in France
and Switzerland
Marc-André Cotton—Int. Psychohistorical Association
Abstract: Trained through the 2001-2002 Learn Psychohistory Online
program, I was deeply impressed by psychohistorical concepts that complemented my ongoing therapeutic process. With therapist Sylvie Vermeulen, I founded the Conscious Perspective, a French research project
based on the assumption that adults remain deeply imprinted with
unacknowledged emotional experiences. I became International Vice
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President of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA) in 2014
and in psychohistorical periodicals I published on a variety of subjects
such as poisonous pedagogy, psychoanalysis, terrorism, political psychology, perinatal psychology, and positive parenting. My efforts also focused on educating the general public about psychohistorical issues and
the adverse influence of violence in education with one of the leading
voices of the positive parenting movement in France, the French quarterly magazine PEPS. Thanks to these activities, psychohistory has gained
in visibility in France within a community of concerned adults and dedicated professionals.
Keywords: Clio’s Psyche, Conscious Perspective, France, International
Psychohistorical Association, The Journal of Psychohistory, psychohistory, Sylvie Vermeulen

Now in my early 60s, I still consider myself a “young” European psychohistorian; I was trained by James C. Duffy through a
12-month psychohistorical online course in 2000-2001, and his approach struck me immediately as being both profound and wide.
Through many years of work on my own childhood traumas, I
gained awareness of the consequences of both denial and reenactments on our daily lives. The extensive study of psychohistorical
concepts impressed me deeply, complementing my ongoing therapeutic process with theoretical and academic material. (For an extensive description of the Learn Psychohistory Online program, see
James C. Duffy, “Learning Psychogenic Psychohistory Online,”
The Journal of Psychohistory [JP], Vol. 28, No. 3, Winter 2001.)
Throughout this course, my mentor—a former university psychology professor and independent researcher—served as a benevolent
father figure to me, whose skillful feedback triggered painful memories of paternal humiliations and contempt.
With therapist Sylvie Vermeulen, I soon founded our Conscious Perspective research project to bring to light the links between repressed sufferings—particularly those of earliest childhood—and their acting out during different stages of life. To date,
our website has published in French nearly 200 papers by various
authors on subjects such as violence in education, psychoanalysis,
terrorism, political psychology, perinatal psychology, and positive
parenting. Based on two-decades of experience in therapeutic listening and research, our main assumption is that adults remain
deeply imprinted with unacknowledged emotional experiences,
which often keep them confined by early behavioral patterns. In
our view, the compulsion to recreate painful situations is an invita-
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tion to revisit these sufferings consciously, thereby being liberated
from their emotional burden. (See our English welcome page:
http://www.regardconscient.net/edefault.htm.)
Typical of my psychohistorical approach is “In Switzerland:
Childrearing Aimed at National Consent” (JP, 36, 2, 2008, 163185), which examines the Swiss consent as a political consequence
of severe childrearing demands inflicted by Swiss caretakers on the
child’s spontaneous consciousness. In my case I was conceived as
part of a project envisioned by my parents. There was scarcely any
space left in my life for the vital impulses of a child, because such
spontaneity threatened my parents’ plans for my upbringing. I realized then that the Swiss inclination for conformity is linked to the
contempt parents unconsciously inflict on their youngsters’ emotional needs from the very start, as they comply with this collective
aspiration for conformity. The ensuing sufferings can be understood as the origin of a recurring social ill-being that reproduces
itself in Swiss political life, particularly in the growing trends of
nationalism and xenophobia.
The September 11 terror attacks and the ensuing war on terrorism waged by the Bush administration provided an opportunity
to examine the collective restaging of what Alice Miller characterized as “poisonous pedagogy.” In particular, the involvement of
psychologists in “enhanced interrogation techniques”—a euphemism for the U.S. government’s program of systematic torture of
detainees—raised legitimate concern. My approach stressed that
behavioral scientists have long been noted for their engagement in
dubious experiments aimed at conditioning the human brain. In my
view, this willingness to control originates in early experiences of
maternal disruption forced on children and routinely manipulated
by caretakers, as evidenced by B. F. Skinner’s well-documented
early childhood. The leading role played by behaviorism in the
wake of the 9/11 trauma can be understood as drawing attention to
the dire consequences of such poisonous pedagogy (“Poisonous
Pedagogy: The Contentious Drift of Psychology,” JP, 40, 4, Spring
2013). I presented this at the June 2013 IPA conference and was
soon named the IPA’s International Vice President.
In my book, In the Name of the Father: The Bush Y ears and
the Legacy of Childrearing Violence (2014), I searched for and
documented the unacknowledged motivations underlying the Bush
administration’s military buildup for a so-called “war on terror” and
takeover of Iraq’s vast oil wealth. These inclinations can be found
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both in America’s ruling class and in the general public, which
quickly accepted drastic restrictions on civil liberties in the name of
“national security.” Just as so many Americans learned to submit
quietly in childhood under the threat of corporal punishment, they
acquiesced as adults to the brutal international agenda staged by
their leaders. From that perspective, this volume is a case study of
the roots of unconscious adult motivation found in early childhood
trauma.

Over the last five years in the Psychohistory News and
Clio’s Psyche, I published articles on topics such as the intergenerational transmission of trauma and grief in the Ukraine crisis, the
underlying causes of public violence in the wake of European terrorist attacks, and the collective restaging of birth trauma in the
Greek economic crisis. The latter study incorporates the prenatal
psychology approach of our German colleague Ludwig Janus and
Cypriot-American Vamık Volkan’s concept of “time collapse” to
shed a fresh light on the Greek struggle.
At the time, events in Europe retained my attention, including a personal response to Islamic terrorism, emotional distress afflicting a majority of French citizens in support of revoking the citizenship of terrorists, and the implication of childrearing violence in
the “Leave” vote of British citizens on June 23, 2016. In my view,
these public struggles indicate the powerful forces at play when repressed feelings and emotions associated with child abuse are displaced in a heated political context.
In 2016, The Journal of Psychohistory published an extended study of the Bush dynasty adapted from my 2014 French volume. It examines George W. Bush’s paternal inheritance, the problem of maternal abuse and its subsequent psychic wounds, and the
impact of unresolved grief after Bush’s loss of his younger sister,
Robin. As a vengeful young adult at Yale, Bush apparently restaged childhood traumas before getting involved in dirty politics
by supporting unlawful hazing practices. Then, as Governor of
Texas, he promoted the death penalty and a zero-tolerance approach to juvenile offenders. Controversial decisions of the Bush
administration regarding the Enhanced Interrogation Program, the
Guantanamo Bay detention camp, and many others are further scrutinized as collective reenactments of parental abuse deeply engrained in American society. From that standpoint, Bush’s intergenerational legacy of trauma bears strong affinities with that of the
whole nation (JP, 44, 1, 2016).
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As the IPA’s International Vice President based in France,
my efforts focused on educating the general public about psychohistorical issues surrounding supportive parenting and the adverse
effects of violence in education, all while France and the Council of
Europe were discussing a general ban on the corporal punishment
of children. Since 2015, the IPA maintains a booth at Lyon’s annual Eco-Fair, one of France’s biggest gatherings of environmental
and social activists. Along with fellow therapist Sylvie Vermeulen,
I shared information on the psychohistorical perspective, displaying
books in French and English as well as copies of PEPS magazine,
our French quarterly on positive parenting. Psychohistory News
published articles supporting our efforts, including “Bringing Psychohistory to One of France’s Biggest Eco-Fairs” (Psychohistory
News, 35, 2, Spring 2016), and more recently, “Report from Europe: Psychohistory in the French Speaking Community” (Psychohistory News, 37, 4, Fall 2018). Thanks to these activities, psychohistory has gained visibility within a small but growing
community of concerned adults and dedicated professionals.
Since 2012, my regular contributions to the French quarterly
magazine PEPS have played a large role in this process. This 68page print publication is one of the leading voices of the positive
parenting movement in France, and its editor, Catherine DumonteilKremer, is an enthusiast for our field. Psychohistory-related articles have recently covered topics such as Obama’s multicultural
heritage, the infancy of Sigmund Freud, positive parenting and
guilt, the use of John Bowlby’s attachment theory to understand the
Harvey Weinstein sex scandal, and Donald Trump’s European
roots. This improved visibility owes a great deal to my regular use
of Facebook for weekly updates and comments on supportive
parenthood for the benefit of my 3,500+ Facebook friends. Likewise, before the French presidential election in May 2017, the ecoparenting magazine Grandir A utrement (English translation: Growing up Differently) published an extensive article on psychohistory
with links to resources such as Lloyd deMause’s Foundations of
Psychohistory (1982).
I have also been lecturing at an annual summer university
organized by PEPS magazine. Last year’s conference was dedicated to Trump’s family heritage, but I always stress the importance of
applying psychohistory to the lives of participants. Topics I addressed in past years include the intergenerational transmission of
trauma and the therapeutic process.
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Last spring, I began close cooperation with La Maison de
l’enfant (The Child’s Home), an organization dedicated to training
professional parenting coaches. Among other things, I offer here a
psychohistorical perspective on Freud’s own childhood traumas and
their impact on psychoanalysis. In France, Freudian concepts are
influential among academics and child welfare professionals, and
my contribution elicits considerable interest. Indeed, discernible
imprints of early traumas in Freud’s work have been overlooked by
biographers. This painful blind spot may account for a detrimental
lack of concern with intimacy between mother and infant among
professionals with Freudian backgrounds. Clio’s Psyche has recently published an article entitled “Sigmund Freud, Son of Amalia,” clarifying my treatment of this topic (24, 1, Winter 2018).
Let me conclude with a few thoughts on psychohistory. Defined as “the science of historical motivations” and combining the
insights of psychotherapy with the research methodology of social
sciences (The Association for Psychohistory), our field must nevertheless affirm its unique nature. In our quest to unveil unconscious
dynamics, we assume such processes exist and are active within the
human mind and society. This is not the case with strictly historical
scholars, for instance, and might explain why other social sciences
have hit major stumbling blocks with psychohistory.
Specific to human nature, our reflective consciousness
drives us to reconsider destructive schemes of behavior as a means
of finding ways to heal individually and collectively. Such metacognition is central in the process of re-experiencing what has been
experienced (trauma for instance), and ultimately, in selfrealization.
Our uniqueness as a disparate team of researchers originates
in a common willingness to expand our emotional awareness
through the therapeutic experience. It is indeed how I came to psychohistory and what fuels my ongoing interest in this subject. In
my experience, psychohistorians are in essence subject-centered
and work outwards through this prism, whereas other social scientists remain mostly object-centered. It is therefore arguable that
psychohistory should take fuller responsibility for its scope as a
meta-discipline, or rather, a field likely to make sense of all others.
Marc-André Cotton, MA, the International Vice President
of the International Psychohistorical Association and an International Member of the Psychohistory Forum, is a teacher, independ-
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ent scholar, and co-director with therapist Sylvie Vermeulen of the
French website Regard conscient (www.regardconscient.net), dedicated to exploring the unconscious motivations of human behavior.
He may be contacted at marc-andre.cotton@netcourrier.com. 

Applying History and Psychohistory as a
Business Consultant
Jack Fitzpatrick—Family Business Resource Center
Abstract: The author takes a look back at his history. His specific focus is
on how his training and past affect his work. He emphasizes several lessons he learned through psychoanalysis and psychohistory, including listening, thinking, and speaking carefully. The author believes these lessons are what separates good therapeutic work from that which is mediocre or harmful.
Keywords: listening, Menninger Clinic, psychoanalysis, psychohistory,
speaking-carefully, thinking-carefully, William Faulkner

Peter Loewenberg’s University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA) 1966 graduate seminar course taught me how psychology
could be used to enhance the historical understanding of both
individual and collective behavior. It opened my eyes to material
that I had merely dabbled in as an undergraduate. I was hooked on
psychohistory. The seminar was exciting as I learned some
rudimentary psychoanalytic theory along with European and
American history. Peter encouraged us to continually probe for the
underlying motivations of the historical actors and events we
studied. His teaching was provocative, challenging, and exciting.
I received my master’s degree in history at UCLA and was
accepted into the doctoral program at the University of California
(UC), Berkeley. Loewenberg supported my leaving and admonished me to continue to learn more about how psychoanalysis could
inform my future studies. He encouraged me to contact the San
Francisco Psychoanalytic Institute and become a control case for an
aspiring psychoanalyst. I began a personal analysis while at Berkeley and also participated in a seminar that the San Francisco Institute taught for area academics. The content of the seminar was a
novel analytic method being developed at the Institute. My colleagues were academics in the humanities and social scientists who
were teaching in the California system or independent scholars.
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While I was pursuing my doctorate in history at UC Berkeley, I was contacted by Chuck Strozier about working with him and
Bill Gilmore on a newsletter devoted to research, teaching, and other areas of psychohistory. Thus began the Group for the Use of
Psychology in History Newsletter. We published the newsletter
quarterly and it drew interest from a wide group of historians. The
newsletter subsequently became The Psychohistory Review and
actively competed with The History of Childhood Quarterly: The
Journal of Psychohistory for readership.
When I moved to New England for my first teaching job,
Loewenberg introduced me to Bruce Mazlish, who invited me to
join a psychosocial study group that met monthly at Harvard during
the academic year to discuss members’ works in progress. Some of
its members included Stanley Huffman, Doris Kearns, Abraham
Zaleznik, John Demos, and John Mack. The papers we discussed
ranged from Demos’ work on witchcraft, to Kearns’ biography of
Lyndon Johnson, to Zaleznik’s study of executive leadership.
Earlier, while in graduate school, I had assumed that I
would teach history as a career. I accepted an invitation to teach
history in New Hampshire; but after a semester, I began to think I
would like to explore more systematically the use of psychology to
more adequately explain both individual and group behavior in history. The study group in Cambridge was a very important intellectual experience for me. I was impressed by the intellectual commitment of the participants and their efforts to meld psychoanalytic
thinking into their own disciplines. I began to look for an opportunity to spend a year studying psychoanalysis. Peter Loewenberg
suggested that I contact the Menninger Clinic in Topeka. I did and
the Clinic was receptive to my coming to Topeka to study.
I moved to Topeka in the summer of 1974 and began studying at the School of Psychiatry and the Topeka Institute of Psychoanalysis. Menninger had recently received a grant from the Spencer
Foundation to foster interdisciplinary studies for psychiatrists. I
received a three year stipend from Spencer to study, receive supervision in psychotherapy, and teach a course each year to psychiatrists and one to psychoanalytic candidates. In addition, I organized
a study group for selected members of the Menninger staff to meet
with academicians from Kansas State University, the University of
Kansas, and Washburn University, who were interested in psychohistory. The format of the group was modeled after my experiences
in Cambridge. George Kren, Leon Rappoport, Ray Hiner, and Jo-
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seph Hawes were the historians who attended. The meetings and
discussions were lively and stimulating to the members. We also
were able to invite guests from outside that included Peter Loewenberg, John Demos, Bruce Mazlish, Rudy Binion, Lloyd deMause,
and Paul Roazen. Each of them also gave lectures that were open
to the public. And Peter edited the psychological profiled I wrote
for New West magazine on California Governor Jerry Brown.
During my first year at Menninger, I was accepted into the
clinical training program of the Psychoanalytic Institute. I also received training in individual and group psychotherapy and family
therapy. I was enthralled and hooked. When I completed my analytic training, I was a member of the American Psychoanalytic Association and I was hired as a staff member of the Menninger Clinic. Menninger liked the intellectual stimulation provided by academicians and encouraged others to study for a year. One of these
fellows was Larry Friedman, who later wrote a history of the Menninger family and Clinic. This was a very exciting milieu to be a
part of. I was able to write, teach, and work. One of my articles
was a psychological portrait of California’s Governor, Jerry Brown;
another was a critique of Erik Erikson’s psychobiographical work.
Menninger, however, was primarily a long term psychiatric
hospital and was slow to adjust to the vagaries of managed care. Its
financial troubles mounted during the 1980’s and 90’s and it eventually was sold to a hospital in Houston, Texas. Larry Friedman
and I wrote an article outlining the demise of Menninger for the
Times Literary Supplement (“Clinic with the Human Touch,” June
29, 2001). In the meantime, I was doing clinical work and consultations for the Menninger Leadership Center (MLC) as a full-time
position. My work at MLC evolved into providing executive development for executives and working with family-owned businesses.
I enjoyed this work a great deal but could see that the institution
was in serious financial trouble. At this juncture, in early 1989, I
left to open my own business that provides consultations to executives, organizations, and family businesses with my wife as my
partner. I continued to do psychotherapy in the early years of my
practice but slowly needed to give that up because of the travel requirements of my consulting work.
Working with family businesses provided my wife Anne
Francis and I an opportunity to utilize our knowledge of psychodynamics, family systems theory, the life cycle, intergenerational conflict, conflict resolution, and history. My wife published The
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Daughter Also Rises: How Women Overcome Obstacles and Advance in the Family-Owned Business (2012). Much of our work
has been centered on helping families in business effectively navigate the inevitable transitions of moving the ownership and leadership of their firms from one generation to the next. While this work
may seem like a far cry from being a psychohistorian or a psychoanalyst, it isn’t. I have not written a major biography of a historically significant person. However, I have been able to utilize everything I learned as a historian and a psychoanalyst to help our clients be successful, enlightened, and relatively happy working in
their own businesses.
William Faulkner once wrote, “The past isn’t ever dead. It
isn’t even past.” Of course, he is correct about our past. It remains
with us always and forever. This isn’t solely a legacy for historians,
psychohistorians, or psychoanalysts; it belongs to all of us.
One of the first, and most important, lessons I learned as an
analyst and a historian is to listen carefully. I learned to listen rather than be thinking about what to say next. I learned to listen to
both what is being said and what is not; I have learned to listen to
whole stories seeking to understand the other person. This skill
parallels learning to read carefully in order to understand. People
want to be understood and my task is to understand whether I am
being a therapist, a historian, or a business consultant.
Another lesson that I’d like to emphasize is to think carefully. This is a tall order, because we often fool ourselves with what
we think we already know. We have been educated and trained to
understand others based on what we have already learned. But everyone is unique in specific ways and thinking carefully can help us
appreciate this fact. For example, when working with a patient
with borderline personality disorder we can hear all the symptoms
of that disease in our patient and know what our communication to
the patient might be. However, the most important information we
need to discern is how his disease helps him/her navigate life and
then respond to that issue. All of our symptoms have an incontrovertible adaptive purpose; we can be helpful only when we appreciate this fact.
It is at this juncture that we need to know how to speak
carefully. What we say to our patients or clients and how we say it
is very important. They place a great deal of weight on our words,
often feeling that our interpretations are a personal and deeply felt
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insult to their own incomplete or faulty understanding of themselves. I remember my first clinical supervisor in psychotherapy
repeating to me what I did not fully appreciate: ‘‘put yourself in his/
her shoes for a moment and try to imagine how you would respond
to what you are saying.’’ This has been an invaluable lesson for me
as a historian, therapist, and consultant.
Regardless of clinical persuasion, theoretical preferences, or
the therapeutic fad of the moment, these few lessons should be the
hallmark of good work. Listening, thinking, and speaking carefully
not only is the hallmark of a good analyst but reading carefully,
thinking carefully, and writing inclusively and accurately about our
subjects is the hallmark of a good historian, psychohistorian, and
business consultant.
Jack Fitzpatrick, PhD, holds a doctorate in history from
the University of California, Berkeley, and was trained as a
psychoanalyst at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas. He is a
partner in the Family Business Resource Center and president of
The Family Business Continuity Foundation. The father of three
adult daughters, he resides in Topeka with his wife, Anne E.
Francis, the author of The Daughter Also Rises: How Women
Overcome Obstacles and Advance in the Family-Owned Business
(1999). He may be contacted at jackfitz4630@gmail.com. ❑

Psychohistory in the United Kingdom
Brett Kahr—Tavistock Institute of Medical Psychology
Abstract: In this brief autobiographical essay, the author describes his
first encounter with the field of psychohistory while pursuing his undergraduate studies in psychology. Kahr also examines the way in which the
work of the early historians of childhood profoundly impacted his own
research into the role of unconscious parental death wishes in the development of severe psychopathology in adults and upon the gestation of his
concepts of “psychological infanticide” and the “infanticidal attachment.”
Keywords: applied-psychoanalysis, British Institute for Psychohistory,
history-of-psychoanalysis, infanticidal-attachment, infanticide, Lloyd
deMause, Oxford Psycho-Analytical Forum, psychological-infanticide,
Rudolph Binion

Nearly 40 years ago, as a fresh-faced undergraduate, I spent
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a great deal of time scouring the bulletin board of my university’s
department of psychology. One day, I came across a poster that
captured my attention. I had never heard of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA) before seeing that sheet, nor had I
ever encountered the word “psychohistory.” But I sensed that if I
attended this conference on applied psychoanalysis, I would learn a
great deal about Sigmund Freud, whose work we had not studied in
-depth. Thus, in an act of unexpected boldness, I posted off a money order to register and I hopped aboard a plane bound for New
York City.
With great trepidation, I walked into the assembly hall,
keenly aware that I had never attended a professional psychology
conference previously where the other registrants seemed to be
hundreds of years old… and I felt extremely uncomfortable. But
Lloyd deMause welcomed me into the fold and began to introduce
me to his seasoned fellow psychohistorians. DeMause, in particular, impressed me with his extraordinary erudition and with his
sweeping command of psychoanalytical theory and its application
to the study of childhood history, biography, and group psychology.
Lloyd deMause became my primary reference point within
the small circle of psychohistorians, but I also took the opportunity
to meet and learn from many of his close colleagues; and over the
next few years, I attended the International Psychohistorical Association whenever I could, and listened with interest to these bluesky thinkers. David Beisel spoke insightfully about World War II as
a dysfunctional family system; Paul Elovitz regaled us with his deft
psychobiography of the 19th century British author Samuel Smiles;
Melvin Kalfus kept us engaged with his research on the adult life of
Herbert Graf (better known within psychoanalysis as the phobic
child “Little Hans”); and Henry Lawton addressed the methodology
of psychohistory while regular attendees such as Melvin Goldstein
and the provocative Casper Schmidt kept everybody on their toes.
Although New York City boasted a plethora of psychohistorical theoreticians and practitioners, Oxford, England—my home
at that time—did not. By the early 1980s, psychoanalysis had made
a profound impact in the U.S., but not in Great Britain, a country
that still regarded the work of Sigmund Freud with considerable
apprehension. I rashly established a little group, The Oxford Psycho-Analytical Forum, where distinguished Freudian practitioners
came to deliver talks to the psychodynamically-impoverished Oxonians. For instance, Dr. John Bowlby, the ground-breaking child
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psychiatrist and psychoanalyst, spoke memorably about attachment
theory; Dr. Hanna Segal, the noted Kleinian psychoanalyst, talked
about models of the mind within theory; and Dr. Muriel Gardiner,
one of Freud’s earliest disciples, flew over from Pennington, New
Jersey to share her memories of the father of psychoanalysis and of
his famous patient, the “Wolf Man,” with whom she had forged a
longstanding relationship.
Keen to promote not only talks on clinical psychoanalysis
and on the history of psychoanalysis, I also wished to develop a
space for the presentation of explicitly psychohistorical papers. I
discussed my Oxford adventures with Lloyd deMause and had the
good fortune of writing to the French psychohistorian Jean-Maurice
Bizière, who travelled across the English Channel from nearby
Toulouse to deliver an engaging talk about “Schools of PsychoHistory.” Likewise, Rudolph Binion generously agreed to speak to
my Oxford group on Adolf Hitler, describing the impact of the
death of Klara Hitler upon her treacherous son. Even the Oxford
psychology students, who were suspicious of Freud, found Binion
so impressive that some apologized for having dismissed psychoanalytical ideas far too abruptly.
I felt quite pleased and proud that, in my very small way, I
had brought an influx of ideas about psychohistory to Oxford, the
oldest institution of higher education in the English-speaking world
and, also, a bastion of psychological conservatism. By having hosted Jean-Maurice Bizière and Rudolph Binion (and, subsequently,
other pioneering psychohistorians), I created a space in which my
statistically-orientated psychology comrades could begin to consider the riches of a more profound depth-psychological paradigm.
Encouraged by Lloyd deMause, I established the British Institute for Psychohistory; and between 1987 and 1997, we organized monthly meetings. As virtually no one in Great Britain at
that time conducted research on psychohistory per se, I established
a forum of clinical talks about the interrelationship between Freudian psychology and child abuse. Lloyd deMause’s visionary historical research on the modes of childrearing had already earned him a
reputation in the growing field of child abuse studies; and I hoped
that I might begin to develop the foundations of a British community of psychohistorians.
Although I managed to attract reasonable-sized audiences,
they had an expectation that they would hear clinical accounts
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about psychotherapy with psychiatric patients; alas, very few had
any real interest in the application of psychoanalysis more broadly.
Binion was able to participate as well as Leo Abse, a recently retired Member of Parliament who had helped to change the laws on
the punishment of infanticidal mothers in the United Kingdom. Mr.
Abse was well acquainted with psychoanalysis, and had recently
published a controversial psychobiography of Margaret Thatcher,
his political nemesis, whose childhood had encouraged her deprivational social welfare policies.
However, in spite of curating a series of well-attended talks
delivered by professionals, I failed to generate sufficient interest in
the work of my American psychohistorical colleagues among the
more myopic members of the British mental health community.
Eventually, I closed down the group and concentrated on my own
clinical practice and career as a university lecturer and author.
Retrospectively, I realize that, as a young trainee in my 20s,
I lacked the gravitas and, indeed, the organizational savvy to direct
a psychohistorical institute, but I had certainly endeavored to do my
best. Although The British Institute for Psychohistory no longer
exists, I remain grateful to have had that opportunity because it
changed the course of my professional life.
As the person who extended invitations to the speakers, I
had free reign to organize talks by those psychoanalytical workers
whom I admired. Many of them became lifelong friends, in particular, Dr. Valerie Sinason, who had already studied deMause’s work
and became a brave pioneer of child trauma studies, often battling
against those who refused to believe that child sexual abuse actually existed, an outmoded position to be sure.
I regret to report that, in spite of decades of training in fields
ranging from forensic psychotherapy to couple psychoanalysis,
none of my teachers or supervisors had much interest in the history
of psychoanalysis or psychohistory; therefore, I had to pursue these
passions independently, and over the decades, I became an historian
of psychoanalysis.
I also nurtured my historical interests by associating with
the Freud Museum in London, having worked there as the Deputy
Director in 1986 and 1987, and then having returned years later to
become a Trustee of both the Freud Museum and Freud Museum
Publications. In collaboration with Peter Rudnytsky, I established a
monograph series for Karnac Books, “The History of Psychoanaly-
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sis Series,” now published by Routledge/Taylor and Francis. Since
the inception of this library of books, we have published over 20
titles on psychoanalytical history, with many more in the pipeline.
Most of the books in this series brim not only with fine historiographical and archival scholarship but, also, with an acute psychohistorical lens (e.g., Alexander, 2015; Bentinck van Schoonheten,
2016; Burston, 2016; and Everett, 2016).
In the midst all of this, I decided in mid-life, long after having completed my various trainings in mental health, to return to
university where I did postgraduate training in medieval and early
modern history, specializing in medieval medical history which has
improved my historical capability.
In spite of my past extensive psychological trainings, my
teachers rarely mentioned the forensic crime of infanticide—the
killing of newborn babies. Instead it was psychohistorians, by contrast, who exposed me to this horrific arena. Lloyd deMause had
pioneered the study of infanticide through his copious psychohistorical writings; and it was he who introduced me to this chilling
and widespread perversion of parenting.
At first, I presumed that the study of infanticide might be
confined to the ancient Greeks and that it had very little relevance
to mothers and fathers of the late 20th century. But, as time progressed, and as I began to work more and more extensively with
patients diagnosed as suffering from chronic schizophrenia, I was
surprised by how many of them had endured death threats from
their parents during early childhood. These institutionalized patients confessed in psychotherapy sessions that their mothers had
tried to stab them with a knife, or that their father had pushed them
into the middle of the road, or something of that nature. In time, I
came to regard these people as “honorary victims” of infanticide
who did not die in the physiological sense, but who “died” in the
psychological sense, retreating into frozen—often catatonic—
internal worlds of terror.
As time progressed, I expanded upon my research on early
infantile and childhood death threats as a potential aetiological factor in the development of severe psychopathology; and, in 1991, I
presented thoughts about “Parents Who Kill Their Children: Clinical and Historical Notes on Infanticide” as one of the lectures on
“Aspects of Child Abuse: Psycho-Analytical and Historical Perspectives” that I had organized for presentation to The British Insti-
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tute for Psychohistory.
In the years that followed, I have taught and supervised extensively on the phenomenon that I have come to describe as
“psychological infanticide,” a type of early traumata in which a
parent or caregiver threatens the life of a young child, resulting in
the creation of an “Infanticidal Attachment” (Kahr, A ttachment:
New Directions in Psychotherapy and Relational Psychoanalysis,
2007a, 119). I have since written a number of chapters or essays
for clinical books and journals on this very topic. Numerous colleagues and numerous patients have confirmed that they have encountered this phenomenon; indeed, I have received so many confirmatory reports about the validity of this hypothesis that I realize I
must now endeavour to write a fuller study.
I feel that I owe the most enormous debt to my teachers in
the international psychohistorical community. I have done my best
to teach these contributions to my students in the United Kingdom;
and I have endeavoured to write about the ways in which this research might be of direct relevance to clinical mental health practitioners. It saddens me that I have not had the chance to attend a
meeting of the International Psychohistorical Association in Manhattan since 1994 when I had the privilege of appearing on a panel
about “Cult Abuse of Children.” Regrettably, the International Psychohistorical Association has always held its conferences in the
month of June; and as a full-time psychoanalytical practitioner, I
have not managed to take off sufficient time in the middle of the
clinical term to travel overseas. I hope that, in the future, this may
change so that I can express my deep gratitude to some of the wonderfully brilliant and generous founding members in person.
Brett Kahr, PhD, has worked in the mental health profession for over 40 years. He is Senior Fellow at the Tavistock Institute of Medical Psychology in London and Senior Clinical Research Fellow in Psychotherapy and Mental Health at the Centre
for Child Mental Health in London. He is the current Chair of the
Media Advisory Group for the British Psychoanalytic Council as
well as the Chair of its new Academic Membership Committee. An
author of 12 books and series editor of more than 55 additional titles, his publications include D.W. Winnicott: A Biographical Portrait (1996), which won the Gradiva Award for Biography, and Sex
and the Psyche (2007), a study of the traumatic origins of sexual
fantasies, which became one of The Sunday Times bestsellers.
Most recently, he has published How to Flourish as a Psychothera-
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pist (2018). His upcoming books include Bombs in the Consulting
Room: Surviving Psychological Shrapnel and Dangerous Lunatics:
Trauma, Criminality, and Forensic Psychotherapy. Currently, he
works in full-time private psychoanalytical practice with both individuals and with couples.
He can be contacted at
Kahr14@aol.com. 

Peter Loewenberg’s Pioneering Road
Traveled as a Psychohistorian
Peter Loewenberg—UCLA
Abstract: Peter Loewenberg is a trailblazing psychohistorian and advocate for psychoanalysis. He played a key role in changing the law in California to create the category of research psychoanalysts who can practice without having a degree in medicine, psychology, or social work. He
also helped create a consortium of psychoanalytically trained professors
in the California university system. In recent years he also has been a
leader in bringing psychoanalytic psychotherapy to China.
Keywords: history, psychoanalysis, psychohistory, psychotherapy, Research Psychoanalysts, University of California, University of California
Interdisciplinary Psychoanalytic Consortium

I am identified as a psychohistorian or a psychoanalytic historian. I would like to get away from the concept of “applying”
psychodynamics to the humanities and social sciences because I
have found that the integration of psychodynamic perceptions with
historical data takes place the moment the historian encounters the
historical event or archival document. The clinical perceptual tools
and method of thinking is in the mind of the historian, so he/she has
a nuanced awareness of what possibly productive questions to pose
or look for in the historical behavior or situation. The psychoanalytic perceptions, usually the affectual and emotional valences, are
integrated in the methodological approach to the historical work, as
they are in other aspects of life—and in this essay.
In the history graduate program at University of California
(UC), Berkeley, I studied European diplomatic history with Raymond J. Sontag, American intellectual history with Henry F. May,
and European cultural and intellectual history with Carl Schorske. I
encountered my first psychotherapy then. I was depressed by my
father’s recent death and in a bad graduate school marriage, not
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sure what to do. Certainly the personal experience and insight
gained in analysis was a prime determinant for me advocating a
deeper approach to history than treaties breached or economic conflict over colonial markets. I felt the historical explanations were
only partial; they did not begin to explain as much as we could
when we understood some things about the unconscious, human
motivations, and behavior. If psychodynamics enabled us to better
comprehend personal motives, conflicts, and behaviors, why settle
for “rational interest” explanations in history and politics? I knew
that I wanted psychoanalytic training.
Two people who profoundly influenced my life and career
in history were Robert K. Webb, the editor of the A merican Historical Review (AHR), and Nancy Lane, its managing editor. Bob
Webb had a broad, open, and tolerant view of what the premier
journal of the profession should publish. He was willing to take the
interdisciplinary manuscripts of an unknown young historian, send
them out to historians as well as to psychoanalytic professionals for
evaluation, and publish two essays (“The Unsuccessful Adolescence of Heinrich Himmler” and “The Psychohistorical Origins of
the Nazi Youth Cohort”) of this far-out radical maverick in the year
1971. Nancy was a tireless editor who devoted meticulous attention to detail and introduced photographs and illustrations with the
texts in the A HR.
One of the insights from my personal analysis was that
when I found a flaw or mistake in a mentor’s work, I could sense
the Oedipal dynamics of attack and triumph. My first major article
in the A merican Historical Review was a critique of the conceptualizations of a Berkeley teacher of mine who had published on the
“normal” adolescence of the young Heinrich Himmler. Later, I
would experience both the transference idealization and deprecation
by students and patients.
Nachträglichkeit is the term Freud employed for the delayed reactions to trauma in a person, which may also be carried
and transmitted over and between generations. I know this from
the oral tradition of my family, who recounted the hunger experiences in Germany during the First World War: the boring rutabagas,
which were the only staple food for the war years; one orange as a
special holiday treat divided in segments among the family; and no
coal for heating, so my mother learned to play piano with gloves
on. I learned of this from my parents, not only by the stories and
reminiscences they shared of the hunger and rare precious once-a-
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year treats like an orange that was segmented and shared by the
whole family, but literally in my mother’s body as a fetus. When I
wrote a research article on the emotional and physical consequences of prolonged food deprivation in Central Europe during and after
World War One, these family memories and other oral histories became pertinent. I continued to study food anxiety in Berlin where I
studied on a Fulbright grant during the Soviet blockade. This became the emotional background for my historical research.

The World War I deprivation was imprinted on my parent’s
bodies. When she was 60 I accompanied my mother for an eye examination, the ophthalmologist inquired whether she had been in a
concentration camp, to which she said “No!” He said that her retina showed damage from malnutrition, which he had only seen in
concentration camp victims. Upon consideration she suggested that
it must have been the “hunger years” of World War One. A major
theme in concentration camp memoir literature is the ever-present
hunger and thirst. I can only speculate on how much of the concentration camp hunger regimen was reversal and undoing, turning the
passive experiences of childhood starvation into the active infliction of suffering onto innocent others three decades later.
In my 63 years as an analyst I have found that when colleagues reflect back on their long analyses, invariably what we recall is some human departure from prescribed “classical” technique
of “abstinence,” a personal event that touched us deeply. I recall a
day when there was a sudden storm as I went to my analyst’s office.
I was caught in the deluge without a raincoat or umbrella. I lay on
his couch with my clothes soaked by cold rain. He suggested I take
off my shirt and trousers, then carefully came over to the couch carrying his coat, which he spread over me. In 1966 when I left to do
civil rights work in Mississippi, we shook hands at his door and he
said: “It takes a good deal of courage!” Regardless of psychoanalytical school or orientation, I believe the curative factor is the quality of the interpersonal relationship between analyst and analysand.
My life in psychoanalysis has been marked by three institutional struggles: one, the legal recognition and legitimation of research psychoanalysis by the state; two, the teaching of psychoanalysis in China; and three, the merger in Los Angeles of two autonomous psychoanalytic institutes into one unified psychoanalytic center. When I applied for institute training, the incoming Dean of the
Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute (SCPI) was Samuel
Eisenstein (1913-1996). He asked me to his office on a Saturday
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morning. After some discussion, he stunned me by suggesting,
“Why don’t we establish a psychoanalytic training scholarship for
academics to help young university scholars with their psychoanalytic education?” The first recipient was Professor Albert D. Hutter
(1942-2004), a Dickens scholar in the UCLA English Department
in 1971.
I was chair of the Committee on Research and Special
Training (CORST) of the American Psychoanalytic Association
(APsaA), the gatekeeper to psychoanalytic training for academics
who wish to learn analysis in institutes of the American Psychoanalytic Association, from 1997 to 2001. I was Dean and Director of
Education of the Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute
(SCPI) and of the New Center for Psychoanalysis (NCP) from 2001
to 2006. These years accomplished the reuniﬁcation and merger of
a split in institutional psychoanalysis in Southern California 64
years ago.
The research training program of the New Center for Psychoanalysis in Los Angeles, the successor to the SCPI, has been
emulated widely. In creating the bridge between psychoanalysis
and academia, SCPI realized Freud’s 1926 vision of analytic instruction, which “would include branches of knowledge which are
remote from medicine and which the doctor does not come across
in his practice: the history of civilization, mythology, the psychology of religion and the science of literature. Unless he is well at
home in these subjects, an analyst can make nothing of a large
amount of his material” (Freud, “The Question of Lay Analysis,”
Standard Edition, XX, 246). Now the NCP has one of the most successful psychoanalytic academic research training programs.
A problem appeared early with the legal legitimation of the
clinical practice of the research students and graduates of California
institutes. Academics are not state licensed clinicians. Mental
health is as subject to the exclusionary “guild” mentality of crafts as
are hairdressers, plumbers, and electricians. I was the first research
candidate targeted in the attempt to derail academic psychoanalytic
candidates from doing clinical work and to keep them from seeing
patients. It is the kind of call you never forget; one day, a psychologist friend phoned with the warm-up that alerts you to trouble:
“This is a hard call to make!” He continued: “There has been a
complaint filed against you with the Psychology Licensing Board
for practicing psychology without a license.” As a matter of recourse, I secured a license as a Marriage and Family Therapist
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(MFT), so that I would have the cover of law. This is a broad clinical license, but it took a year and required sitting for examinations,
and MFT was not my identity.
We decided to try to make a place for Research Psychoanalysts in California law. I worked closely with Martin Levine, a professor of law at University of Southern California (USC). His legal
drafting skills were indispensable in drafting the law around the
objections of the psychology lobby. This fight to legitimize graduates of institutes was a hands-on political education like none other.
We encountered many of the special interest groups in state politics,
including Afro-Americans (“What will this bill do for Blacks?”)
and gays. Art Agnew moved the adoption of AB246 bill while on
the Public Health Committee. The most important lobby we had on
our side was the University of California Student Lobby. When it
came to getting our bill through the Senate and Governor, the adage
of Tip O’Neill that “all politics is local politics” was abundantly
demonstrated. Senator Walter Stiern secured its unanimous passage.
After passage in the Assembly and Senate we needed a contact who
had the ear of Governor Jerry Brown. Our man in the Governor’s
Office was Leroy Chatfield. When I called Leroy, explained the
bill, and asked him to talk to Jerry Brown, he said: “Peter, this
sounds like a wonderful idea! I’ll talk to Jerry.”
On September 30, 1977, Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr.,
signed the first Research Psychoanalysts Law, which is also the first
time in the history of any jurisdiction that psychoanalysis was legitimized by a state. The new law explicitly named the four California institutes as authorized to train psychoanalysts for “teaching,
training, or research.” Upon the passage of the law, Anna Freud
wrote me: “I think this legal decision is a wonderful thing and will
mark an important development in the history of psychoanalysis in
America” (Anna Freud to Peter Loewenberg, October 12, 1977, in
the possession of the author).
In 1991 a group of research psychoanalysts on the University of California faculty led by Nancy Chodorow and myself proposed the creation of a UC interdisciplinary psychoanalytic consortium (UCIPC). Rather than formal presentations and prepared discussions, we held informal workshops focused on the various interests of the group. The UCIPC is the only place in the university,
and perhaps in the world, where social scientists, humanists, psychoanalytic psychiatrists, and bio-behavioral scientists from the
university’s five medical schools interact on the common ground of
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psychoanalysis and recruitment for psychoanalytic institute training.
An important part of my identity as an analyst has been
teaching psychoanalysis in China, the country I lived in as a young
child when my parents fled the Nazis. I was appointed Chair of the
China Committee of the International Psychoanalytic Association in
2007 and chaired the group until 2013. I taught psychoanalytic
therapy for the Hospital Authority of Hong Kong from 2003-2005
and in major cities such as Wuhan, Kunming, and Chengdu. Chinese mental health professionals are eager to acquire the best Western talk therapies. The China Committee commenced a full curriculum of psychoanalytic training in Beijing in 2007 and in Shanghai
in 2011. As part of the IPA’s China program, German, Norwegian,
Argentine, and American analysts have taught and supervised in
China since 2007. In May 2019 the Sixth Chinese Psychoanalytic
Congress was held in Shanghai with over 1,000 registrants. This is
a tremendous accomplishment for an educational effort that was
initiated a mere 12 years ago.
My devotion to history and psychoanalysis has made for a
most fulfilling and productive career.
Peter Loewenberg, PhD, is Emeritus UCLA Professor of
History and the author of numerous books and articles, including
Decoding the Past: The Psychohistorical Approach (third ed.,
1996) and Fantasy and Reality in History (1995). A former Dean
of the Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute and past CoDean and Training and Supervising Analyst of the New Center for
Psychoanalysis in Los Angeles, Loewenberg is the recipient of
awards for his extraordinary accomplishments. Professor Loewenberg may be contacted at peterl@ucla.edu. 

My Learning Journey as a Psychologist:
From Behaviorism to Psychohistory
Michael Maccoby—The Maccoby Group
Abstract: My engagement with psychology began with behaviorism, then
cognition, culture, psychoanalysis, and the psychohistorical study of leadership. I studied Mexican peasants’ efforts to adapt to a changing world,
then high tech managers who were changing the world. Studies led to
projects to improve the quality of working life and to teaching leaders.
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Keywords: behaviorism, cognition, culture, leadership, psychoanalysis,
psychohistory, psychology

I was introduced to psychology by my uncle and aunt, Nathan and Eleanor Maccoby, both behavioristic psychologists. In my
sophomore year at Harvard, I took B. F. Skinner’s course and
worked in his laboratory, conditioning behavior rats by starving
them and giving them food pellets when they behaved “correctly.”
Skinner believed his method of operant conditioning was key to
conditioning humans to behave better, but it seemed to me it required starving and imprisoning people. I wrote an article for the
Harvard Crimson stating Skinner’s methods seemed best employed
by animal trainers in a circus. Skinner didn’t appreciate the article
and asked whether I wanted to be a scientist or just a journalist.
Jerome S. Bruner, a pioneer in cognitive psychology, liked
my article and invited me to take his course. He became a mentor
and advisor for my undergraduate thesis that showed how anxiety
influences thinking when there are different incentives for solving
problems. Anxious people do best with no rewards or punishments
while non-anxious people do best when subjected to these incentives. I took a course with Robert Sears on child development
where Anna Freud gave guest lectures. I interviewed her for The
Crimson, coming away with the view that Freudian psychology was
not based on scientific studies.
I also studied anthropology with Clyde Kluckhohn and
wrote a research paper, “Culture and Cognition,” that described
how different cultures categorized and named things based on their
emotional attitudes toward those things. I was beginning to understand that most behavior can best be understood in its cultural context.
After graduating Harvard with a Woodrow Wilson fellowship, I read analytic philosophy for a year at New College Oxford.
I started reading Freud’s collected works. Applying Freud’s insights to my dreams, I changed my previous view about psychoanalysis and became convinced that it was a valuable method for understanding human motivation.
The summer before leaving Harvard for Oxford, I worked at
the Russian Research Center, then led by Kluckhohn, where I analyzed interviews by factory managers who had defected from the
Soviet Union. They testified to the irrationality of the Soviet system. That summer, I met David Riesman, who was teaching at the
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summer school. We quickly became good friends, a friendship that
lasted for almost 50 years. While I was at Oxford, Riesman sent
me an invitation to be an instructor in his course on character and
society at the College of the University of Chicago.
The syllabus included classics of the social sciences, from
Karl Marx, Max Weber, and Émile Durkheim to Frederick W. Taylor, Elton Mayo, Freud, Margaret Mead, and more recent studies on
industrial work. I wrote Riesman that I hadn’t even read most of
these works, so how could I teach them? Riesman wrote that he
believed I would be able to read the material, discuss it with him
and the other course instructors, and learn as I taught it. Throughout our relationship, Riesman was wonderfully supportive.
I accepted the offer with the condition that I would also enroll in the doctoral program on human development. During the
academic year 1955-56, besides teaching, I participated in seminars
with Bruno Bettelheim on Freud, anthropologists Robert Redfield
and Sol Tax, and Leo Strauss on Machiavelli. I learned more in
that year at the University of Chicago than I had learned at Harvard
and Oxford.
What I learned was not just the classic works, but the understanding that leadership and group behavior were best understood
in relation to their cultural and historical contexts. Machiavelli
showed that, in Renaissance principalities, effective leaders needed
to be feared while in the Roman republic they needed to be trusted.
Audrey Richard’s study of the Bemba in Africa showed that a depressed people could only be understood by the history of British
colonial suppression of their culture. Bettelheim deepened my understanding of Freud’s discoveries.
I returned to Harvard the next year. Bruner recruited me
with a research fellowship plus room and board as a freshman proctor. A major reason for leaving Chicago was that Harvard had a
clinical psychology doctoral program that was part of the Social
Relations Department that combined psychology with sociology
and cultural anthropology.
At Harvard, as a teaching fellow, I taught Erik Erikson’s
Childhood and Society (1950) to a sophomore seminar, the first that
combined men and women at Harvard. I was inspired by his creative integration of psychoanalysis and culture and invited him to
visit and speak at Winthrop House where I was a resident fellow.
He came and we had good conversations about his biography of
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Martin Luther and his study of the Sioux culture with a psychohistory of oppression similar to that of the Bemba. I was attracted to
his integrating psychoanalysis with culture and history and asked
whether he might accept me for training as a psychoanalyst after I
received a doctorate. He invited me to visit him at the Austen
Riggs Center to be interviewed by his colleagues. I went, but the
interviews were inconclusive.
When Riesman arrived at Harvard, I helped him develop his
course on American character and society. We became active in the
movement for arms control and detente with the Soviet Union to
avoid the risk of nuclear war. At a meeting I went to with Riesman,
organized by the American Friends Service Committee, I met Erich
Fromm. He had analyzed Riesman and they remained friends.
Fromm was living in Mexico where he founded and directed the
Mexican Institute of Psychoanalysis and had begun a study on
Mexican villagers and the relationship between their character and
their behavior. The study asked why some villagers were productive farmers and others suffered from apathy, alcoholism, and violence. Fromm told Riesman that he wanted a research assistant
who was competent in interviewing, projective testing, and statistical methods. Riesman suggested me and after interviewing me,
Fromm offered me the job.
Influenced by Bettelheim and Erikson, I had been critical of
Fromm’s Neo-Freudian interpretation of psychoanalysis, but rereading Escape from Freedom (1941) and sharing Fromm’s political engagement, I changed my view of his work. Like Erikson,
Fromm integrated psychoanalysis with social and historical factors,
but what appealed to me was that Fromm was also directly engaged
in the existential issues of the time, especially the threat of nuclear
war. I agreed to be his research assistant with the condition that he
would train me as a psychoanalyst and that I was able to gain a research and training fellowship. I didn’t want to be in analysis with
Fromm while dependent on him for a salary. I did receive a postdoctoral research and training fellowship from the National Institute for Mental Health. My pregnant wife and I drove three thousand miles from Cambridge to Cuernavaca, Mexico where I began
eight years of research and analysis with Fromm.
I graduated from the Mexican Institute in 1964 and became
a training and supervising analyst. My practice benefitted from being a foreigner. Mexican analysts didn’t want family members to
pour out family secrets to their colleagues. They felt safer with me.
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Although I didn’t know the term, in retrospect we were doing psychohistory. Our study showed that campesinos who came
from families of independent farmers before the Mexican revolution tended to have productive character that adapted to their work.
Those who came from families of peons that suffered as semi
slaves in the haciendas had internalized their oppression. Even
though the government had given them land, they were vulnerable
to exploitation, and their submissiveness and fatalism were factors
in their alcoholism and violent behavior.
During the summer of 1968 I worked for Senator Eugene
McCarthy’s anti-Vietnam war presidential campaign. In the fall, at
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Science, I finished
writing the Mexican study and began a study of the motivation and
values of high-tech managers and technicians who were starting to
create the IT projects that I believed would eventually change the
way we work and live. I received funding from the Harvard Program on Technology and Society. The study lasted seven years and
resulted in The Gamesman (1976), which became a bestseller and
launched me on a new career as a lecturer and organizational consultant. In The Gamesman, I described how the personalities of
successful business leaders fit their roles. I contrasted the psychology of high-tech managers—gamesmen—with historical entrepreneurs such as Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller, who were
narcissistic jungle fighters.
After the book was published, Erikson said I would be invited to a meeting to discuss psychohistory at Robert Lifton’s Wellfleet, Massachusetts summer house. A few weeks later, Erickson
called to say I had been disinvited. He didn’t say why, but I suspected it was Lifton’s decision. Years before at Harvard, we were
close friends, but the last time I met him I had criticized his theory
of the protean self, the individual who changes the self to fit different situations. I argued that the behavior Lifton described is better
understood by Fromm’s marketing orientation, a social character
adapted to the service mode of production.

In the fall of 1969, our family moved to Washington, DC
where I had a tenured fellowship at the Institute for Policy Studies
(IPS). At IPS, I continued The Gamesman study and joined other
opponents of the Vietnam War. I established a clinical practice and
taught psychoanalysis at the Washington School of Psychiatry.
My research on work and character led to meeting other re-
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searchers who were studying new projects to improve the quality of
working life in the U.S. and Scandinavia. I was not satisfied with
being a researcher, teacher, and clinician. I wanted to help change
dehumanizing workplaces so that work would stimulate individual
development. I organized the first joint union, United Automobile
Workers (UAW) management (Harman Industries), in the U.S. The
success of this program led Sidney Harman to endow the Program
on Technology, Public Policy, and Human Development at Harvard’s Kennedy School, which I directed from 1978-90. It also led
to an invitation to work with Volvo in Sweden.
In Sweden, I was invited to lead a study of Sweden’s leaders in government and business and to recommend the kind of leadership Sweden needed. To summarize a long story, I became a student of leadership, convinced that good leadership was essential for
progress in both organizations and government. My article on narcissistic leaders in the Harvard Business Review, “Narcissistic
Leaders: The Incredible Pros, the Inevitable Cons” (first published
in 2000) won a McKinsey Award. I found that the effectiveness of
leaders depends not only on their competence, but also on the fit
between their personality and the social or historical context. Their
impact, for good or evil, depends on their philosophy.

Because of my publications and projects to improve work, I
was asked to coach leaders in business, health care organizations,
the State Department, and the World Bank, and I taught leadership
in graduate programs at Oxford University’s Saïd Business School
and Sciences Po.
Now in my mid-80s, I teach a seminar on Fromm at the
Washington School of Psychiatry and advise leaders of Nuestros
Pequeños Hermanos (Our Little Brothers and Sisters), homes,
schools, and clinics for abandoned and at-risk children in nine
countries of Latin America and the Caribbean. As I write this in
2019, I am co-editing with Ken Fuchsman a collection of psychoanalytic and historical essays on Donald Trump’s leadership.
Michael Maccoby, PhD, is a psychoanalyst and anthropologist who is a globally recognized expert on leadership and the author or co-author of 15 books including The Gamesman (1976) and
Narcissistic Leaders (2007). He has taught leadership at Harvard,
Oxford, and Sciences Po and psychoanalysis at the Washington
School of Psychiatry.
Dr. Maccoby can be contacted at
mm@maccoby.com. ❑
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A Winding Road to Psychobiography
and Psychohistory
Joseph G. Ponterotto—Fordham University
Abstract: This article traces the career journey of Joseph G. Ponterotto
from a quantitatively trained counseling psychologist to a multi-method
researcher and an active psychobiographer. His career is organized
along four historical stages: an academic, quantitative multicultural
counseling researcher; embracing qualitative research; returning to clinical practice; and helping to legitimize psychobiography in academic psychology. He feels indebted to senior psychobiographers who have mentored and guided him along his path, and he is part of a newer generation
of researchers integrating psychobiography into mainstream psychology.
Keywords: counseling-psychology, ethics, psychobiography, psychology,
qualitative-research, quantitative-research

Like most applied psychologists of my generation (born
1958; graduate school, 1980-1985), I was trained exclusively in
quantitative research methods. The topic of psychological history
was reserved for the required undergraduate and graduate courses
in history and systems of psychology; and psychobiography, though
we did not use that term back then, was covered briefly by reading
Freud’s (1910) psychoanalytic study of Leonardo da Vinci, or Erikson’s (1969) study of Mahatma Gandhi, in a personality psychology course. The thought of pursuing historical, case study, or narrative research in doctoral study was not even presented as an option.
The pioneering work on life story analysis and intensive case study
methods conducted at Harvard University during the mid-1920s by
Gordon Allport in The Use of Personal Documents in Psychological
Science (1942) and Henry Murray in Explorations in Personality
(1938) did not filter down into Counseling and Clinical Psychology
training, though of course, Murray and Christiana Morgan’s work
on the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) did find its way into the
projective psychological testing curriculum.

Research in my specialty, counseling psychology, during
this period, emphasized experimental designs, quasi-experiments,
or survey and correlational designs, with much more status attributed to the experimental methods. Also, in the early 1980s, qualitative research including interview studies, participant-observation
work, and various case study descriptive approaches was considered the province of sister disciplines such as anthropology, ethnog-
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raphy, and sociology. There were no qualitative course options in
our strict American Psychological Associations-aligned curriculum.
My journey as a later life psychobiographer progressed
through four overlapping historical moments: early quantitative
multicultural counseling researcher (1980-1990), embracing qualitative and mixed methods approaches to multicultural research
(1991-2009), returning to part-time clinical practice (2008-present),
and a specialty in psychobiography (2008-present). Interestingly,
the historical periods correspond to my increasing rank and security
as a university professor.
An Academic, Quantitative Multicultural Counseling Researcher
The 1980s was an active period for addressing racial and
cultural issues in psychology. Influenced by the Civil Rights
Movement of the previous two decades, counseling psychology
programs began to address racial and cultural issues in training and
to add multicultural courses to the curriculum. When I arrived at
the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) in the fall of
1980, the counseling psychology program was actively engaged in
multicultural research. My mentor, Dr. Jesus Manuel Casas, was
already a national figure in multicultural psychology, and I was
quickly absorbed into his research program.
The research emphasis at this time at UCSB and in counseling psychology programs nationwide was exclusively quantitative,
and thus began my career and research program in the study of culture as related to the counseling and psychotherapy process. My
quantitative multicultural research program continued throughout
my five years at UCSB and my two years as Assistant Professor of
Counseling Psychology at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Quantitative research is part of my academic DNA, and I continue
to conduct quantitative research and have also incorporated these
methods into my work as a mixed methods psychobiographer.
Embracing Qualitative Research in Multicultural Counseling
In 1987, I accepted a faculty position in the Counseling Psychology Program at Fordham University’s Lincoln Center Campus.
While my large sample quantitative research continued in New
York, students soon began to show interest in doing more applied
research in our various racial/ethnic minority communities. Toward
the end of the 1990s, we began learning and conducting qualitative
research and designed our first qualitative research methods course.
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While a majority of our qualitative research relied on indepth interview studies, we also began to collect first-person life
stories of pioneers in the multicultural psychology field. These life
stories would be published as part of our Handbooks of Multicultural Counseling (Ponterotto, Casas, Suzuki, & Alexander, Eds.,
2001, 2009). Life story writing and editing was my introduction to
the field of narrative psychology, as it is popularly known today.
Naturally, studying individual lives leads one to the historical period in which the figures lived and worked. Thus, from a psychohistorical perspective, I began to study the evolution of psychology
training and practice during the Civil Rights era. It is not possible
to separate our biography from history, thus my embrace of psychohistory.
Returning to Clinical Practice and Integrating My Clinical and
Research Lenses
In 2008, after two decades in a purely academic role, I reengaged the practice of counseling and psychotherapy by starting a
small private practice. By this point in my career, I was a tenured
full professor with a modest national reputation in multicultural
psychology and qualitative research methods. Coincidentally, as I
moved into practice, one of my former childhood heroes, World
Chess Champion Bobby Fischer (1943-2008), died in Reykjavik,
Iceland, at the young age of 64. Fischer’s death was the catalyst for
my work as a psychobiographer.
I began to reflect on my childhood hero and wonder what
had happened to him. Here was a chess genius, who in 1972, at the
height of the Cold War, single-handedly wrestled the World Champions ship away from Boris Spassky and the “Soviet chess machine” that had dominated elite chess for the prior half century. As
many readers will remember, soon after capturing the World Chess
Title, Fischer abandoned competitive chess and forfeited his title to
Anatoly Karpov in 1975.
Fischer went on to become somewhat of a recluse and his
later life was marked by strong anti-Semitic (Fischer himself was
Jewish) and anti-American sentiment, and a host of mental health
concerns. In 1992, Fischer came out of isolation to play an unsanctioned (by the international chess federation) rematch with Boris
Spassky in war-torn Yugoslavia. At that time, the U.S. Treasury
Department had imposed an embargo on any American doing business in the region. Fischer ignored the government’s prohibition,
played the match, defeated Spassky again, and earned over three
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million dollars. An arrest warrant was issued for Fischer, and he
would never return to the U.S. In 2005 the Icelandic Parliament
granted Fischer full citizenship for humanitarian reasons and also to
acknowledge what his great 1972 triumph did for the country of
Iceland.
Long puzzled by Fischer’s psychological character, I decided to use my research skills to investigate what likely happened to
Bobby Fischer. How did he become so good at the game of chess,
and what led to his professional and psychological decline after the
1972 championship victory? What began as a plan to write a brief
assessment article on Fischer blossomed into a four-year research
journey and the book A Psychobiography of Bobby Fischer (2012);
thus began my final career specialty: psychobiography. Interestingly, I observed extensive overlap in my work as a practitioner and in
psychobiographical research. Both enterprises involve the extensive study of an individual within a socio-cultural historical perspective, including a deep assessment of historical, generational,
genetic, family, and cultural influences. I tell my students that the
form of research most closely aligned to clinical practice is psychobiography. Naturally there are many differences between the two
activity sets, not the least being that psychobiography studies a nonanonymous figure of historical significance and importance who
may be long-deceased.
Embracing and Helping to Develop Psychobiography as a
Vibrant Specialty in Psychology
I was fascinated and invigorated by my four years of research on the life of Bobby Fischer and the international chess scene during the Cold War. Fortunately, as a senior professor, I felt the
luxury of embracing a multi-year research and writing project, as
the pressure of publishing numerous large sample research studies
each year lessened. In time, I found that colleagues and students
were equally fascinated by my research on Fischer and by the topic
and methods of psychobiography. At this time, I endeavored to
make psychobiography more visible, acceptable, and mainstream in
academic psychology. I began working on peer-reviewed journal
articles on the practice, methods, and ethics of psychobiography. I
had been involved in “legitimizing” other marginalized specialties
earlier on by publishing on the topics in mainstream, Tier-1 Academic journals—namely, multicultural research in the 1980s and
1990s, and qualitative research methods in the 1990s and 2000s.
Many of my recent psychobiography articles have reached publica-
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tion in highly cited mainstream psychology journals internationally
including the A merican Psychologist, Review of General Psychology, Qualitative Psychology, Journal of Psychology in Africa, and
Europe’s Journal of Psychology, among others.
As I reflect on my particular contributions to the field of
psychobiography, I would categorize them in four overlapping areas: integrating rigorous qualitative and quantitative methods into
psychobiography; expanding the theoretical anchors for psychobiography; outlining best ethical practices for psychobiographers; and
integrating psychobiography into academic psychology training
curriculums and research. Finally, an important aspect in my ongoing development as a psychobiographer was the encouragement and
mentoring I felt from senior scholars in the psychobiography
field. This relatively small group of researchers, relative to other
psychology specialties, was always available to help me with ideas
and research strategies, writing tips, and networking. I feel a debt
to them and would like to acknowledge some of these mentors and
role models: James W. Anderson, Alan C. Elms, Paul Elovitz, Paul
Fouche, Ken Fuchsman, Zoltan Kovary, Claude-Helene Mayer,
Dan P. McAdams, William (Mac) Runyan, William Todd Schultz,
Dinesh Sharma, and Harold Takooshian. As they have helped
guide me, I am committed to assisting the next generations of psychobiographers.
Joseph G. Ponterotto, PhD, is a Professor of Counseling
Psychology in the Graduate School of Education, Fordham University, Lincoln Center Campus. His most recent book-length psychobiography is A Psychobiography of John F. Kennedy, Jr.: Understanding his Inner Life, Achievements, Struggles, and Courage
(2019).
Dr. Ponterotto may be contacted at ponterotto@fordham.edu. 

Dig Where You Stand!
Heinrich J. Reiß (Reiss)—Psychohistorical Editor
Abstract: The author describes his path from practically archaic thinking
of a traditional rural world that still lingered in the late 1950s to that of
psychohistory.
Keywords: abandoning, education, Franz Josef Strauss, Helmut Schmidt,
history-festivals, Jahrbuch für psychohistorische Forschung (Yearbook
of Psychohistorical Research), Lloyd deMause, Sven Fuchs, traditional-
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world

The Federal Republic of Germany came into being in 1949,
the same year I was born as the oldest son of a small dairy farm
family. The farmhouse in which I grew up in rural southern Germany still stands.
As a boy of almost three, my first deeply rooted memory is
seeing the body of my grandfather, surrounded by candles and
flowers, in the hallway of our house. I recall the men and women
of our small-town saying goodbye to him. It is as if it happened
yesterday. I did not realize the meaning of the word “death” then.
No one spoke with me about the death of my grandfather, but the
event and its symbolism entered my mind and feelings. When my
father died in 1999, it seemed as if the same men and women returned to the same hallway; but this time I fully understood.
For ten years after my grandfather’s death, I grew into a
world that was archaic in its thinking and feeling, a world in
which witchcraft was alive and we experienced many social conflicts. This world was also rooted in National Socialist thinking;
even in the 1968 elections more than 30% voted for the far right
National Democrat Party.

Into this traditional world, West German politicians and
educators in the mid-50s and beginning 60s returned to the idea
that the country needed a well-educated population. The daughter
of a Catholic-worker and the son of a small farm family, who were
thus far considered an unused and unneeded reservoir, could thus
think of attending high school (Gymnasium). However, my mother warned: “We cannot help you with school, but if it should be too
hard for you, tell us. You can find work as a mechanic or a baker.”
National efforts notwithstanding, my parents needed additional persuading. One day a teacher from the nearby Humanistic
Gymnasium visited our town, found us working in a potato field,
and suggested that I attend his school. The pressure worked; for
the next nine years, I first learned Latin and Greek, then added
English in the sixth grade. Thus, I could hardly understand the
words of the Beatles’ songs, nor Joan Baez’ bittersweet lyrics, or
Pete Seeger’s Peat Bog Soldiers (1970), which he wrote, composed, and had first performed by former prisoners in the abandoned National Socialist concentration camp near Boergermoor.
Many boys in town lived with the accounts of the previous
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generation’s young men who were sent, like my father, to war in
their early 20s. They could not attend Gymnasium. My father was
wounded three times, thankfully saving him from the slaughter of
the Battle of Stalingrad. Back home, as a second son without a
chance to inherit his family’s land, he rode down the mountain
from his family farm and guesthouse, wooed and married my
mother, and they settled on her farm. I became their oldest son; a
younger brother and sister followed later.

By contrast to my parents, the German expellees from Eastern Europe, including the four families who temporarily lived in
our farmhouse after WWII, thought that a good education was an
absolute necessity. Thus, I started to learn with their school-age
boys before even starting elementary school. My father did not
object; he was an open-minded man with cultural interests, loved
his trees and hedges, but never had a chance to study. Nevertheless, I could not understand why my warm-hearted mother had to
work in the fields, cook, and wash while he was lying on our sofa,
sleeping or listening to operettas, especially on Sundays. I objected and started washing dishes without being asked—to the dismay
of some.
I had just finished my nine years in Gymnasium when
George M. Foster’s article, “Peasant Society and the Image of
Limited Good” (American Anthropologist New Series, 67, 2, April
1965, 293–315), came to my attention. He described in detail the
thinking and working in my hometown. In traditional societies, he
argued, all goods and services are considered finite and one person’s profit is viewed as another person’s loss. Foster’s insight
exploded this traditional concept and from then on I looked at my
town and the agricultural production on which it relied differently.
It was important that while other boys and girls were beaten, my parents did not beat me, nor give me away during the
height of the war. My village naiveté was undermined as was my
rough language when I left home for service in a hospital as a conscientious objector.
The erosion of my traditional thinking and behavior progressed further when I studied to become a teacher at the pedagogical university in Nuremberg, which I did in 1974. As a student, I
worked in a hospital again, this time with children and adults as
they prepared for operations. Again, I had to cope with my helplessness when faced with the slow or sudden death of our patients.
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It helped to accept a surgeon’s words: “he will die and we assist
him on the way.” I remember one old man in particular who died
of uremic spasms; as a 21-year-old I held him in my arms and later
washed him.
Almost 15 years later, Peter Petschauer’s A fers (1986)
opened another door. My idea of the abandoning childrearing
mode took on a more refined meaning when I read that he and his
brother were “abandoned” to a farm family in Afers/Eores in the
Dolomite Mountains of Italy. As the fronts moved closer, his parents endeavored to insure the two boys’ survival in a nurturing environment. My experience was different in that my family did not
“give me up.” Nevertheless, I knew already then that many other
families chose the same path as Petschauer’s parents; unlike in his
case though, they did not always do so for the children’s long-term
benefit.
In the meantime, in the early 1980s, the so-called historians
of everyday life began to write. Among the most influential publications was Arthur E. Imhoff’s Lost W orlds: How Our European
Ancestors Coped with Everyday Life and Why Life Is So Hard Today (1996, English translation, as are most subsequent sources). I
was deeply impressed with his and other historians’ explorations
and by the phrase “Dig where you stand!” to gain a better understanding of our past. These individuals created history-festivals all
across Germany, which worked on local history, using the term
history workshop for their groups.
My father almost immediately objected to my research in
local history. He became an abandoned child at about age six to
eight when his mother was placed in custody for nine months. She
was suspected of having set a neighbor’s barn on fire. Although
she was released when it became known that another neighbor had
set the fire, my father carried a deep inner anger from that time on;
this rage led him to physical assaults. He feared that I might find
out what happened to him.
Listening to and reading the work of historians of everyday
life, the following question arose: “Where were the children in all
of this?” But how to explore the answer when the topic was too
close to us? We were young and in our own way criticizing the socalled social historians of the day. This was before I read HansUlrich Wehler’s History and Psychoanalysis (1971).
In the meantime I worked as a teacher in a secondary gram-
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mar school and had become chair of a teachers’ union in Nuremberg. There I met another mentor, the 35 years older Robert
Mueller. He was born in 1914 into a social democratic family, socialized during the “social-democratic 1920s,” trained to be a typesetter, and then in 1933 went on the road for a year until the Nazis
forbid this practice. After that, he served for two years in the
Reichswehr (realm defense), worked in his profession, and during
WWII became a soldier and, finally, a prisoner of war in the Caucasus. Upon returning in 1948, he became Secretary of the Nuremberg Social Democratic Party and worked as a teacher in his
profession until his retirement. Continuing the work of his father,
he collected “the forgotten history of the social-democratic Weimar Republic” and showed me “the other Nuremberg.”
With the exploration of this man’s biography, another perspective had entered my thinking. What did I learn from Mueller’s
childhood and youth? Ludwig Janus put it this way: “It is astonishing how this worker family retained its coherence and values
during the difficulties of the time.” In 1984, we finally made the
film, In Search for the Lost History, of the first 18 years of
Mueller’s life.
The real breakthrough to psychohistory came for me when
I discovered the history of childhood; it filled a gap in everyday
history. “There is no one here at the Institute who teaches courses,
nor do I know any courses in psychohistory you can attend,” that’s
what Lloyd deMause wrote me in a letter dated November 20,
1980. I could not follow his suggestion to attend the International
Psychohistorical Convention that year because of my teaching
schedule. However, one afternoon in August, during a visit to a
friend in New Jersey, I went to deMause’s office on Broadway and
returned home with a stack of issues of The History of Childhood
Quarterly. I was hooked.
I originally learned about deMause in the German edition
of Psychology Today. In March 1980, I was struck by the headline: “The Strauss in Us.” Gerhard Bliersbach entitled his article
“Projecting onto Strauss,” and elaborated on the psychological dimensions of the forthcoming elections in Germany. Bliersbach
applied the new science of psychohistory, and the ideas of Lloyd
deMause, the man behind it. Bliersbach used group fantasy analysis, highlighting as examples two well-known candidates running
for the office of chancellor: the northern Social Democrat Helmut
Schmidt and the Bavarian Christian Democrat Franz Josef Strauss.
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Only one month later, on May 3 and 4, 1980, deMause sat at a
heavy table in the castle of Heidelberg, explaining the stages of
childrearing, fantasy analysis, and the psychogenic theory of history; I was one of the listeners.
DeMause had given me a few names in his abovementioned letter. After my return from New York, I found a group
of men and women (e.g., Aurel Ende, Peter Orban, Helm Stierlin,
and Christian Buettner) who met yearly in Berlin, Heidelberg,
Frankfurt, and other German cities; I began to take part in their
conventions and listened and learned. Later I met Winfried Kurth,
Florian Galler, Ludwig Janus, and others of a group that collected
and discussed historical group fantasies, mostly in cartoons. After
2003, I also started publishing in the group’s Y earbook of Psychohistorical Research (Jahrbuch für psychohistorische Forschung).
Much later I discovered that childhood is also political.
With time, I engaged more in work for the German Psychohistorical Association; there I met younger psychohistorians and tried to
encourage their work. Among them is Sven Fuchs, a German
blogger about childhood and author of Childhood is Political
(2019).
Today I serve as co-editor of our association’s yearbooks
with Winfried Kurth (the main editor), and executive co-president
with Ludwig Janus of the German Psychohistorical Society
(GPPP). We organize conferences and encourage through phone
calls and the Internet all aspects of psychohistory. In the process
we try to gain ground in mostly non-university connected efforts to
inspire and spread the meaning and usefulness of psychohistory.
Heinrich Johann Reiß (Reiss), MA, born 1949, lived and
worked on his parent’s farm until 1969. He attended the Humanistic Gymnasium in Neustadt from 1961 to 1969, worked in hospitals for two years, then attended the pedagogical university in Nuremberg and taught from 1974-2014. He has been a widower
since 1994 and has two adult children. He may be contacted at
hpmReiss@t-online.de. 
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My Life in Applied Psychoanalysis
Arnold D. Richards—InternationalPsychoanalysis.net
Abstract: This article details my orthodox Freudian training as a psychoanalyst at the New York Psychoanalytic Institute. I list some of my prominent teachers and the influence of Freud on my career. Over time, my
practice identity has changed, and I detail these changes. My professional identity rests on three pillars, which I delve into further, and I go over
my activities as a psychoanalytic communicator. Finally, I talk in-depth
about my two major endeavors, InternationalPsychoanalysis.net and IPbooks.net.
Keywords: applied-psychoanalysis, China, InternationalPsychoanalysis.net, IPbooks.net, Marxist, New York Psychoanalytic Institute, psychoanalytic-communication

My training as a psychoanalyst was orthodox Freudian at
the New York Psychoanalytic Institute. I started my training in
1964 and graduated in 1969. My analyst was an Austro-Marxist, a
member of the so-called Freudian left, which includes Otto
Fenichel, William Reik, Edith Jacobson, George Gero, and Elizabeth Lantos. I think my analysts and I shared a Marxist sensibility
because my father was a Bolshevik who was in Trotsky’s army during the Russian Revolution. This influence contributed to my interest in the wider world outside of psychoanalysis, which is the concern of applied psychoanalysis.
It should be noted that Freud, in his lifetime, wrote more
papers on applied psychoanalysis than he did on theoretical and
clinical subjects; and since Freud, there has been a legion of contributors to applied psychoanalysis. The list is quite long, so I will
only mention Erik Erikson, Theodore Adorno, Else FrenkelBrunswik, Daniel Levinson, Abraham Kardiner, Geza Roheim,
Ruth Benedict, Harold Lasswell, and more recently, Vamık Volkan,
Leo Rangell, Eli Zaretsky, Christopher Bollas, and Robert Stolorow.

I was very fortunate that in my training my teachers included some of the most eminent émigré and non-émigré psychoanalysts in New York at that time: Rudolph Lowenstein, Edith Jacobson, Ruth Eissler-Selke, Margaret Mahler, Charles Brenner, Jacob
Arlow, and Phyllis Greenacre. Also, I had a course in psychoanalytic anthropology taught by Werner Muensterberger. Some of my
teachers had been close to Freud. With his biological background,
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Freud was searching for universals like the Oedipus complex; and
although he could deal with ambiguity, these universals for his followers became certainties and institutionalized as dogma. The ambience at the New York Psychoanalytic Institute was authoritarian,
but it was the authority of excellence. The questioning of authority
was not encouraged. Certainty prevailed.
My allegiance was to the New York Psychoanalytic Institute Freudian orthodox establishment. Commitment to the organizational establishment was necessary for professional advancement,
teaching positions, and referrals. I graduated in 1964, was certified
in 1972, and became a training analyst in 1981. Becoming a training analyst fulfilled one of my highest professional aspirations.
In addition to moving in a more ecumenical theoretical direction, my practice identity has also changed. I call myself a psychoanalytic-oriented and informed psychotherapist rather than a
psychoanalyst. My identity does not come from the psychoanalytic
profession but from my effort to help my patients using all of the
therapeutic approaches at my disposal. I believe the effort to define
the difference between psychoanalysis and psychotherapy is barking up the wrong tree. There have been many panels trying to
agree on the distinction, but these have been a futile effort. What is
important is that concepts of psychological mindedness, the unconscious, transference, resistance, and conflict, are foundational for
psychology and psychiatry.
My professional identity rests on three pillars: one, psychoanalytic theory and practice; two, psychoanalytic teaching and supervision; and three, psychoanalytic communication. My involvement in applied psychoanalysis is an aspect of psychoanalytic communication. I should note that engaging the wider world as a psychoanalyst was not encouraged at the institute that I trained at.
When Charles Brenner wrote a letter to The New Y ork Times opposing U.S. involvement in Vietnam, Phyllis Greenacre publicly
stated that he could not continue to practice as a psychoanalyst because he had ruined the transference for his patients. Nevertheless,
after the letter was published Brenner and a group of far-left psychoanalysts, including Buddy Meyer and Larry Roose, raised money for a full-page advertisement in The New Y ork Times opposing
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. I would have signed if asked, but I
belonged to the next generation.
My activities as a psychoanalytic communicator began in
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1989 when I became editor of the Bulletin of the A merican Psychoanalytic Association, which I renamed The American Psychoanalyst. I made it less of a house organ and included historical contributions and articles about psychoanalysis and psychoanalysts in the
wider world. I felt strongly that knowledge about the past of an
organization contributes to understanding the present. History is
identity. In 1994, I became editor of the Journal of the A merican
Psychoanalytic Association (JAPA), the most prestigious psychoanalytic journal in the U.S. Before I became editor its orientation was
narrow, classical, Freudian psychoanalysis and its contributors were
mostly members of the American Psychoanalytic Association. I
succeeded in broadening its reach in the U.S. and worldwide, including publications from members of non-American Psychoanalytic Association institutes. I only became more open, inclusive,
and ecumenical after I became editor of JA PA .
After I completed my ten year term as editor of JA PA in
2004, I started a blog/website, InternationalPsychoanalysis.net.
This has become a platform for a wide range of applied psychoanalytic contributions—art, literature, history, philosophy, etc. Here
are some examples of applied psychoanalytic posts that appeared
on InternationalPsychoanalysis.net: “Q&A: Film critic Pietro Bianchi talks psychoanalysis, teaching and Žižek” by Joel Cohen on the
Duke Chronicle website (April 10, 2019), “Unpublished Comments
about President Trump to Esquire Magazine from Henry J. Friedman, M.D. Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School” collected by Tamar Schwartz on InternationalPsychoanalysis.net (March 23, 2019), “Henry Idema: The Origins of Racism”
by Henry Idema on the Holland Sentinel website (March 19, 2019),
and “How AI Will Rewire Us: For Better and for Worse, Robots
Will Alter Humans’ Capacity for Altruism, Love, and Friendship”
by Nicholas A. Christakis in the A tlantic Monthly (April 2019 issue).
The story of how InternationalPsychoanalysis.net was
launched may be of interest. After I had completed my stint as editor I was on the short list to become editor of The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis (IJP). I flew to London to be interviewed but did not get the job. I was told that it was because of my
personality, which I think referred to my psychoanalytic institutional political activities. I was one of the prime movers to end the certification requirements for membership, bylaw voting, and training
analyst appointment. I also worked hard to pass a membership em-
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powerment bylaw amendment. I launched InternationalPsychoanalysis.net when I returned from London. Some mentioned that I
started the website because I was not appointed editor of the IJP,
and they are right. InternationalPsychoanalysis.net is read in over
180 countries and territories; it has a significant Alexa rating and
includes 40 to 50 posts a week.
My second applied analytic venture is a book company, IPbooks.net (IUP), which launched in 2009. I began the venture to
publish a book by Sylvia Brody, Beginning to Grow, which had
been scheduled to be published by the International Universities
Press that became defunct in 2003. IPBooks.net has published
more than 100 titles—psychoanalysis, memoir, fiction, non-fiction,
and poetry included some that are indeed works of applied psychoanalysis—Applied Psychoanalysis: Explorations and Excursions
(2015) by David Werman, Jane A usten, Sibling Rivalry, Unconscious Fantasy and Change (2018) by Margaret Ann FitzpatrickHanly, Moving Pictures: Films Through a Psychoanalytic Lens
(2016) by Herbert H. Stein, On the Pleasures of Owning Persons:
The Hidden Face of American Slavery (2016) by Volney Patrick
Gay, and Sinatra: The Swinging Narcissist (2017) by Harvey A.
Kaplan. An example of an IUP title is Psychoanalysis Enters The
Political Fray (2019) by Peter Wolson. It points out the value of
the psychoanalytic perspective in deepening understanding of the
unconscious psychodynamics that motivate politicians, the electorate, and politics.
Another aspect of my work in disseminating psychoanalysis
has been teaching it in China with other colleagues. It is thriving. In Wuhan we were treated as rock stars capable of walking on
water! There were posters of Freud and many others, including me,
in the auditorium where the meeting, attended by more than 200
mental health professionals from all over China, was held. The
Chinese are in love with psychoanalysis, Freud, Jews, and what
they think is new and “in.” The program in Wuhan is supported by
their government because they are concerned with the high suicide
rate related in part to the psychological pressure created by the one
child policy, which has a great impact on a country. There was
great interest in my paper on the replacement child since 30 million
people died in the Great Leap Forward and many in the Cultural
Revolution. Children who were born to replace them have special
burdens on them. Our Wuhan three-year psychotherapy program
has 140 students. It is not at all colonial in its approach because the
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Chinese tell us what they want and we provide it. Psychoanalysis
has a valuable toehold in China. Some Chinese are interested in
psychohistory, but wary as they must be in a country that is not intellectually free.
Through my endeavors my hope is that I have raised the
awareness of psychoanalysis, also known as psychoanalytic informed psychotherapy, to the wide world of human experience.
Arnold Richards, MD, was born in Brooklyn, New York
on August 2, 1934 in a middle-class Jewish family. He attended
Erasmus Hall High School and then did his undergraduate and
some graduate work at the University of Chicago prior to training
as a physician at Downstate Medical Center of the State University
of New York. He did his residency at the Menninger Clinic and in
1975 was certified as a psychoanalyst by the American Psychoanalytic Association. He served on the faculty of the New York University School of Medicine, Albert Einstein School of Medicine, New
York Psychoanalytic Institute, Psychoanalytic Institute at New York
University, Brooklyn College, Mt. Sinai School of Psychiatry, Smith
College School for Social Work, and Wuhan Hospital for Psychotherapy in China as a guest lecturer. He was editor of The American Psychoanalyst (TAP, 1988-93) and of The Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association (JAPA, 1993-2004). He has also
served in various editorial positions and on various editorial
boards of other psychoanalytic journals. Dr. Richards may be contacted at arniedr15@icloud.com. 

Using Psychoanalysis to
Understand Irrationality
Robert Samuels—Univ. of California (Santa Barbara)
Abstract: This article traces the development of my interest in the intersection among psychoanalysis, politics, education, and history. In looking at my career, I focus on how psychoanalysis helps us to understand
the irrational aspects of culture and society. Special attention is directed
toward the use of unconscious processes in group settings.
Keywords: fantasy, Holocaust, irrationality, mass-hysteria, philosophy,
psychoanalysis, psychohistory

As a Jewish undergraduate student at Cornell University, I
became very interested in the causes of the Holocaust. I simply
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could not understand how millions of my people could have been
murdered in modern Europe, and psychoanalysis was the first discourse that helped me to combine history with an understanding of
the irrational. Once I started to read Sigmund Freud, I became convinced that his work represented the practical application of philosophy, and so I decided to major in political philosophy with a focus
on psychoanalysis.
My interest in philosophy and psychoanalysis brought me to
Jacques Lacan’s work, and eventually I decided to pursue a doctorate in psychoanalysis at the University of Paris. In France, I lived
in a German dormitory, and I continued to study the historical and
psychological causes for the Holocaust. At the same time, I started
my own analysis, and I decided to become an analyst. Throughout
my studies and my analysis, I remained haunted by the question of
what it means to be a Jew in the modern world. This concern was
heightened because I witnessed in Paris several terrorist bombings
and protests against the state of Israel. For a period of time, daily, I
had to witness people burning American and Israeli flags.
After I completed my analytic training and earned my doctorate in psychoanalysis and philosophy in 1990, I returned to the
United States; I got a job as a clinical social worker in the court diversion program at the Bronx Family Court. My job was to help
young people stay in school, but in reality, I was dealing with the
crack epidemic, AIDS, and drug gangs. At this job, I turned to psychoanalysis to understand the causes for racism, addiction, and selfhatred. This focus on the unconscious causes for self-destructive
behavior was combined with an interest in how history shapes the
irrational influences of both individuals and cultures.
After going back to school at Kent State, I wrote a dissertation on Shakespeare and Freud and received a second doctorate in
English literature. I then decided that I wanted to be a professor
and not an analyst because I did not like spending most of my time
just sitting down and listening to others. I also liked to work with
students and help them understand themselves and the world
around them better. I found that by teaching Shakespeare and other
literary works, I could explain how psychoanalysis interprets human thinking and behavior in a very specific way. I also realized
that literature forces us to combine our current understanding with
historical factors, and so I continued to think in a psychohistorical
way.
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After I taught at George Washington University, I ended up
teaching advanced writing at the University of California, Santa
Barbara, and I became increasingly interested in the poor treatment
of non-tenured faculty. I eventually became the faculty union president for the ten campuses of the University of California system.
This position, which I held for 13 years, pushed me into many political conflicts; I always tried to use psychoanalysis to figure out
what was motivating the people I dealt with. I often thought I had a
great advantage because I was good at reading people and understanding how they are often driven by fantasies and irrational desires.
Emotion, the Unconscious, and Politics
To show how emotion, the unconscious, and politics are
connected, I want to discuss several events that happened recently
to me around the same time. In each one of these separate incidents, it becomes evident that only psychoanalysis can fully explain
them. In fact, I will argue that not only is psychoanalysis a vital
method for self-understanding, but it is also an important way of
comprehending politics and culture.
The first story concerns my role as a lead member of a bargaining team negotiating a faculty contract with our university. It is
very common in negotiating to make a series of unrealistic demands—“bargaining chips”—which will later be sacrificed to make
a deal. These extreme demands help to rally your base and get your
members involved in the process. However, several of our members refused to give up on our bargaining chips, and because they
felt we were not getting everything we wanted, the members turned
against the bargaining team itself. Next, the team became divided,
and some of the bargainers decided that we should not give up anything, and so we should simply go on strike until the university
gave us what we wanted. What surprised me was that the people
who knew some of our demands were only unrealistic bargaining
chips acted as if these demands were our intended goals, and they
were willing to attack their own team to defend their unrealistic expectations. Some of these people declared that the university administration was by definition evil and there was no way to negotiate with them; anyone who tried to make a deal was making a pact
with the devil.
What we see here is the way that social movements often
have to rely on emotion, splitting, and victim identity to create solidarity; but this same unifying process can undermine any ability to
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resolve problems. Similar to the idea that people campaign in poetry and govern in prose, we can say that movements require irrational fantasies and emotions to motivate and connect the group; but
once this solidarity is achieved, they have to switch to logic and
reason. Then the problem with many contemporary movements
organized under the heading of identity politics is that, while they
know how to solidify their base, they become fixated on this level
and cannot move to the next stage.

After we successfully negotiated this contract, some of the
disaffected members organized to replace me as president of the
union. Even though over 90% of our members endorsed the contract, the dissenting people argued that our process was not democratic enough, and they wanted a leader who was more radical and
would not make a deal with the other side. Using the logic of victim identification, the extremist opposition drew a strict line dividing the good people from the bad people, and they insisted on the
reality of their unrealistic demands. After this point, it became impossible to have a rational discussion with people, and it was as if
the entire organization had fallen prey to a collective fantasy. What
I found most upsetting was that several people who had worked
with me for many years started to rewrite history and replace what
really happened with a set of fantasy constructions.
Around this same time, I became very involved with Bernie
Sanders’ run for president. Since I had written a book on free public higher education, I was able to organize some events on his behalf. I also attended several of his large rallies, and while I supported many of his key proposals, I could not help but notice how irrational, emotional, and ignorant of the political realities the crowds
at his events had become. Not only did they scream and cry like
they were at a rock concert, but when I tried to engage supporters in
substantive conversations over the issues, most of them appeared to
be unable to articulate the basic elements of what they were endorsing. I also found it upsetting that Sanders was calling for a revolution, but he clearly had no plans to start a real revolution; and his
use of the term socialism seemed to be completely disconnected
from the meaning of the term.
During the same time period, I began to teach at Pacifica
Institute, a graduate school of psychology, which specialized in non
-traditional therapeutic approaches. Once again, I witnessed extreme irrationality on both an individual and group level, in this
case involving two instances of students dramatically walking out
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of class in protest—for the first time in my 25 years of teaching. In
a history of psychology class when I was discussing the psychology
of groups and politics a student raised her hand and said that she
was from Idaho, that everyone in Idaho has guns, and if everyone in
the classroom had guns, there would be no violence. Although I am
pretty sure that I never mentioned guns in the class when the student got up to leave in protest, another student joined in and left
with her. Later in the same class, a student became upset while we
were watching scenes from a movie and I acknowledged that I did
not know a scene was set in a Muslim country. He gave a long
speech comparing me to Hitler and accusing me of ethnic cleansing
before he left the room with two other students following him.
Subsequently, I realized that when he was giving his very angry
speech, many students were nodding their head in agreement. It
was like an irrational unconscious contagion had spread throughout
the room.
Freud helps us to understand these events by showing how
people often engage with the world on the level of fantasy and what
he called psychical reality. Moreover, while we think of our emotions as highly individual responses, they are often shaped by larger
social forces. We learn our emotional responses by imitating others, and so these personal reactions have a social foundation. In
what he called hysterical identification, Freud discovered that people will often identify with others who have placed themselves in
the position of being victimized. Since the victim is always good
and pure and you cannot criticize the victim’s revenge, victim identity becomes a powerful personal and social force.
Not only are most religions based on victim identity, but
most wars start when one group sees itself as being victimized. It
turns out that the best way to organize a crowd or maintain a social
movement is to have people unify around a shared sense of victimhood with clearly defined lines between who is good and who is
evil. As Freud contended, the model for these social groups is the
relation between the child and the all-powerful parent. Due to the
child’s lack of power and smallness, the parent appears to be larger
than life, and the helpless child can only submit to the will of the
parent. Freud then added that in hypnosis we find the same relationship where someone submits to the will of an all-powerful other. He added that this type of relation also occurs in passionate love
and the formation of social groups like the church and the army. In
all of these cases, the submission to an authority entails a giving up
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of the reality-testing ego. Thus, it does not matter if Donald Trump
lies because his followers are no longer concerned with the reality
of his words or deeds.
For two years, I could not escape from encounters with
mass hysteria, and I believe that I owe psychoanalysis a debt of
gratitude for keeping me relatively sane. By understanding Freud’s
theories of group psychopathology, I was able to deal with the extreme events and emotions I kept on encountering. From this perspective, we see that historical and psychoanalytic understanding
helps to provide a logic for the illogical and the combination of
these two discourses is a powerful explanatory force.
Bob Samuels, PhD, teaches writing at the University of
California (Santa Barbara). He is the author of 11 books, including Why Public Higher Education Should Be Free (2013), Psychoanalyzing the Left and Right After Donald Trump (2016), Educating
Inequality (2017), and Psychoanalysis and the Politics of the New
Brain Sciences (2018). He holds doctorates in English and psychoanalysis and may be contacted at bobsamuels_us@yahoo.com. 

Psychohistory: A Road I Did Not Know
I Would Take
Howard F. Stein—Univ. of Okla. Health Sciences Center
Abstract: The author explores his journey and road to the field of
psychohistory. He was informed in his first telephone call from
Lloyd deMause and Henry Ebel that he had already been writing
articles for years about psychohistory and was considered as a psychohistorian. From there the author talks about his association
with the International Psychohistorical Association and various
psychohistorical journals. The author discusses the onset of his
doctoral training in anthropology at the University of Pittsburgh
and his various careers to the present, detailing the many fields and
disciplines he explored. Finally, he writes about his two epistemological crises, which became methodological turning points in his
work.
Keywords: anthropology, Henry Ebel, Lloyd deMause, psychoanalysis, psychohistorian, psychohistory, Rusyn-American, SlovakAmerican
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First Telephone Call
In this essay I explore my journey to and on the road of psychohistory, a road I never imagined until I was told I was already
on it. In late 1976 or early 1977, I received a phone call from
Lloyd deMause and Henry Ebel. I was in Oklahoma; they were in
New York. They introduced themselves as psychohistorians and
said a few things about what the new field of psychohistory was
and what its practitioners did. They said that they had read a number of my articles on Slovak and Rusyn American identity and culture, and my first essays on Jewish identity, culture, and history,
along with several essays on identity in general.
While completing my doctoral work in psychological and
medical anthropology at the University of Pittsburgh, I was heavily
influenced by psychoanalytic anthropologists and their way of understanding, interpreting, and explaining culture (e.g., Melford Spiro, George Devereux, Weston La Barre, George DeVos, and L.
Bryce Boyer). DeMause and Ebel were enthusiastic about my work
and said that whatever label I already assigned to my work, I was
also a psychohistorian. As we talked during that phone call and
afterwards I began to feel an affinity for the idea of psychohistory.
They said that my five years of work and publication following graduate school already belonged in and contributed to psychohistory. Still early in my career, I had already felt the aloneness
and isolation resulting from being a psychodynamically-oriented
social science scholar. To most anthropologists, I was using both
the wrong theory and the wrong methodology. Worse, I was tracing my intellectual ancestry to the wrong founder: Sigmund Freud.
They concluded our long phone visit by inviting me to write
a paper and presentation at the inaugural conference of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA). The paper would later
be published in the Journal of Psychohistory—the first of many that
would be published there (and later in Clio’s Psyche) over the
ensuing 40 years.
The theme of the conference was a
psychohistorical approach to Jewish history, identity, and culture. I
enthusiastically accepted and began work on “Judaism and the
Group-Fantasy of Martyrdom.” It extended my approach to apply
psychoanalytic ideas to help explain culture and history (“the why
of history”). This began my decades-long association with
psychohistory, its journals, the IPA, and its annual conference.
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Journey Through Many Topics and Methods: How Do I Think
I Do What I Do In Psychohistory and Elsewhere?
From the onset of my doctoral training in anthropology in
1967 to the present (2019), I have sojourned in many fields, often
simultaneously: e.g., psychohistory; applied, psychoanalytic, medical, organizational, and humanistic anthropology; family systems
medicine and clinical behavioral science in Family Medicine;
American ethnic studies; Slovak Studies; American cultural studies;
psychodynamically-informed organizational research and consulting; and poetry.
Nonetheless, I imagine myself always thinking psychohistorically, even when I inhabit other identities, roles, and disciplines.
As I work, I simply pursue the subject where it takes me. This last
phrase is crucial, for it introduces the importance of countertransference and its analysis as central to all my work.
Countertransference and Psychohistorical Inquiry
I conduct research and consulting through myself rather
than despite myself. I have learned to trust my unconscious to direct me to where I need to go. Countertransference is the foundation of all I do and all I know. I do not study a subject that is altogether “out there.” I study my conscious and unconscious relationship with that subject who is simultaneously outside of me, one that
dwells in the creative space between knowing and not knowing.
The inner life of the researcher/scholar is always affecting
how we gain access to a historical subject. Who we are is part of
what and how we know, what we fail to know, and what we distort
(George Devereux, From A nxiety to Method in the Behavioral Sciences, 1967).
Ultimately, it was three years of ethnographic fieldwork
among Slovak Americans and Rusyn American families that taught
me that there was more depth to the lived experience of culture than
I had learned in graduate school. Further, I found that culture was
both sustained and changed by forces in addition to those explained
by the predominant cognitive and materialist anthropological theories and theorists.
I paid attention to my own seemingly intrusive emotional
responses, fantasies, and physical reactions as I pursued fieldwork.
Later I would learn vocabulary, method, and theory for all of this. I
came to recognize and begin to use my own responses as instruments for understanding other people and situations (Theodor Reik,
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Listening with the Third Ear: The Inner Life of a Psychoanalyst,
1948). Countertransference becomes the central organizing method
of data-gathering, interpretation, explanation, and helping people to
solve some problem. This new way of approaching the understanding and explanation of culture was life-changing for me.
A Crisis in Being and Knowing
Beginning in the early 1980’s through today, I became painfully aware of an emerging social, economic, and political juggernaut that was convulsing the world of business. This force spread
throughout American society, encompassing the large health sciences center in Oklahoma City where I had been working since
1978. In my own institution, I witnessed and felt the beginnings of
the corporate takeover of medical practice, and soon, medical education. Increasingly impersonal and profit-driven managed health
care became rampant. Numbers became more important than people—whether these were sick patients or employees. Optimizing
“shareholder value” trumped all other organizational considerations.
Further, I noticed the emergence of a new language, which I
soon realized consisted of euphemisms—smokescreens for inflicting immense economic, psychological, familial, communal, and
organizational pain on thousands, later millions, of employees. The
words swiftly became part of the national vocabulary: downsizing,
rightsizing, reduction in force (RIF), surplusing, reengineering,
deskilling, outsourcing, offshoring, and the like. A parallel vocabulary revealed the psychic brutality behind the official economic rationalizations: “cut out the organizational fat,” “cut to the bone,”
“dead meat,” “dead wood,” “they won’t be missed,” etc.
A widespread management motto became: “Nothing Personal, Just Business.” Not only did I observe this process in my
own academic health center workplace, and in medical institutions
with which I consulted, I also was the target of a protracted attempt
to get rid of me. Only diligent legal help saved my job—though I
was given less and secondhand technology to perform my job.
This inhuman earthquake that afflicted all levels of society
shook my life and writing at their core. Narrative, scholarly prose
could no longer articulate, contain, or even evoke what I was witnessing and experiencing firsthand. I realized that emotional turmoil proved to be too much for me to return to the more removed
style of traditional narrative scholarship. What felt like organiza-
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tional atrocities overwhelmed me and changed me. I needed to
find—and to be found by—a voice that could encompass and shape
this new world that existed simultaneously inside and outside me.
Soon, however, poetry rescued me—at least, that was what it felt
like.
Applied poetry flowed from me about the workplace, leaders, downsizing, and ruined lives. Through pathos, metaphor, simile, personification, condensation, allusion, symbolism, tightly compacted thought, and other instruments of poetry, I began to discover
a form with which I could articulate what I was coming to know
and feel. Eventually I would integrate applied poetry and scholarly
narrative in the same essay.
My crisis had led me from narrative discourse to figurative
language. However, in entering the universe of applied poetry, I
did not abandon narrative. Now, scholarly narrative and applied
poetry became separate concepts that complemented each other.
Through applied poetry, I was bearing witness to the unimaginable. My countertransference to what I was observing, feeling,
and fantasizing about in “managed organizational change” became
a key to writing the psychohistory and the psychoanalytic anthropology of these soul-destroying organizational, personal, familial,
community, and national cataclysms.
Through applied poetry, I simultaneously gave a voice to
my own lived experience (placing it external to myself) and to other
people who had similar experiences and identified with what I
wrote, as if to say: “That was me you were writing about in this poem.”
Some Areas of Contribution to Psychohistory: Subjects and
Methods of Inquiry
In the following section, I list some areas and approaches in
psychohistory to which I have contributed. Many of the resulting
papers have been published in the Journal of Psychohistory and
Clio’s Psyche. These include my use of the self of the scholar/
clinician as the central instrument of knowing the inner experience
of another person, group, organization, culture, and historical era;
and the importance of listening deeply in psychohistory.
More studies followed on projection; psychogeography;
group process; Jewish culture, history, and identity; consulting with
organizations; corporate violence; and deregulation of banks. In a
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separate article, I explore the psychohistory of Donald Trump’s
America, encompassing his affiliation with white racism, his animus toward Obama, his efforts along with other Republicans to destroy the Affordable Care Act (ACA), and his sowing of divisions
between white and black Americans, as well as Hispanics and refugees seeking asylum. Throughout my career, I have always considered the kinds of interventions that arise from psychoanalytic understanding that might promote positive social change.

Conclusions: Journeys and Roads
At the beginning of this brief essay, I spoke of psychohistory as a road that I did not know I would take at the outset of my career. Yet I realized later I had been doing psychohistory all along,
even before I was given (and internalized) the label and identity. I
became part of the psychohistory community, and consciously recognized that I was attempting to contribute to “the field” (as I was
concurrently contributing to others). I have taken many roads,
which in fact are all the same.
Howard F. Stein, PhD, is a psychoanalytic anthropologist,
psychohistorian, and poet. He has contributed many articles and
poems to Clio's Psyche. He may be reached at howardstein@ouhsc.edu. ❑

Living and Dreaming the Traumatic History
of My Parents: My Road to Psychohistory
Inna Rozentsvit—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc.
Keywords: family-history, psychoanalysis, psychohistory, Soviet Union,
transgenerational-trauma, trauma

The processing of transgenerational trauma is the most powerful force in my development as a human being. Born in Volgograd in the former Soviet Union, I grew up in Ukraine, in a nurturing, cultured, and very small family, not knowing why it was small
until I had the courage to read my parents’ notes and journals, long
after they passed away. Reading these notes was painful and therapeutic at the same time.
I was raised by two Jewish parents and only one set of
grandparents. I always felt loved and nurtured by my father, inspired by my mother, filled with humility by my grandmother, and
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protected by my grandfather. My mind and soul had absorbed all
the rich offerings of Russian culture, laced with people’s suffering
and sorrow. I was lucky—I finished school at 16; went to medical
school (overcoming the 1:100 quota limiting Jews); went into neurology (a profession that I have always been fascinated by and that
I excel at); and married, having two beautiful children who I am so
proud of.
Suddenly, we had to emigrate! Our exodus from the former
Soviet Union started in early spring of 1989 as I was finishing my
night shift in an academic hospital’s ER, in Moldavia, where we
lived at the time (sent there by the Soviet government to pay for our
free education). The Soviet Union was collapsing, and Moldavians
were declaring their independence by calling “to drown Russians in
the blood of Jews.” The scaffolding of our lives was crashing
down. We had been taught that socialism was the best place to be:
we were “equal!” Yes, equal in getting paid very little, in getting
most essentials as under-the-table favors, in not having a choice to
protect ourselves in any way, in not being allowed to express allegiance to any faith, etc. We were equal in our misery, but it was our
collective misery, and we didn’t know better.
On that early spring morning, it felt like someone pressed a
button in my solar plexus—it felt like pogroms were about to break
out and that my children would have no future. Six months later,
we left, stateless and moneyless—two adults and two children
(three and four years old), with four suitcases of “stuff,” two kiddie
backpacks with toys, and $360 in our pockets. Our first destination
was Vienna, where representatives of Jewish organizations were
meeting families like ours, surrounded by German-speaking police
with huge dogs that were taller than our kids. It brought to mind
Soviet movies about Nazi atrocities of WWII, including the Babi
Yar massacre, Jewish ghettos, and the Nazi concentration camps.
There were the same type of dogs, language, and unmarked train
cars. Eighteen months later, after being in “camps” (places that we
were assigned to live and where we had to be accounted for every
evening) in Austria and Italy, doing any work that came our way,
including scrubbing kitchens and toilets, we reached our destination: America, the “land of opportunities,” as my father who loved
America so much would say. Everyone said we had great resilience
to “overcome anything.” To tell the truth, I did not understand what
they were talking about; we were living the American dream!
Twenty years later, my world was in crisis. My mom died
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due to a medical system malfunction, and my son was diagnosed
with leukemia, a consequence of the Chernobyl nuclear system’s
disaster. Did I identify myself too much with the systems I belonged to, the American healthcare (which was more about the
business of medicine than the Hippocratic Oath of “first, do no
harm”) and Soviet “power” that allowed me to become a physician?
My mom’s words come to mind here: “Only in Soviet power the
Jews could become doctors and engineers, and not only shoemakers
and tailors.” (It was true—both of my parents became professionals in the post-war former Soviet Union; they were both highly regarded by their peers and the people they interacted with.)
From that time and on, I started to note dreams, with two
main themes: one, endless rows of humming figures, not particularly threatening, marching toward me, even “transcending” me, the
observer; and two, flashes of raging horses running and making
weird noises.
For years, I had an unusual relationship with sleep, as I
needed only about three hours of sleep a night to be able to function. This made me glad since it left more time for reading,
friends, and volunteering. I had never remembered my dreams. So,
when it was time to analyze my own dreams in psychoanalytic
training, there was nothing to analyze, just the same humming
marching figures and raging horses.
Then I read my parents’ notes; notes about things they never
told me; notes that shocked me, leading to an “Aha!” moment: I
finally understood my dreams! The notes revealed the following: both my mother’s and my father’s families were traumatized
by the 20th century’s anti-Semitic rage-filled acts of the Russian
Tsar, Stalin, and Hitler!
My maternal grandmother was the most generous and kind
person I’ve ever met, but she never smiled and never cried, and I
always wondered why. I felt kinship and deep empathy toward her,
and I brought her chocolates from kindergarten—everyone always
gave me chocolates, which I stored in the pocket of my apron. Subsequently, I found out that my grandma had to watch three of her
older brothers “quartered” in Petliura’s pogroms in Ukraine.
(Petliura’s slogan was: “Kill the Jews, and save the Ukraine.”) My
great uncles were killed for belonging to a group that wanted literacy and equality for Jewish youth. In 1940, one year before Hitler’s
troops invaded, my grandma was sent to a Siberian gulag by the
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Stalinist regime for being a “Zionist sympathizer” because she kept
the diary of her beloved brother, and someone told on her. After the
war, she returned home with rheumatic fever, a broken spine, and
severe joint disease.
My maternal grandfather, who was one of three elders of the
small Jewish community (shtetl), barely survived the pogroms and
was left with a broken and deformed spine and one blind eye. During the time when their town was transformed into a ghetto, he and
his three children were hiding underground. My mom was six at
that time. The only story she told me before she passed away was
about her coming out to the surface under cover of dark night to
collect potato peels and some water to feed her family. She was
semi-cheerful when she talked about it: “You know, I had bluegreen eyes and blond hair, and looked like a Ukrainian girl, so it
was safe.” (Perhaps she always wanted me to feel safe, and this
was her way.)
I never knew my paternal grandparents, as they both perished during WWII. My paternal grandfather, an engineer in Romania, after getting his family across the Dniester river when they
were running, under fire, from the Nazi-occupied Romania to the
USSR that had secured a non-invasion treaty with Hitler, the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact (little did they know it would not last), went
back to help others and drowned. My father was only 12 years old
at the time. My paternal grandmother died shortly after this from
malaria, in Kazakhstan. She was buried in a collective grave somewhere there, and all the efforts of my dad to find her burial site
were fruitless.
My father’s uncle, a physician from Czechoslovakia, was
sent to Auschwitz with his young wife and one-year-old son during
the Nazi occupation. He was a physician, and he survived, but his
family did not. In 1945, after the war was finished, my dad’s uncle
sent a seven page letter to my dad’s family, where he described all
the horrors of Auschwitz. The most horrifying lines were about
searching the camp for his family, and some older person explaining to him: “Look at those stars in the sky—your family is there
now; they are safe.” It took a year for the letter to find my dad, and
he responded, but it appears to have been too late—the uncle never
replied. To his last days, my dad was looking for his uncle. He
never told me the story. Was this his way to protect me from these
horrors?
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Another “Aha!” moment came about when I read Dan Hurley’s 2013 article, “Grandma’s Experiences Leave a Mark on Your
Genes” (Genetic Literacy Project). As I read it, my insides felt like
they were sinking and my chest was splitting. Hurley reported that
epigenetic transmission of trauma is like “molecular scars” adhering to our genes, not letting the genes be expressed naturally. The
DNA remains the same, but our tendencies in responding to life
events change; and this is carried into further generations. So, all
people whose grandparents (who they may never have met) experienced the horrors of pogroms, Nazism, Stalinism, Maoism, massacres in Africa, child neglect and abuse, or absence of parents, have
invisible molecular scars on their DNA. One of the fascinating
things is that these scars determine not only the deficits in one’s
developments, but also capacities for resilience.
Unfortunately, limitations of space do not allow for either
the details of the science or for extensive immersion into the historical events of my family, with all the “why’s” of those events. Nevertheless, knowing this enlightened me. It allowed me to understand the answers to a lot of “why?” questions people ask me, such
as: “Why do you love this country so much, with all its inequality
and corruption?” “Why do you do so much non-profit work?”
“Why are you so passionate about helping other people in a country
where altruism is not popular?”
For me, America has truly been “the land of opportunities”
that my father loved so much. Since arriving to New York in 1991,
I passed the medical licensing exams, completed the neuroresidency at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and the neurorehabilitation fellowship at NYU, and worked in the NYU’s Brain
Injury Unit and the Multiple Sclerosis Center. Later, I was trained
in psychoanalysis and earned two master’s degrees in science education and medical business administration. While reinventing myself after huge personal losses, I started the non-profit organization
that helps the neurologically impaired and their families, building
support teams around them and protecting them from the faults and
blind spots of the medical system machine. My desire is not just to
help and fix anymore, but to empower people and to be a part of the
transformation of groups and society at large.
In psychohistory, I feel like a beginner. I devote much of
my time to learning more and disseminating information: recording
conferences to make psychohistorical knowledge available online,
creating publishing companies (ORI Academic Press and Mind-
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Mend Publishing), and starting a peer reviewed online interdisciplinary journal (MindConsiliums). I work with the International Psychohistorical Association and the Psychohistory Forum to spread
their message to mental health practitioners. As the administrator
for and the faculty of the Object Relations Institute for Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis (ORI), I am bringing psychoanalysts, social
workers, and others to psychohistory. My dream now is to establish
a transdisciplinary training program merging psychohistory and
psychoanalysis.
Friends and family tell me that I cannot save the world.
They ask why I do work that is not seen and usually not acknowledged, why I publish other people’s work, but not my own. They
want to know what the secondary gains are from my sleepless
nights, which include helping people who often cannot even pay me
for my work. I wonder to what extent transgenerational trauma has
“programmed me” to be driven to learn and heal others. But my
ultimate goal is to bring neurobiology and psychoanalysis together
at psychohistory conferences. This is worth sacrificing sleep to
achieve.
Inna Rozentsvit, MD, PhD, is founder of and neuropsychoeducator at Neurorecovery Solutions and editor-in-chief of ORI
Academic Press. She may be contacted at inna.rozentsvit@
gmail.com. 

A Student’s Experience in Psychohistory
David Cifelli—Rutgers School of Dental Medicine
Keywords: biology, dentistry, Harry Truman, humanities, Paul H. Elovitz,
psychobiography, psychohistory

As a first semester freshman biology major with plans of
going to dental school, I entered into my required reading and writing course, “Readings in the Humanities,” with a headstrong attitude. It was to be just another hoop to jump through on the way to
dental school. I would get an A and get out. My view of the humanities changed in that course because Professor Elovitz’ lectures
and class discussion drew me into a better understanding of not only the classic literature required of a liberal arts student, but of myself. What made his course different was that I learned how I related to the literature, an introspective endeavor, instead of separating
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my emotions from the text. I now see this course as the door opening to the field of psychohistory.
The first assignment, indeed the first paper I wrote in college, was centered around the Biblical brothers Cain and Abel and
my own experience with sibling rivalry. At first I was taken aback
by the seeming invasiveness of the assignment, especially when I
heard myself declare in class discussion that at times I wanted to
kill my older brother during childhood scuffles. This professor encouraged intellectual and emotional honesty! Later that semester,
when I wrote a psychobiography of Harry Truman and lost myself
in the library with Harry’s letters to his wife Bess, I learned to
avoid idolizing celebrities and historical figures and instead understand how their public and personal lives intermingled and influenced the world. I recognized there’s humanity in everyone, including presidents. I still consider my work on Truman one of the
best papers I’ve ever written. It’s certainly the one on which I
worked the hardest. When Dr. Elovitz suggested that I take his junior level “Hitler, the Holocaust, and Genocide” course the following
semester, I jumped at the chance and never regretted my choice.
From that semester on, I worked with Dr. Elovitz on psychohistorical endeavors and learned so much along the way, being
exposed to the torrent of literature he receives as editor of Clio’s
Psyche. He trusted me to proofread some articles and arranged for
the college to provide money for me through a student faculty research grant fund. I assumed my professor was also compensated
through this grant but was not surprised to learn he received no
funding in return for the enormous amount of time he spent teaching and mentoring me. Watching him work to write his own articles and the tremendous amount of research required to uncover the
childhoods and motivations of his subjects was fascinating, and his
example encouraged me to do this sort of scholarship as well.
Before long, I was checking facts online for him, proofing
his writing, and discussing the history of psychohistory with him.
Eventually, he included me as a co-author in a 2015 article comparing and contrasting the three major psychohistorical journals. It
was through this project that I became familiar with the field, the
people who built it, and the history of organized psychohistory.
Two years later, as the election and my departure from Ramapo
College grew near, Dr. Elovitz then became a co-author on an article for which I had done a majority of the research by looking for
insights into voters’ feelings. In all, I was the author or co-author
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of six articles with him and another member of the Psychohistory
Forum. Elovitz always insisted that I receive fair intellectual credit
for my scholarship. His encouragement also led me to present at
three annual meetings of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA).
As much as I enjoyed working with my professor, I was especially drawn to psychohistory by the larger community of psychohistorians I met at the meetings of the Psychohistory Forum and
International Psychohistorical Association. I felt I was given an
incredible opportunity to be invited to a room with such brilliant
people, all of whom had nearly a lifetime more knowledge and experience than me, especially considering I started attending as an 18
-year-old who had no psychological training and had not even taken
a course in psychology. I believe growing up with grandparents in
the home made me more aware of just how valuable the perspectives and experiences of older people can be, and just how vulnerable young people like myself are to historical myopia. The generosity the group showed me and genuine interest in what I had to say
was what drew me in. I remember waking up early to go to New
York City and hear Ken Fuchsman of the University of Connecticut
discuss his work on what makes us human and loved how conversational the meeting was. The members old enough to be my parents
or grandparents listened carefully to my points and exchanged with
me on an equal basis despite them having the credentials I lacked.
The policy of Clio’s Psyche and the Psychohistory Forum of avoiding technical terminology (jargon) whenever possible helped ease
me into the group. After receiving a young scholar’s initial gift
membership, I pay my membership dues and feel at home in this
intellectual community. Whenever possible, I made a point of attending these think tanks.
So why did I keep spending so much time working on psychohistory? Dr. Elovitz’ sense of humor and the fun we had bouncing ideas and jokes off each other was a large part of my motivation. I felt he really valued my thoughts and opinions, as well as
my willingness to provide honest feedback. I also really enjoyed
the opportunity to write that psychohistory gave me. Biology writing and lab reports are much less creative undertakings, so being
able to express myself to a community of open-minded people was
exciting. I also found psychohistory much more interesting than
the traditional study of the past. With the help of Elovitz’ insights,
I felt like I was getting an insider’s perspective on history and cur-
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rent events, learning about why events happened and the people
behind them. While I never seriously considered abandoning my
future in dentistry for academia, I knew I’d also found a worthwhile
pursuit in psychohistory. I find many of the lessons especially relevant to a profession in which I’ll be working and communicating
with people every day. I will be able to use some of what I learned
from psychohistory while standing over the dentist’s chair and
helping people deal with the stress and anxiety that a dental visit
can inspire.
If I haven’t been forgotten already while I take a hiatus from
psychohistory to instead fill my time with intensely demanding
dental schoolwork, I think I will be remembered for being the
young, inexperienced, but incredibly interested and outspoken dental student in the group. Looking back, psychohistory helped build
my confidence, made me appreciate the value of disciplines that
may not be the most popular or mainstream, made me more introspective and aware of my own childhood and experiences, gave me
an excellent education in history, exposed me to readings and authors I otherwise never would have read, shaped me into a more
well-rounded student, and allowed me to be better able to relate to
others. Also, I gained a great friend and mentor through psychohistory. Today, I’m working on becoming the best dentist I can be,
carrying with me the insights into human emotion that Professor
Elovitz and the psychohistorical groups have taught me.
David Cifelli is a third-year student at Rutgers School of
Dental Medicine and a member of the Psychohistory Forum who
may be contacted at dcifelli@ramapo.edu. 

A Symposium on Male Reflections on
Sex and Power
A Male Perspective on Sex and Power in
the Age of #MeToo
David Lotto—The Journal of Psychohistory
Abstract: This paper was written in response to the #MeToo movement,
but it is about the more general topic of power relations between the sexes. It is written from a male perspective. I start with a brief discussion of
the #MeToo movement with a focus mainly on issues of power. In the sec-
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ond part of the paper I expand the discussion to encompass other areas of
female power and empowerment. I wish to expand the domain of discussion about the complexities of the interactions between the genders in the
realms of sex and power and to draw attention to the existence of the
ways and places in which and where I believe women have a great deal of
power.
Keywords: #MeToo, Carol Gilligan, consent, female-power, feminism,
incel, patriarchy, sexual-power

#MeToo
The #MeToo movement has generated a good deal of controversy. Those who enthusiastically support it see it as promoting
the empowerment of women, encouraging women who have been
subjected to unwanted, offensive, or coercive sexualized behavior
on the part of men to speak up and hold the perpetrators, who have
committed crimes of various degrees of seriousness ranging from
rape to sexual battery, responsible for their actions.
Those on the other side who are pushing back against the
#MeToo campaign are doing so for various reasons. In January
2018, more than 100 French women signed a letter, which was first
published in Le Monde and later reprinted in the New York Times.
They bring up two concerns: the first, that the movement encourages “an ideology that values victimization;” the second is that they
see the movement as an expression of “puritanical American sexual
mores.” Some quotes to give the flavor of the letter: “[they] have
gone too far by publicly prosecuting private experiences, they have
created a totalitarian climate. Rape is a crime, but incessant or
clumsy flirting is not a crime, nor is gallantry a chauvinist aggression.” The letter encourages women: “not to feel forever traumatized” (3) by what the writers dismissed as relatively minor forms
of sexual harassment (Valeriya Safronova, “Catherine Deneuve and
Others Denounce the #MeToo Movement,” New York Times, January 9, 2018).
Other critics see the role of victim being in opposition to the
highly valued attribute of agency. Here are two examples of this
line of criticism—both from women who have written opinion pieces published in the New York Times. The first is by literary critic
and novelist Daphne Merkin, who says “What happened to women’s agency? That’s what I find myself wondering, as I hear story
after story of adult women who helplessly acquiesce to sexual demands. I find it especially curious given that a majority of women I
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know have been in situations in which men have come on to them
at work or otherwise.” She goes on to say, “They have routinely
said ‘I’m not interested’ or ‘get your hands off me right now.’ And
they’ve taken the risk that comes with it” (“Publicly, We Say
#MeToo. Privately, We Have Misgivings,” January 5, 2018).
I have a brief comment concerning power relationships in
the workplace. Consider, as a hypothetical, an incident of sexual
assault and/or battery; a male coworker or superior touching, grabbing, or groping a female employee in an unwanted way where
there are no witnesses present. I imagine the following scene: the
woman says something loudly, like “get your hands off me,” reaches for her ever-present cell phone, quickly enters 911, and hits send.
When the operator answers, “911, what is your emergency?” she
replies, “Mr. X just sexually assaulted me.” She then walks over to
the HR department and tells them that she is making an allegation
of sexual harassment against Mr. X. This provides some degree of
protection from losing her job, because if she were let go, she could
bring a civil suit against her employer for retaliation. Retaliation in
response to a report of sexual harassment in the workplace is illegal, although winning such cases can be difficult. But if she won
her case, her employer would be required to pay her a substantial
amount of money. In addition, particularly in the current climate in
American white-collar workplaces, there is a good chance that Mr.
X would lose his job. This scenario would be a wonderful opportunity for the woman to demonstrate not only her personal agency,
but by doing it in such a public manner, it would be making a clear
statement and demonstration of why it is a good idea for men to
refrain from sexual harassment in the workplace.
In white-collar, and blue-collar if there’s a union, workplaces right here and now in this country, an individual woman has an
enormous amount of very real power in the workplace, should she
choose to use it. There is a power imbalance: a man has the power
to make a woman uncomfortable and perhaps negatively impact her
career—she has the power to get him fired, publicly humiliate him,
and possibly totally destroy his career.
Why Do They Do It?
There are a group of social science researchers who study
sexual harassment. John Pryor, an academic psychologist at Illinois
State University, has developed a “likelihood to sexually harass”
scale. Research using this scale has identified a lack of empathy,
belief in traditional sex roles, and tendencies toward Dominance/
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Authoritarianism as the three personality characteristics of men
who are most likely to sexually harass. Pryor adds: “If you take
men who score high on this scale and put them in situations where
the system suggests they can get away with it, they will do it. Impunity plays a large role” (William Wen, “What makes some men
sexual harassers? Science tries to explain the creeps of the world,”
Washington Post, December 22, 2017).
I would like to suggest another possible answer to the question of why they do it. My conjecture is that some men have a
great deal of resentment and anger at being at a disadvantage in the
arena of sexual power, specifically the reality that most of the time,
in most situations, particularly around the initiation of the sexual
relationship, it is the woman who has far more control than the
man. “Incels,” males who identify themselves as “involuntarily
celibate” and share their feelings and opinions about this online, are
an extreme example of this. On the incel websites there are, mostly, a good deal of undisguised hostility toward women expressed—
essentially for having the power to deny them sexual access. I am
suggesting that one possible source of motivation for the gropers,
grabbers, and makers of unwanted sexual advances, particularly in
situations in which, as Pryor’s research indicates, they feel they
have the upper hand and believe they have impunity, is to get revenge. They wish to turn the tables on women for the narcissistic
wounds they receive when their advances are rebuffed.
Female Power
But now on to the second part of the paper—some thoughts
on the nature of female power. I refer to the particular and potent
power that women have in relation to heterosexual men by virtue of
their sexual desirability. The power lies in women being able to
influence men in the service of getting men to do what women want
them to do. The means involved are sexual, enhancing desirability
to stimulate male desire coupled with the ability to say no to this
enhanced male desire.
The fact that women have this other kind of power that is
sexually based has always been well-known. An asymmetry between male direct power and female sexually-based power is that
they most often operate on opposite ends of the public/private continuum. The power of the patriarchy is public, in the open. It is
strengthened by being public—it sends a message that they have
the power and it would be best if one didn’t try to oppose them.
Female power, however, is most often effective when it is wielded
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in private. The image is that of the woman as the power behind the
throne.
One aspect of how female sexual power is expressed and
enhanced is by means of display. This is the world of clothes, fashion, high heels, makeup, beauty enhancement, weight control, dieting, and exercise in the service of making oneself desirable to the
male gaze. All of these things can have other motivations, such as
enhancing self-esteem and promoting good health and are often
presented as being motivated in this way; however, the primary appeal and goal is sexual attractiveness.
I would argue that, though women have the sexual power
I’ve been discussing, they may or may not exercise it blatantly—
and they are more generally conflicted about whether to use it at all.
There are many negative connotations and associations concerning
women who make use of this female sexual power—temptress, Jezebel, succubus, witch, sorceress. The view is that this power that
women have is often used for unsavory ends, which usually result
in bad things happening (i.e., Helen of Troy, Circe, the Sirens, harpies, and Pandora). Women who use their female power have been
depicted as dangerous and malevolent, the femme fatale. Although
this is an area that’s ripe for the play of all sorts of misogynist fantasies and distortions from men, many women do have a great deal
of ambivalence and reluctance to make use of this power.
Feminism vs. Femininism
Recall the controversy over the passage of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) through the 1970s. The amendment read simply: “Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or any state on account of sex.” The tenets of
second wave feminism and the legacy of the civil rights movement
seemed to have moved to the mainstream and initially it appeared
that the amendment would become law. At first, there was a good
deal of support for its passage. But then along came Phyllis Schlafly, who led an incredibly powerful movement, largely of women,
who succeeded in derailing and defeating the ERA. As Schlafly
and her allies saw it, there was a fundamental conflict between being a feminist and being feminine. They did not want to be treated
the same as men, either in public or in private. They saw the ERA
with its central tenet that women and men should be treated equally
as a threat to their female power, prerogatives, and privileges—
inside the world of patriarchy. These included getting preferential
treatment in the courts in divorce and custody cases, receiving child
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support and alimony, and not having to serve in the military. In the
private realm, they wanted to maintain traditional gender relation
roles—from the mundane of having doors held open for them by
men, not having to pay for meals in restaurants when with a male
date, to not having expectations placed on them to work outside the
home and earn money. More than 52% of white women voted for
Trump in the 2016 election, despite being well aware of his being a
prime example of what used to be called a male chauvinist pig.

The inconvenient fact is that somewhere between many and
most women in this country are complicit with what many refer to
as the patriarchy. From the feminist point of view their loyalty to
the patriarchy is seen as in the service of supporting traditional gender roles and what they would consider to be upholding what has
become known as “traditional family values;” that nurturing children and caring for the home is what is most important, along with
being content to let the man of the household be the primary financial provider.
The Power of No
A key aspect of female sexual power resides in the power to
say no—or yes from time to time. At this point in the evolution of
relations between the sexes, for the most part, women are in control
of the sexual encounter—if it occurs or not, with who, when,
where, and how. When I first wrote this statement, it seemed to me
that this was obviously true. I had in mind mostly consensual sexual encounters. But several people I talked with about this, both men
and women, disagreed. Their main reason for disagreeing was that
they felt that quite often women are essentially coerced by men into
having sex when they don’t want to. They see a continuum with
forcible rape on one end and threats of abandonment on the other
with much in between.
The issue of consent to sexual relations has been getting
much attention lately, particularly on college campuses. A thorough
discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. I would
just say that one way of looking at consent, or lack of it, is to say
that there is yes and no but there’s also maybe. There is much
room for debate on what percentage of sexual encounters can be
characterized as falling in between yes and no. The question of
whether or not a sexual encounter was willing or unwilling is clearly central to legal proceedings involving criminal charges of rape,
sexual assault, sexual abuse, or sexual harassment. From the legal
point of view, as well as the great relief it would be for beleaguered
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college administrators dealing with campus sexual assaults and accusations thereof, it would be of great benefit for there to be well
demarcated boundaries between consensual and nonconsensual,
willing and unwilling, yes and no; but that’s not the way things are.
There will be more about this later in the paper, but for now I will
leave it with the contention that sexual encounters are often fraught
with ambivalence, particularly on the female side.
However, I stand by the claim that for most sexual encounters, women are in control over what does or doesn’t happen. Considering the totality of all heterosexual acts, both coerced and consensual, as well as everything in between, the overwhelming majority are largely female controlled. I am writing about our own culture at present, the context in which the #MeToo movement has
emerged, not other cultures where practices may be quite different.
Roy Baumeister and Kathleen Vohs have presented a model
for understanding sexual behavior in first world countries, which
they call “sexual economics.” In this model men are seen as supplying the demand and women as supplying the product. They contend that, on average, men have a greater desire for sex than women
(a conclusion supported by a great deal of empirical evidence).
This makes them dependent on women for sex, and puts them at a
competitive disadvantage when it comes to negotiating the parameters of sex—if, with who, when, how, and, for long term relationships, how often (“Sexual Economics: Sex as Female Resource for
Social Exchange in Heterosexual Interactions,” Personality and
Social Psychology Review, Vol. 8, No. 4, 2004, 339–363).
Speaking of sexual economics, we have a measure of the
value placed on sex with women by heterosexual males, the price
of an encounter with a sex worker, as determined by the marketplace. There is power in being able to command a high price for
one’s services. The arena of prostitution does not have firm boundaries; there are many forms of literal, never mind metaphorical, variants on the sex for money trade. Including the casting couch, exotic dancing, and part of the implicit contract in some marriages.
One could say that any business or employment situation in
which a woman uses her sexual attractiveness to get or advance in a
job, to make a sale, or to get more customers for her business shares
something of this sex-for-money interchange.
Crime & Punishment
As in the hypothetical scenario described earlier, women
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can have a great deal of power over men when they are in a position to make an accusation of a sexual crime that will be heard by
the powers that be. Since #MeToo, the powers’ hearing seems to
have improved. Historically, the most egregious example of this
would be a lynching where an accusation by a white woman was
sufficient enough to assure death by lynching to any black male she
claimed was expressing sexual interest in her.
In the current post-#MeToo moment we are seeing punishment for the perpetrator. Men who have engaged in sexually inappropriate behavior have lost their jobs, been publicly humiliated,
and, in some cases, faced criminal prosecution, partly as a result of
the #MeToo movement.
There is no doubt that #MeToo has spearheaded a big
change in the consequences of sexual harassment in many workplaces across the country. In February 2018 there was an article in
the New York Times titled “Seventy-one Men Accused of Sexual
Misconduct and Their Fall from Power.” The article gives the
names, brief description of the accusation, the consequences to the
accused, and a brief response by the accused to the accusation. As
the article says: “in what appears to be a seismic shift in what behavior is tolerated in the workplace, a cascade of high profile men,
many in the entertainment and news media industries, have since
been fired or forced to resign after accusations of sexual misconduct that range from inappropriate comments to rape.” It also gives
the names of 28 other high profile men who hold senior positions in
their respective fields who have been publicly accused of sexual
misconduct and experienced significant negative consequences in
their work or professional lives, such as being suspended, taking a
leave of absence, being demoted or transferred, losing contracts or
important clients, or having to sever connections with organizations
with which they had been associated. In close to one half of the 99
(71+28) individuals named as perpetrators, the accused denied the
accusations, in whole or part.
The problem lies in the fact that if there is punishment without due process; there is a risk of severely punishing someone who
is either wholly innocent or guilty of what an impartial observer
would consider to be a minor offense. In particular, administering
punishment based on accusations of a victim who insists on anonymity violates a basic doctrine of judicial fairness—that the accused has the right to know who the accuser is and to be able to
question them.
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On Ambivalence
So, what is the source of women’s ambivalence about the
use of their sexual power? One possibility is that it may well be
related to the ambivalence that women have had to deal with concerning all forms of overt sexual behavior. Whether it is culturally
determined, or perhaps has a hardwired, biological basis, sexual
expression—particularly involving intercourse—is fraught with
ambivalence for women in a way that it isn’t for men. Again,
speaking in generalities, men’s motivation to have sex is often an
unambivalently desired outcome. For women, although there may
be powerful desires to engage in sexual activity at some times,
there are also many reasons not to do so, from fear of pregnancy to
being labeled a slut, a loose woman who is unable to say no, with
all the accompanying blows to self-esteem from external, internal,
or both sources that may follow from sexual encounters. Men may
have performance anxiety about the sex act, but that’s light stuff
compared to everything a woman has to worry about.
Carol Gilligan, in her research project on the psychological
development of girls, noticed that normatively there was a significant change, chiefly in the area of self-esteem, as girls approached
and entered puberty. She refers to this period of early adolescence
as a crossroads in women’s psychological development. As she
says: “For over a century the edge of adolescence has been identified as a time of heightened psychological risk for girls. Girls at
this time have been observed to lose their vitality, their resilience,
their immunity to depression, their sense of themselves and their
character” (Carol Gilligan and Lyn Mikel Brown, Meeting at the
Crossroads: Women’s Psychology and Girls’ Development, Harvard
University Press, 1992, 2).
There are, of course, many possible causes and reasons for
this phenomenon, but I would suggest that dealing with sexuality is
the chief culprit. Prepubescent girls can unambivalently strive to
achieve and be admired in multiple areas. For some girls this includes competency in making themselves look and feel attractive in
stereotypical feminine ways. But when puberty comes these same
behaviors attract the sexually driven attention of their male peers,
as well as older boys, which forces the young woman to negotiate
some quite complicated social interactions. These include the rules
and rituals of overt and covert sexual behavior, along with a wealth
of conflicting desires and the consequences of acting on them that
arise when engaging in sexual activities.
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For the young adolescent girl things get very complicated
very fast in comparison to the way they were just a short time ago.
Here is a brief sampling of what I imagine the dilemmas and conflicts heterosexual girls must deal with as they negotiate adolescence. What do you do about boys? Do you want, or should you
want, to have one or more boyfriends? What are the rules, conventions, and expectations concerning dating and a relationship with a
boyfriend? Then, the big one: what do I do if I go on dates or have
a steady boyfriend and he makes sexual advances? Some romantic/
sexual activity is expected, but how far should it go? What do you
want when it comes to sex and how important is what you want in
making your decisions? Where is the proper balance of power and
control between you and your boyfriend about “how far to go?”
Who’s in charge of making those decisions? How is what you do
or don’t do going to affect your relationships with others? Not only
your boyfriend, but also your parents, family, relatives, peers and
your social standing and status?
Also, what about your
“reputation?” If you go too far, too often, too young, or with too
many partners, you are at risk of being labeled a slut—not a good
thing. But if you date a lot of boys that makes you popular, which
is portrayed as being a good thing. This is to say nothing of the
risks of pregnancy and/or STD’s.
It’s not only men like Freud who are mystified when it
comes to understanding what women want; the answers can be as
opaque to women as well. The answer to the question of what
women want, in regard to sexual desire, can be a hard, and perhaps
impossible, one to answer as it is so entwined in conflicting wishes.
Psychoanalytic Contributions
Psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic theory can be said to be
about many things and has changed and evolved in many ways
from the start of the 20th century until now. Freud himself went
through many changes in how he viewed psychopathology and human nature. But one thing that he and his disciples remained constant about was the importance of sexuality in motivating human
behavior. There is much psychoanalytic literature about the power
of the mother. In relation to men, women’s power and influence
and how men view women is most often seen as stemming primarily from the template that all men have, at one time, been much less
powerful than, as well as highly dependent on, their mothers.
This is true on multiple levels, but I am focusing on what
most often feels like something quite different. The female power
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role or attribute here is not that of the nurturing caretaker whose
power is that of the adult in comparison to the child, but of the one
who holds the power of sexual desirability. It is her ability to
please and satisfy so much of what the adult heterosexual male desires, a sexual relationship with a woman and the many gratifications that can go with it that is the source of her power.
Psychoanalytic theorizing has always had what Stephen
Mitchell called the developmental tilt—to give more weight to, or
look for the motivational bedrock, in earlier rather than later events
or processes. There is a danger of bias here, of seeing motives arising from what occurred in childhood being more central to understanding the wishes and actions of an adult than events and internally driven motives arising from adolescence onward.
Conclusion
This paper has focused on a different kind of women’s empowerment in addition to the empowerment that is being encouraged by #MeToo. Like any power, female sexual power can be
used for a variety of purposes, good or evil. There is nothing inherently negative about it—just as there is nothing inherently negative
about direct masculine power. Female sexual power can be used to
protect people and property from harm, and in the service of creating useful and valuable things, as well as the many exploitive and
abusive ends to which it has been put.
David Lotto, PhD, is a veteran psychologist, psychoanalyst, and psychohistorian who is a longtime member of the Psychohistory Forum. He practices psychotherapy in Western Massachusetts, edits the Journal of Psychohistory, and may be reached at
dlotto@nycap.rr.com. 

This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things
Matthew H. Bowker—Medaille College
Keywords: #MeToo, David Lotto, female-sexual-power, gender-basedcrimes, psychohistory, psychosocial

There is a need for thoughtful, psychohistorical, psychosocial—and ideally immanent—critique of the #MeToo “movement.”
One such critique is mentioned in the introductory paragraphs of
David Lotto’s essay, “A Male Perspective on Sex and Power in the
Age of #MeToo.” Here, Lotto references the 2018 open letter pub-
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lished in Le Monde, signed by Catherine Deneuve and 99 other
prominent French women. This letter, with which I cannot wholly
agree, offers at least one incisive objection: that #MeToo is organized around identification with victims and risks effacing women’s
agencies and subjective potentialities when faced with sexual or
gender-based crime.
Unfortunately, I am not persuaded that Lotto’s essay is an
example of a thoughtful, psychohistorical, and psychosocial critique. Neither am I persuaded that there is such a thing as “a male
perspective” on #MeToo (or on any subject), nor that, if it did exist,
it would represent a helpful addition to this discourse. With all due
respect to Dr. Lotto, I was dismayed to find in his essay antiquated
notions, unfounded assertions, conflations of sex, gender, and sexual orientation, and misunderstandings of the nature of power and of
sexual and gender-based crime. Despite this, the heart of my criticism is that his essay is beset by misguided and ad hoc hypotheses
while failing to engage in substantive psychohistorical analysis.
First, Lotto adopts a perspective that is nearly identical to
that which he attributes to perpetrators of sexual and gender-based
crimes (e.g., harassment, battery, rape, and more). Lotto presents
his arguments from the point-of-view of a sexual essentialist who
conflates sex, gender, femininity/masculinity, and even heterosexuality—regularly substituting these terms and concepts for one another—who insists upon categorical differences between males and
females, and who claims that women possess something called
“female sexual power.”
According to Lotto, “female sexual power” gives (all?) females disproportionate control over all (hetero)sexual interactions.
Females are always “in control of the sexual encounter—if it occurs
or not, with who [sic], when, where, and how.” What is more, this
power allows females “to influence men in the service of getting
them to do what [females] want them to do.” Although “female
sexual power” comes at the cost of an exaggerated “sexual ambivalence,” Lotto supports his thesis of women’s incontestable power in
the “sexual economy” with a surprising reference to the sex industry, where, Lotto writes, “there is power in being able to command
a high price for one’s services.” Of course, in most countries, the
sex industry remains unregulated and dangerous, and in some but
not all cases, an occupation of last resort.
The degree to which Lotto misunderstands power in relation
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to sex and gender does not stop there. Lotto extends his putative
“female sexual power” from the bedroom and brothel to the workplace, the court of law, and the court of public opinion. He argues
that women hold “an enormous amount of very real power in the
workplace,” leading to “a power imbalance” in favor of the woman
who is able “to get [a man] fired, publicly humiliate him, and possibly totally destroy his career.” Worse, Lotto compares this “power
imbalance” to the power of white women in the centuries of American slavery and Jim Crow, when a mere accusation that a black man
“was expressing sexual interest in” a white woman sufficed to see
that man lynched. The degree to which Lotto misses the point
here—that the power, in such moments, belonged not to women but
to white persons—is shocking.
Second, when Lotto begins his section, “Why do they do
it?”, he turns to a cursory psychological profile of sexual and gender-based offenders, where he offers as an analogy a group known
as “involuntary celibates” or “incels.” For Lotto, the sexual or gender-based criminal’s “demand” for sex is not satisfied by the inadequate “supply” of sex women have made available to him. This
Lotto believes because he is assured that (all?) men “have a greater
desire for sex than women (a conclusion supported by a great deal
of empirical evidence).” Thus, men are “dependent on women for
sex” and “at a competitive disadvantage when it comes to negotiating the parameters of sex.”
Of course, the “great deal of empirical evidence” to which
Lotto refers is not cited and, should one take the time to look carefully into this area of research, one would find that such myths have
come under serious scrutiny and have, in most cases, been overturned (Terri D. Conley, Amy C. Moors, Jes L. Matsick, Ali Ziegler,
and Brandon Valentine, “Women, Men, and the Bedroom: Methodological and Conceptual Insights that Narrow, Reframe, and Eliminate Gender Differences in Sexuality,” Current Directions in Psychological Science, 20 [5], 2011, 296-300).
According to Lotto, men who harass, assault, or brutalize
women hold “resentment and anger at being at a disadvantage in
the arena of sexual power.” They have suffered narcissistic injuries
from having been rejected by women and regard harassment and
assault as means “to get revenge.” But, of course, “incels” represent an extraordinarily small minority of the population and are disproportionately young and disenfranchised males, quite unlike the
powerful men who coerce or violate less powerful, and often
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younger, women.
While Lotto’s analogy between sexual predators and incels
is not based upon evidence and is inapt with respect to the type of
sexual offender at whom #MeToo is directed, it is true that the degree of hateful and misogynistic rhetoric on “incel” websites is
alarming. Equally alarming, however, is Lotto’s claim, which flies
in the face of most respectable theories of power since philosopher
Michel Foucault. Females, he writes, “wield” their secret power in
“private,” making it not only mysterious but impossible to confront,
whereas “the power of the patriarchy is public, in the open” and
even “strengthened by being public.” What Lotto has to say about
females and their private power is, in itself, demeaning to women
and would not be at all out of place on an “incel” message board.
He claims that “female sexual power,” which comprises “the world
of clothes, fashion, high heels, makeup, beauty enhancement” and
more, consists of “making oneself desirable to the male gaze,” and
is aimed primarily at attaining “[hetero]sexual attractiveness.”
Third, no one takes seriously the notion that sexual aggressors are motivated by a dearth of sexual contact. As is well-known
in the case of rape, to the extent that we can understand or generalize about motivating factors, what drives rapists is not sexual desire
but, rather, sadistic, violent impulses to dominate, mixed with profound hatred of women (see Tiffany D. Russell and Alan R. King,
“Anxious, Hostile, and Sadistic: Maternal Attachment and Everyday Sadism Predict Hostile Masculine Beliefs and Male Sexual Violence,” Personality and Individual Differences, 99, 2016, 340-45;
Gordon C. Nagayama Hall and Richard Hirschman, “Toward a Theory of Sexual Aggression: A Quadripartite Model,” Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 59 [5], 1991, 662-69). Rather
than sexual desire or sexual frustration, personality researchers
have found that the so-called “dark triad”—psychopathy, Machiavellianism, and narcissism—predicts sexual harassment and the
lack of empathy with victims that accompany such behavior (Gayle
Brewer, Minna Lyons, Alexander Perry, and Freya O’Brien, “Dark
Triad Traits and Perceptions of Sexual Harassment,” Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 2019).
What is more, whereas Lotto finds aggressors’ anger to be
aimed at the mysterious “power” of women, recent studies have
demonstrated rather that sexual aggressors mobilize what might be
called a “disciplinary power” against women who violate norms of
femininity. Such women are more likely to be victims of sexual
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aggression than those who typify traditional (antiquated) feminine
gender roles (see Jennifer L. Berdahl, “The Sexual Harassment of
Uppity Women,” Journal of Applied Psychology, 92 [2], 2007, 42537).
Finally, modern criminologists, and specifically those who
study sexual and gender-based offenses, frequently do not consider
individual offender’s “motivation” at all, but examine “nonmotivational causes of crime such as the criminal’s childhood, his
personality, his peers, his alcoholism, and—at the societal level—
demographic and economic trends as well as policing and sentencing policies” (David P. Bryden and Maren M. Grier, “The Search
for Rapist’s ‘Real’ Motives,” The Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology, 101 [1], 2011, 172). When socio-organizational structures in which individuals are embedded communicate to them, tacitly or explicitly, that they will not be punished for their actions,
sexual and gender-based victimizers—or, one might say, most victimizers—are victimizers of opportunity.
To engage in psychoanalytic research without considering
the developmental trajectories of perpetrators and the factors that
may have led them to develop sadistic orientations toward women,
presuming, contrary to evidence, that sexual aggression is a response to present-day sexual “deficits,” is surprising. To engage in
psychohistorical research without assessing the organizational, cultural, and political forces that facilitate sexual misconduct is equally surprising. To assert that such arguments constitute the “male
perspective,” however, is reductive and unhelpful in the extreme.
Doing so offers little to understand the #MeToo movement while
suggesting that “a male perspective” is uninformed, sexuallyessentialist, misogynistic, and disinterested in the psychosocial dynamics at work in sexual and gender-based crimes and their remedies.
Matthew H. Bowker, PhD, is a professor of political science at Medaille College in Buffalo and the author of 13 published
or forthcoming books and numerous papers and chapters on the
subjects of psychoanalysis, political and social theory, and critical
pedagogy. Educated at Columbia University, Sciences Po, and the
University of Maryland, College Park, he is currently pursuing
postdoctoral coursework in psychoanalytic psychotherapy at the
Toronto Psychoanalytic Society & Institute. His most recent titles
include The Destroyed World and the Guilty Self: A Psychoanalytic
Study of Culture and Politics (2019, with David P. Levine) and Mis-
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interest: Essays, Pensées, and Dreams (2019). Dr. Bowker is
Founding Co-Editor of Routledge’s book series Psychoanalytic Political Theory, North American Editor of the Journal of Psychosocial Studies, and Associate Editor of the journal Psychoanalysis,
Culture and Society. He can be contacted at mhb34@medaille.edu.

❑

A Different Man’s Response
Michael Britton—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc.
Keywords: #MeToo, gender, rape, sexual-desire, sexual-violence, sexualization, solidarity

David Lotto offered one man’s response to #MeToo. This is
a different man’s response.
Dangerous, Violent Men
Incel websites are filled with hate toward women, fantasies
of doing violence to women, and is associated with two males who
became mass killers. My thoughts as a man? Contrary to incel’s
assertions, lack of sex does not cause violence; having sex does not
cure it. Lack of empathy for a woman being raped/killed at one’s
own hands, relishing putting her through it, suggests an externalizing of a tortured self.
James Gilligan (Violence: Reflections on a National Epidemic, 1997) and Atherson (in Richard Rhodes, Why They Kill: The
Discoveries of a Maverick Criminologist, 2000) found highly violent men grew up in families laced with humiliation and/or physical
violence. Resultant loathing of one’s own needs for love and contact can lead to attacking women who awaken those needs out of
hatred for wanting at all. Is there a cultural element as well? Only
in-depth interview research across the country and the world can
find out. There remain men around the planet who are very dangerous to women, perhaps in desperate need of becoming detraumatized themselves, no matter the fury/contempt they might
feel at the suggestion. In the absence of a national or global focus
on helping, women are stuck having to protect themselves. As for
men: the dangerous men among us need to be stopped. That means
laws against rape and murder of women, laws that are enforced, and
mobilization of public support. These men need someone to care
enough to get to know what’s going on in their lives/life journeys,
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someone to stop them and help them de-traumatize and achieve the
decent life that eludes them, if possible. But they must be stopped.
Without stopping them, the nightmares won’t end.
Sex is Everything to Men without Empathy
Harvey Weinstein has been indicted for rape, i.e. predatory
physical violence. Charlie Rose was exposed for exposing himself
to a woman, for groping, and for inappropriate language, which he
did for years. A number of men have been exposed for treating
women on dates like it’s all about sex. As far back as I can remember, I grew up in a culture that inundated us with the message: it’s
all about sex. Remember Playboy magazine, The Bob Cummings
Show (1955-1959), I Dream of Jeannie (1965-1970)? It was everywhere: look at women’s bodies, not their faces; getting sex is scoring and means you’re doing well at being male; don’t focus on the
contexts of their lives or the life journeys they’ve been on. Wanting
to know anyone’s life history, listening for its impact on their spirit
or heart, recognizing the link between sex and the deepening of attachment it creates, such things weren’t modeled in the culture. If
you didn’t learn this in your family, it was hard to come by.
This is said to be an era of narcissism. Volkan describes
narcissism as a split in a person: an upfront part that’s highly esteemed vs. a split-off, loathed, and hungry for love part (Ferhat
Atik, A Psychoanalyst on His Own Couch: A Biography of Vamık
Volkan and His Psychoanalytic and Psychopolitical Concepts,
2019). So many of us, men and women, grew up with parents who
had themselves grown up in cruel, unpredictable, neglectful homes
and did not give us any real sense of what love is. Who told us to
think a hole in our soul might be a hunger for love—or what that
even meant? The message that it’s all about sex offered no pathway to discovering what the need for love and for loving would
mean in real life.
Pain and Maturity
Asking which motives (sexual arousal, revenge, etc.) drive
people into dominating and sexualizing is the wrong question. The
right question is not what a man feels like doing; it’s what he does
with those feelings. Maturity as a man is not a matter of sex; it’s a
matter of character and the state of his heart. It’s a matter of where
a man stands on his journey from handling inner pain through concrete action (sex, violence, etc.), emotional coercion, or submission,
to being able to handle his own distress through being thoughtful
and reflective.
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The question involved metaphor as the only adequate way
of talking about the import of life experience on our spirits, our
hearts, our courage, the delicacy and tenderness within, the sense of
justice, and perceptiveness. The presumption is we men can be carrying something in us that’s gone dead, something discarded and
forgotten, something to be retrieved, brought back to life. We are
carriers of a life of feelings, capacities, wounds, and aliveness; the
life history we’ve lived through, the life we are in now, the life we
intend ahead, with all the people who were and are involved at every step and what has happened with them. Our task is to hold all of
these things in mind, feeling our way into them, caring for how our
hearts and spirits fare—and how they are faring in those around us.
Living out impulses in the immediate moment misjudges so much.
It fails to understand so much. We are more than our feelings or
impulses in the moment, though they may be integral to us as well.
We have to carry all of life within us, measuring the moment in that
light. Walking that path makes for feeling solid enough when
storms of vulnerability, regret, rejection, anger, stunning loss, or
disillusionment break across our lives. There are ways to make it
through the unbearable without losing the last shred of one’s humanness. This is what maturing into manhood and strength is
about.
The truth is we men cannot readily grasp the vulnerability
of others, including their vulnerability to us; at least, not with any
measure of genuine concern, unless we have really felt and worked
through the injuries we have sustained in our own lives, the toll
they’ve taken, and our own vulnerability as men. Working with
such injuries is a path to manhood.
Our culture has often trashed the path to real manhood, the
very path by which we become men, saying instead life is about
toughness or sex. “Be the guy who says ‘Bring it on.’ Do not tend
to what in you has gone missing or the injuries to your heart or your
spirit.” That leaves a man less able to take care with real life, either
his own or that of the people he deals with. “It’s all about sex” has
the same effect.
The idea that women’s sexual desirability is their central
power over men means a man not only has sexual desire, he is his
sexual desire. The term sexualization means being all about desire;
but real life is complicated, and sex is only one part. Sexualization
uses sex to disown some of the complexity of life, self, and others.
There’s emotional work involved in getting to know whatever
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we’ve disowned. But re-owning the rest of ourselves makes it possible to own sexuality in good ways—and to have a feel for the vulnerability in others, a desire to not cause them hurt, a desire to see
them be okay even when that means not getting something we desire, whether that’s sex or something else. That’s a central measure
of crossing the developmental threshold into manhood: we can
want what’s good for another even though it doesn’t do anything
for us and maybe even costs us something.

Seeing men as being our desires rather than being selves
who have desires is a way to get rid of pieces of our lives—the pain
we lived through, our kindness, innocence, wonder, loves, and attachments. I don’t believe all men bought/buy into the sexualization messages in our culture. I think those of us who grew up in
families where it hurt too much to want to matter to our parents or
to let the rest of the family matter to us makes for being more at
risk of thinking cultural fantasies about sex and women are a way
to find something energizing and make it possible to forget the past,
just like it did in Mad Men (2007-2015). Men can feel threatened
by #MeToo. We can also take #MeToo as a strong reminder of the
path at the heart of our life journeys as men.
Women and Solidarity
#MeToo is one part of the broader non-violent struggle by
women to gain equality in a world where men hold the highest positions of power and prestige and therefore are the gatekeepers for
any woman with an aspiration to move up. Gatekeepers can exact a
toll for passing. It had been taken for granted the toll could be sexual without what transpired ever seeing the light of day. The
#MeToo movement has succeeded in replacing that certainty with
anxiety that such behavior will in fact see the light of day and mobilized strength through solidarity, strengthened by backing in the
media and the courts. But, especially for those who took the first
steps, coming forward to say “She’s not making this up, it happened to me too,” involved great risk and took great courage. Courageous solidarity does not always succeed in changing the world,
but often does. The world may still be, blatantly and subtly, a mess.
But another step has been taken.
Michael Britton, PhD, is a psychologist in private practice
in central New Jersey, a Board Member of the Human Dignity and
Humiliation Studies Network as well as of the Center for Global
Community and World Law, and a Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. Dr. Britton has been giving workshops for Rut-
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gers University’s continuing education program for social workers
on Global Issues for Psychotherapists and for the U.S. Justice Department's Division of Community Relations Services. He may be
contacted on mfbrttn@gmail.com. 

Love, Attachment, Nurturance,
and Psychoanalysis
Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College
Keywords: #MeToo, ambivalence, attachment, childrearing, counterdependency-needs, love, mothering

As a longtime advocate for women’s rights, I am a supporter of the #MeToo movement (see Paul Elovitz, “Awakening from
the Nightmare of the Subjugation and Violation of Women Symposium,” Clio’s Psyche, Vol. 25 No. 1, Fall 2018, 1-8), and I find David Lotto’s male approach to sexuality a partial explanation for the
abusive sexual behavior of some males that has become part of the
public discussion. Like so many people, I am disgusted and angered as I read of the sexual exploitation of actresses by Harvey
Weinstein and think of Donald Trump’s 2006 “you can do anything” to women if you are a celebrity comment. In my own career,
I quit a part-time job once because of the sexual abuse of women
and felt badly in the early 1970s for the only woman administrator,
who the male establishment did not know how to deal with as an
equal. The philandering leader’s sexist attitudes were revealed at a
large meeting when he once called Virginia Shooks “Virginia
Sex.” (Note, even though both are now deceased, her name has
been changed to protect her identity, but “Sex” is what he called
her.)
However, in this long-awaited public discussion, some part
of me rebels against the notion of talking about the relationship of
men and women without focusing on the vital issues of attachment,
creating new life, nurturance, and love. Sex is partly about making
babies to perpetuate our species and to do for our children what our
parents did for us, even if modern technology enables us to have
sex without pregnancy. Attachment is vital to our well-being (see a
vast literature including the March 2009 Clio’s Psyche Special Issue, “Love, Hate, and Attachment,” Vol. 15, No. 4, 179-240). This
early childhood experience of being cared for and loved is the most
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powerful, unconscious blueprint for our future relationships. Attachment hopefully leads to love and interdependency, but it may
also have sadomasochistic elements. Childrearing can bind male
and female partners together in a unique fashion that goes well beyond appeals of sex. Raising children involves enormous sacrifices
that can bring joy, meaning, and worry based on love, as well as
sometimes disappointment and sadness to their lives. The strengths
and limitations of our caretakers influences how we see the world
in terms of sharing and equality. I grew up seeing the world partly
through the eyes of a working mother.
Much of my childhood centered around my “father’s” store,
where my mother played as essential a role as he did while having
the responsibilities of a fulltime wife, mother of three, and homemaker. As a historian, psychohistorian, and research psychoanalyst,
I do not believe that women are or have ever been totally powerless
and simply submissive to their fathers, brothers, husbands, lovers,
and boyfriends. I do believe that on average, they are more empathetic and giving than men. They also incline to domesticate male’s
more violent tendencies. In teaching the ancient Sumerian story
Gilgamesh (he lived about 4,500 years ago), I am struck by the role
of a woman in the taming of the animalistic behavior and manner of
a key character.
Sexual intercourse is more complicated for females than
males. The fear of pregnancy, value placed on virginity, danger of
being labeled a “slut” if they are openly eager for sex, the poor lovers many encounters, and biological fathers who don’t support their
children, may understandably lead some of them to incline to be
more calculating than their brothers when it comes to sex. This is
also related to their historically being in a weaker power position
than males, and on average, smaller and weaker. Consequently, in
deciding on proceeding with sexual intercourse males may be primarily focused on their orgasm and females on establishing or
maintaining their relationship with boyfriends, husbands, and lovers.

W. S. Gilbert’s words, “it’s love that makes the world go
round,” has some truth. Women, who incline to be more giving
than men, are more likely to restrict their drive for power as they
preoccupy themselves with the nurturing of others—hopefully with
lots of help from male partners.
Males are much more inclined to associate love with sex
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than females, which is a loss for my gender. The vital question of
why males want to dominate women is made even more apparent
by the revelations of the #MeToo movement. Domination often
means sacrificing the emotional intimacy of love, in its best sense,
for power. The most satisfying answer to this question for me has
always been males’ counter-dependency needs. Men normally
grow up with mothers and female caretakers. Even two gay male
lawyers I am close to hired a nanny for basic childcare, from the
birth of their first child (one cut the umbilical cord) and subsequently the younger brother, who they also adopted. For 15 years these
devoted parents have kept the nanny on partly to maintain this female presence. The eldest child is now transgender, perhaps partly
because with two male parents it is easier to identify as male.
Male counter-dependency needs are based upon boys associating their mothers and female caretakers with being babyish, and
the female values of empathy, caring for the needy, and verbal exchange. These reach their heights when they are proving their manhood. Boys gravitate to power issues, as did my eldest son when
faced at the age of two and a half and four with having to share his
parents’ attention with a sister and then brother. I wonder if his anger at feeling displaced was part of the reason why he was so drawn
to guns as a very small boy. While his parents discouraged him
from anything to do with instruments of injury and death, cartoons
and other images he was exposed to early on provided an association of males with guns and violence. Having to share parental attention does not come easily to firstborn sons. Traditionally
firstborn daughters more readily accept the role of mother’s helper
in dealing with younger siblings. The legacy of sons feeling they
need to disidentify with their mothers to become men may be acted
out negatively in their relations with women. Daughters do not
have this problem.
When I taught an interdisciplinary senior seminar labeled
“Manhood” to a small all-male group of history majors, I hoped I
could get my students to talk a lot about their own ideas of sex and
power. While reading Klaus Theweleit’s two volume Male Fantasies (1977 & 1978 [1987 & 1988 in English]), they were quite interested in the masculine identities and fantasies of the pro-fascist
violent young German men who played a role in the rise of the Nazis. My students were not willing to risk speaking much about their
own fantasies about women, sexuality, and power, but they certainly were interested in those of others. I suspect that male interest in
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the Nazis has much to do with their unfettered aggression toward
“lower races” and women, a latent sadism that they hadn’t fully
worked out.
Two friends who read David Lotto’s article complained to
me that it does not read like an article by a psychoanalyst. I agree!
Where are even the words for mechanisms of defense such as denial, dissociation, projection, and splitting? Where are masochism,
sadism, and even the unconscious? The complexities of unconscious motivations are simply not present in his symposium piece.
Lotto’s 383 word section, “Psychoanalytic Contributions,” gets lost
in his 3,966 word document.
The #MeToo movement is a valuable response to our human
history of the subjugation of, sexual abuse of, and insufficient respect for women, but it should not blind us to the fuller picture of
the relationship between females and males. Sex roles are changing
so I am eager to see the impact of less traditional childrearing on
the personality development of a new generation of men and women.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, a research psychoanalyst and historian, is convener/director of the Psychohistory Forum who edited,
with Ken Fuchsman as guest co-editor, the March 2009 “Love,
Hate, and Attachment” Special Issue of Clio’s Psyche (available at
cliospsyche.org/archives). He may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 

Men’s Envy, Women’s Seduction, and SelfDestructive Zero Tolerance Democrats
Susan Kavaler-Adler—Object Relations Institute
Keywords: #MeToo, biting, control, envy-factor, “female con,” harassment, incel, “No,” rape, sexual-assault

David Lotto seems to have some recognition that men both
fear and envy women, although he only speaks of the former. Yes,
I agree with him that men often unconsciously rebel against their
internal mothers—internalized during early childhood—by trying to
control, harass, assault, and even rape women, when they reach adolescence or manhood and have the physical strength to dominate
women.
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Subject to the mother’s rule during early childhood
(depending on the mother’s technique of mothering, of course), little boys can grow up to retaliate against the female body, which
unconsciously represents to them, the mother that tamed them in
early childhood, when mom was bigger than them. Also, I agree
that men can be retaliating against women in general who can reject
sexual advances, and who increasingly have the absolute right to
say “No!”—but only in certain countries. Incel guys are a gross
example! Lack of education in some men contributes to their hate
of verbally fluent women, since little girls are far more verbal than
boys in the beginning.
So even with this thought, I am directed to the topic of
“Envy” with a capital E. Melanie Klein knew all too well about
womb envy and breast envy, which are far more potent and primitive than any form of penis envy in women (even if it exists in a girl
due to maternal rejection and having brothers). Envy of pregnancy
was ripe in Hollywood when Schwarzenegger played the role of a
man who could get pregnant and give birth in a romantic comedy.
Then breast envy: wanting to bite the “hand/breast that feeds you!”
Men can’t nurture and feed from their bodies like women, and
therefore they can’t have the level of body to body intimacy that
women can have with their babies. Also, the mother who feeds can
also control. Consequently, wishing to bite the breast becomes a
natural stage after just sucking the mother’s breast for milk, hopefully being held in an emotionally loving embrace. Later on men
suck women in sex play and foreplay, but they may pinch and bite
and slap too. Some women like this. Some don’t. This too can be
a rebellion and retaliation against the women who can say “No” to
sex.
Anne Sexton wrote in her poetic works and writings about
“The female con” (Kavaler-Adler, The Creative Mystique: From
Red Shoes Frenzy To Love and Creativity, 1996/2014, 194 and Diane Middlebrook, A nne Sexton: A Biography, 1992, 250) by which
women can control men by powerful seductive behaviors. “She
tried to control men,” according to Middlebrook (1991) referring to
her as a “female con” (250). Through the “female con” Sexton
tried to get what she wanted feeling the vulnerability of needing.
“She played the seductress” (Kavaler-Adler, 194). Sexton was always seducing men (and sometimes women), which temporarily
gave her a sense of dominating over the man, of having a uniquely
female power. However, after operating in such a mode with her
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second male psychiatrist, she ended up “seduced and abandoned.”
After years of her second psychiatrist having sex with her—when
she complied with paying for the session—the man eventually went
back more fully to his wife. Sexton promptly fell down a flight of
stairs and broke her hip. She turned her rage into self-destruction,
and eventually left the husband who loved her. Her successful suicide in her 40s followed soon after.
The “female con” is a temporary power move at best. Controlling the mind and body of a man through sexual and emotional
seduction rarely has the harsh murderous intrusion of sexual assault
and rape. Women are set up to be the ultimate victims when things
come down to physical control and emotional abandonment. We
do need to scream and cry, and criminal rape needs to be reported.
But women suffer from too much shame and potential shaming
when they accuse any guy. Thus #MeToo is born as a movement!
United we stand, divided we fall! We need the chorus! We need
the media! Psychic incest during psychoanalysis can also take
place, or much less frequently, actual physical incest, as in the case
of Anne Sexton and her second male psychiatrist (not Dr. Orne who
tried to protect her). Internally, Sexton was ensnared by her internal incestuous father from childhood, and she colluded with her
psychiatrist abuser.
In The Creative Mystique (1996/2014), Kavaler-Adler describes this: “She made no secret of her sexual affair with her doctor to these women, flaunting it like one of her literary prizes or
honorary doctorates” (212), and “Anne Sexton withheld the information about her treatment because Dr. Zweizung had not followed
through on any of his promises to seek analytic help, or discontinue
seeing Sexton, and he was still charging her for treatment” (214).
Now what of the poor man who is falsely accused? Former
Senator Al Franken comes to mind! Kirsten Gillibrand destroyed
his career because Franken embarrassed several women by breaking boundaries in photo shoots. But these were incidences of
breasts being grabbed during photo shoots for a few laughs, in a
man who was a mere comedian paid to make people laugh—not a
politician. This was hardly at the level of the 17 gross sexual assaults and actual rapes that Donald Trump has been accused of.
Senator Gillibrand and the Democratic leadership should have
made a distinction between rapists and Franken’s behavior, and
could have at least allowed him to go before the Senate ethics committee.
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Throwing out the most popular rising star of liberalism in
the Senate to appease the women who are out for blood through
“zero tolerance” of sexual harassment, and for mere threats of sexual harassment, is far more lethal than “throwing out the baby with
the bath water!” The zero tolerance crusaders killed a man’s career, who was not only responsible to all his constituents, and to his
wife, children, and grandchildren, but who was also a major congressional voting advocate for women’s rights legislation. This
killed a man’s career who was willing to apologize, acknowledge
his fault, be willing to go before a congressional committee that
would review his behavior! This is not “zero tolerance!” This is
“biting the hand that feeds you!” This is the professional suicide of
Democrats!
As Bill Maher has said and repeated on HBO’s Real Time,
there’s a big difference between having a guy offer a back rub at
the office water cooler and the horrendous criminal act of rape! If
we deny the distinctions with the blanket of self-righteous “zero
tolerance,” Democrats will lose in the legislation game once again.
Serial liars like Trump, who always deny all wrongdoing, and take
responsibility for nothing, will always win! Many of us see this
other side in the Dr. Ford/Kavanaugh hearings. Dissociation is a
profound route to defensive rationalization, whether through alcohol, pathological narcissism, or both.
Susan Kavaler-Adler, PhD, ABPP, NCPsyA, DLitt, is a
Fellow of the American Board and Academy of Psychoanalysis.
She is the Founder and Executive Director of the Object Relations
Institute for Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis. Dr. Kavaler-Adler
has practiced as a clinical psychologist, psychotherapist, and psychoanalyst for 44 years. An author and theorist in the field of object relations and psychoanalytic practice, she has published six
books and over 70 articles. Dr. Kavaler-Adler has also received 16
awards for her writing. She sees individuals, couples, and groups
in her practice. She is on the editorial board of the online journal
Psychoanalysis: Psychoanalytic Critique (ed. Arnold Richards).
Dr. Kavaler-Adler is a Senior Supervisor and Training Analyst, and
has monthly groups in online experiential supervision, writing, and
mourning as a healing developmental process. Her website is
www.kavaleradler.com and she can be contacted at drkavaleradler@gmail.com. 
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A Female Perspective on Sex and Power
Judith Logue—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
Keywords: #HimToo, #MeToo, female-sexual-ambivalence, feminism,
feminist-psychoanalyst, gender-equality, positive-manhood, sexualassault, sexual-predator

#MeToo
The #MeToo movement disrupts previous perspectives and
displaces our earlier understanding and behavior regarding gender
relations in America. It promotes awareness of sexual harassment
and sexual assault. Its popularization occurred after the allegations
of sexual abuse against Harvey Weinstein in the fall of 2017.
The thought-provoking introduction highlights the important controversy: does the #MeToo ideology value victimization
and puritanical American sexual mores? Does it de-emphasize
women’s agency and autonomy?
The #MeToo movement is progress because it exposes the
real fears and harmful consequences of the sexual harassment and
assault of girls and women. It attempts to further gender equality.
It highlights female ambivalence and ignorance about sexuality,
which requires education and cultural change. It heightens awareness of male victims of sexual harassment and leads us to urge we
separate male perpetrators from good men. The intense media attention in 2019 to how to define and promote positive manhood
might not have occurred without the #MeToo movement.
Why Do They Do It?
Dr. Lotto supports his ideas with research on motivation for
sexual assault. Research demonstrates the relevance of the personality characteristics of dominance and authoritarianism, lack of empathy, and a belief in traditional sex roles combined with impunity
for masculine sexual assault. Lotto insightfully adds the psychological dynamic of anger, resentment, and hostility because of lack
of sexual power in the initiation of the sexual relationship. He emphasizes the impulse to “turn the tables” on women for revenge at
being rebuffed.
I would add that money, social status, and political connections contribute to increased male impunity. Sociocultural factors
intersect with emotional and mental conflicts. Drug and alcohol
abuse, economic pressures (e.g. impoverishment or job failure), and
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domestic conflict may be both cause and effect. Pain and suffering,
physical and family illness, and chronic anxiety and depression
may lead a man (or a woman) to seek relief and distraction with
sexual predatory behavior.
Female Power
The sexual power of women “has always been wellknown.” In the past 50 years, it has been socially acceptable if not
mandated for women to use their sexually-based power to get ahead
in the workplace, whether in the professions, educational institutions, manufacturing companies and factories, or small businesses.
What is new—and concurrent with the depathologizing of
homosexuality and increased acceptance of all genders and LGBTQ
communities—is that this is now questioned. “Slut-shaming” has
increased against girls and women who make use of their sexual
power for opportunistic goals. Dr. Lotto’s most valuable contribution is his recognition that “many women do have a great deal of
ambivalence and reluctance to make use of this power.”
The changes in actual practice, in the larger political system,
in psychoanalysis, and in individual psychology have been a disappointment. Girls and women—of any sexual orientation—remain
too ambivalent, insufficiently educated, and uncertain about how to
take responsibility for their sexuality. Until we educate girls and
women, and change our culture, gender equality remains elusive.
Progress requires we encourage girls and women of all races
and classes to be more confident; we teach them how to set limits
without shame or shaming; we ensure they are listened to and heard
by family and authorities; and we support them in effecting consequences and punishment when appropriate.
So long as rich and well-connected predators, like Brett Kavanaugh, Clarence Thomas, President Trump, former President
Clinton, and Jeffrey Epstein have the support of the Justice Department, politicians, and celebrities, there is no reason to believe much
will change. Even if the sociocultural pendulum expectably
swings—and whether unconscious group aggression is on the surface or beneath the surface—human nature and sexuality will still
ensure conflict, controversy, and gender wars!
Feminism vs. Femininism
David Lotto calls it an “inconvenient fact” that many women are complicit with patriarchy. As a professional woman, wife,
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mother, and grandmother, I can attest to the benefits of patriarchy.
I can also detail the costs of women’s liberation. When feminists
acknowledge the losses—not just the gains—inherent in the fight
for gender equality, we have a greater chance of achieving it.
I have argued for decades that we need to be emotionally
honest about the costs of gender equality. We need to empathize
with contemporary women like Phyllis Schlafly, who derailed and
defeated the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) for which I have
fought strongly. When we join our sisters, “pussy power” has a
chance to promote positive human values for all genders.
The Power of No
Dr. Lotto is right that women are often in control of what
does or does not happen. It is unfair to expect him to have the experience of a young inexperienced woman who is threatened that
her life, or the life of her family, or her job that supports her family,
or her dream career will be in jeopardy if she reports her rape or
assault.
Almost every woman in my life knows personally of such a
female experience, if she herself has not endured them. I have decades of experience with both patients and strong women professionals who have had to debate whether to report a predator or pedophile or face the expected censure and losses that accompany reporting. Dr. Lotto overestimates the power of “no” from a girl or
woman to keep her safe from emotional or actual harm.
Crime and Punishment
Dr. Lotto is incisive and accurate about crime and punishment. Extremism in the direction of punishment of men without
due process is an unintended and harmful consequence. Fortunately, the #HimToo movement from 2015 has been revived to address
the valid concerns about male victims, the inappropriate loss of jobs
and careers, public humiliation, and unfair criminal prosecution.
On Ambivalence
To my dismay, girls and women—of any sexual orientation—today still appear too ambivalent about their sexuality, insufficiently educated about sexuality, and uncertain about how to take
responsibility for their sexuality. Boys and men are also uncertain
about whether to be protective and caring of girls and women or to
treat them as competitors. Increasingly, young men discuss concerns about aggressive and predatory women and how to protect
themselves from them.
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In my clinical practice, I continue to be surprised, though no
longer shocked, when many girls and women do not know their
feelings about lust, sex, and love, and how to responsibly set limits.
This too often leads to traumatizing encounters with psychological
and physiological effects. It hurts men, too.
It is a difficult challenge to teach women and girls how to
firmly say “yes” or “no” without shaming others. We need to learn
how to teach women and girls to respond in sexual encounters without frozen immobility. We also need to instill confidence and assertiveness that prevents them from deferring inappropriately. It is
essential that we teach women how to explain in words—and how
to set limits—when their erotic excitement has turned to ambivalence and refusal. At the same time, we need to teach men how to
respect and abide by what a woman says she does not want.
Psychoanalytic Contributions
A psychoanalytic perspective can be helpful. I most appreciate Dr. Lotto’s emphasis on contemporary adult fantasies and motives, not only on the “developmental tilt” or the power of the nurturing caretaker, who is usually the mother.
An additional observation is that denial of loss and skipping
or jumping quickly to solutions—without attention to grieving—are
typical of our American group psychology. When women—and
men too—address the individual, social, and cultural losses that accompany the shifts required for gender equality, we have a better
chance of maximizing the upsides, while acknowledging the downsides.
Conclusion
When Phyllis Schlafly fought against the ERA, she understood well the loss of protections for women in a patriarchal society. Unless or until we understand, acknowledge, and accept the
losses caused by these changes—and establish protections—we risk
unintentional consequences if not harm. We also stall progress for
gender equality, soul and mental health, and civil rights.

Judith Felton Logue, PhD, is a psychoanalyst in private
practice and a founding member at the Institute for Psychoanalysis
and Psychotherapy of New Jersey who has been active in psychoanalytic governance. Currently, she resides in Florida and may be
contacted at judith@judithlogue.com. 
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A Greek Myth, “Mothers’ Day,” and Female
and Male Fear of Each Other’s Power
Merle Molofsky—Harlem Family Institute
Keywords: David Lotto, gender, power-imbalance, sexual-desire, sexualequality, sexual-harassment, Tiresias

The power differential between women and men depends on
many factors, with sex being a major factor. What is sexual desire,
and who feels sexual desire? Below I will examine a Greek myth
regarding sex, my own experience with unequal power, and the
need for men and women to treat each other well.
Let us consider the story of Tiresias, the ancient Greek
prophet whose name means “sign” or “omen.” Tiresias came upon
two snakes copulating in a field and struck them. The Goddess Hera was angered and offended by his cruelty and punished him by
turning him into a woman. Being transformed from a man to a
woman was only a punishment because it was a man who imagined
such a transformation as a punishment. The Goddess Hera and her
husband, the God Zeus, had an argument over who enjoyed sex
more, women or men.
Since Tiresias had lived as a man, and as a woman, and thus
was in a unique position as a gender-shifter to answer the question,
Hera and Zeus asked him/her to arbitrate. He/she gave an intriguingly mathematical answer! Tiresias said that of the ten aspects/
elements comprising sexual pleasure, men only enjoy one aspect,
one element. But women have the capacity to enjoy the full ten
aspects, elements, and parts, in her heart.
Hera was enraged by this answer, but why? Did the answer
give Zeus power over Hera? Did it give men power over women
by emphasizing the intensity of a woman’s need for sexual pleasure, giving her ten times greater capacity for satisfaction?

In her rage, Hera blinded Tiresias. Zeus, unable to undo the
act of a deity equal to him, decided to compensate Tiresias for the
terrible loss of his vision, and gave to him a precious gift, the gift of
prophecy as well as long life. Imagine living generation after generation with the ability to see the future, only to have the prophecy
fall upon deaf ears.
There are truths embedded in this myth that are relevant to
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our current discussion. David Lotto speaks of women wielding
sexual power over men, the power of being sexually attractive, in
order to get what they may want from men. The context is that men
have the social and cultural power, men intensely desire women
and sex with women, thus men are in thrall to women, and women
are able to manipulate men through their sexual power. Lotto says:
“An asymmetry between male direct power and female sexuallybased power is that they most often operate on opposite ends of the
public/private continuum.”
One can readily understand the dilemma. Women endowed
with sexual power are even more in thrall to men. They want the
social and cultural dominance that men enjoy, and they want the
wonders of sexual congress with men. The same question comes
up: who enjoys sex more, women or men? Of course, sexual desire
indeed may lead to actual sex, and sex, as we all know, has its consequences, as Lotto also identifies. Pregnancy is quite a serious
consequence. Ancient people were faced by the mystery that every
little child faces—where do babies come from? Scientific observation by ancient people led them to figure out that sexual intercourse
creates pregnancy. Men and women both have power!
Two wonderful comic performers/writers, Kathy Najimy
and Mo Gaffney, creators of The Kathy and Mo Show: Parallel
Lives (2001), told a story in that show about God creating Adam
and Eve, and God giving Eve the power to gestate and give birth, to
create new human life. The angels protested, telling God that Adam would be jealous of Eve’s power. So God evened things up by
making childbirth excruciatingly painful.
Perhaps we may consider that the situation still is uneven, in
that a woman will always know who her baby is, but fatherhood is
not so certain. How does a man know he is the father of the baby
that he now is getting ready to provide for, to raise? Men eventually figured out the way is to control the woman, to make sure no one
but one man has sexual access to a woman. The key word is
“control!”
Another aspect of pregnancy is, as we all know, does the
woman want to get pregnant? Can pregnancy be her choice? How
can she make it her choice? Taking control of one’s own body,
one’s own ability to get pregnant, is a manifestation of power.
Even now, in the late second decade of the 21st century in the United States of America, women’s right to control their own body,
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their own reproductive health, is under attack.
I suggest that people reading this essay obtain my latest
book, a collection of short fiction, Necessary V oices (2019), and
read the first story, “Miriam 1960.” It is a detailed, harrowing, true
story about an unmarried pregnant teenaged girl, pre-Roe v. Wade,
trying to obtain an abortion, finally succeeding in obtaining a gruesome backstreet abortion, winding up bleeding to death in a hospital, and being tortured by the medical staff as “punishment.” Read
it and weep. Nightmares may follow.
Perhaps we may have realized that heterosexual men and
heterosexual women desire each other, and are afraid of each other’s power. The political power mainly has resided with men, historically; even now, it still does in horrifically unbalanced ways in
places like Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia.
When we consider the imbalance of power between men
and women, the hardships that both men and women encounter due
to these power imbalances matter. Men and women are equally
deserving of empathy, compassion, and fair treatment. Realistically, we need to acknowledge that the extent of the effects of the imbalances matters. Throughout history, all over the world, there
have been obviously patriarchal societies, where men dominated
women politically and domestically, and there are no known matriarchal societies where women dominated men politically and domestically. Pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, and childcare seem to
have limited the ability of women to actually take control of a culture. Ideally, equality between women and men would be highly
desirable, and women and men would be treated equitably, justly.
Regarding my relationship to #MeToo: I was born in 1942
and lived in Brooklyn, New York. I was a teenager in the mid- to
late 1950’s. I lived in a truly egalitarian household, with mutual
respect between my mother and father, learning my family’s values
while embedded in a truly sexist culture. I certainly was exposed to
unwanted advances by boys and men, but none were physically
traumatic, none involved physical aggression. I was not groped,
nor grabbed, nor forced.
In 1966-1967 the most unpleasant situation I dealt with happened when I was 24 years old, the mother of three very young
children, four, two, and an infant; my then-husband, their father,
deserted the family—no child support, no visits to see the children.
The two older children were distraught; they missed their father. I
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was not a college graduate. We were desperately poor. I applied
for welfare. The welfare worker made a home visit, and told me
my rent was $10 above what was acceptable, and that I would have
to move to a cheaper apartment, unless. I’m sure you understand
what that “unless” meant. Unless I would be “nice” to him. I didn’t want to be “nice,” and I wasn’t “nice.” He was quite irritated,
and told me he would deny my request for welfare, and would recommend I move.

My four-year-old daughter was in the room, and although
she didn’t understand what “nice” meant, she did understand what
“move” meant, and, the next morning, she woke up unable to move.
She was crying, said her legs hurt so terribly that she couldn’t walk.
I had to get medical help. I put her in the baby carriage, put the infant between her legs, took the two-year-old by the hand, and we
set out to walk the approximately two miles to the nearest emergency room. The two-year-old got tired. Of course I carried him several blocks at a time until he felt rested and my back ached, and
then I put him down. I carried him, walked, put him down, walked
further, carried him again, repeat.
Medical tests showed no obvious cause. But I, without any
psychology courses, with no college degree, understood the cause.
She couldn’t “move.” The hospital insisted that either she be admitted, or that, if I took her home, I would have to give her the kind
of care she would get in the hospital: complete bed rest with a bed
pan. I agreed and they gave me letters saying she had a medical
condition and could not be moved. She got complete bed rest, but I
carried her to the bathroom as neither she nor I wanted her to use
the bed pan, and yes, I remained in the apartment and received welfare benefits.
Definitely sexual harassment! Definitely a sexual power
differential! But my daughter’s mind-body connection, her “girlpower,” and my “mother-power,” were stronger than the male caseworker’s sexist power.
In 1966-1967 came the women’s consciousness-raising era,
the feminist movement. I had read The Second Sex (1949) by
Simone de Beauvoir a few years after it first was published in English, when I was in my teens, but I didn’t understand the implications until the exigencies of being an impoverished young mother
awoke me to the rampant sexism around me. I remember walking
into a check-cashing place one early afternoon with my welfare
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check. As I waited in line, along with other women who also had
received their welfare checks, a group of working men, construction workers, walked in with their checks from work. A clerk behind the counter called out to the men, “Hey guys, you come ahead
in the line, we’ll cash your checks first. You don’t have to wait behind all these people. It’s Mother’s Day, ha ha ha!”
Mother’s Day was slang for the day that welfare checks for
abandoned mothers arrived in the mail. I impulsively yelled out the
truth: “It’s not Mother’s Day, it’s Father’s Day!” Where were all
the missing fathers, the deadbeat dads? Also, the clerks behind the
counter, as they looked at the names of the recipients on the checks,
called each man “Mr. Last Name,” and called each woman “First
Name.”
A few years later, a friend told her husband to move out because she didn’t love him anymore. They had four children. He
complied. Her lover, another man, then moved in with her. Her
husband became bitterly aggrieved. He had to pay child support,
but could only see his children, whom he dearly loved, on the
weekend, and another man was living in the apartment that his
child support provided.
We all need to remember that the lives and feelings of individual women and men are part of this very human narrative. We
need to pay attention; to be human is to be vulnerable. In the socalled war between the sexes, “where ignorant armies clash by
night,” we all lose. What is there left to say? “Play nice, children.
Don’t fight.” This is cute, but not helpful. What will help? The
obvious answers, such as reason, respect, and equality, need to be
lived. The words need to become reality.
Merle Molofsky, MFA, is a psychoanalyst in private practice in New York whose novel, Streets 1970, was published in 2015
by International Psychoanalytic Books. She has published articles
in Clio’s Psyche, The Psychoanalytic Review, and elsewhere. She
is on the faculty of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis (NPAP) and of the Harlem Family Institute. She is on
the Editorial Board of The Psychoanalytic Review and can be contacted at mmpsya@gmail.com. 
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“He Desires Me; He Loves Me Not:”
#MeToo and an Analysis of Freudian
Sexual Economics
Marcia Anne Newton—University at Albany
Keywords: #MeToo, female-desirability, incestuous-fixation, love-object,
male-and-female-sexuality, Sigmund Freud

The #MeToo movement struck like a thunderbolt leaving
scorch marks in its wake. On October 15, 2017, in response to the
Harvey Weinstein sexual allegations, Alyssa Milano posted on
Twitter: “If you’ve been sexually harassed or assaulted write ‘me
too’ as a reply to this tweet” (@Alyssa_Milano). As a suggested
reply, she provided the following statement: “Me too. Suggested by
a friend: ‘If all the women who have been sexually harassed or assaulted wrote, ‘Me too.’ as a status, we might give people a sense of
the magnitude of the problem’” (@Alyssa_Milano). Approximately one in five women will be raped in their lifetime according to the
National Sexual Violence Resource Center.
When Milano’s tweet was published, women’s shared experiences of sexual harassment and sexual assault proceeded to hit
social media, radio, and TV with force. Celebrity women’s voices
soared and social media was a flurry with friends spreading stories
of sexual harassment and sexual assault under the powerful umbrella of the #MeToo movement. No longer were women going to be
silenced by male sexual harassment and sexual assault. Women
were coming together and wielding their collective power on the
path to retribution.
There is much literature on the debilitating effects of sexual
harassment and sexual assault, but why do men do it? In his article,
“A Male Perspective on Sex and Power in the Age of
#MeToo” (2019), David Lotto endeavors to answer this question
from a male perspective. Following John Pryor’s research in which
he provides a personality profile of men most likely to commit sexual harassment with impunity (“a lack of empathy, belief in traditional sex roles, and tendencies toward Dominance/Authoritarianism”), Lotto provides an alternative suggestion for why men sexually harass women: “men have a great deal of resentment and anger at being at a disadvantage in the arena of sexual power, specifically the reality that most of the time, in most situations, particular-
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ly around the initiation of the sexual relationship, it is the woman
who has far more control than the man.” As a result of this perceived lack of sexual power, Lotto adds that if a man’s sexual advances are rejected, particularly in circumstances provided by
Pryor, he will seek revenge for inflicted narcissistic wounds.
From a Freudian psychoanalytic perspective in which the
narcissistic injury is suffered, one suggestion Lotto provides is that
there is a difference between women as mothers and women as sexually desirable: “the female power role or attribute… is not that of
the nurturing caretaker whose power is that of the adult in comparison to the child, but of the one who holds the power of sexual desirability. It is her ability to please and satisfy so much of what the
adult heterosexual male desires; a sexual relationship with a woman
and the many gratifications that can go with it that is the source of
her power.” While Lotto navigates away from the powerful influence of a man’s mother as sexually desirable, in other psychoanalytic literature it is suggested that in his unconscious the mother’s
role as nurturer and as sexually desirable may remain confused in
his relationships with other women. In some circumstances, this
confusion may lead to women being mistreated as sexual objects
with impunity by men, especially by those who have an unresolved
Oedipal complex as a result of an incestuous fixation.
In “Contributions to the Psychology of Love” (1918), a
compilation of three essays, Sigmund Freud begins on his long road
of modification of the Oedipus complex with an analysis of love
and desire. In the first of these essays, “A Special Type of Choice
of Object Made by Men” (1910), it is a necessary requirement that,
in childhood, the boy unconsciously debases his mother as if she
were a prostitute in order to transfer his desires onto a healthy loveobject. Eventually, he recaptures the reverence he feels for his
mother in the new love-object and achieves his purpose, which is to
symbolically marry his mother. However, as Freud observes, that
“the object chosen should be like a prostitute – seems energetically
to oppose a derivation from the mother-complex” (The Standard
Edition, vol. 11, 170).
In Freud’s second essay in the sequence, “On the Universal
Tendency to Debasement in the Sphere of Love” (1912), he claims
that due to the anxiety of psychical impotence in men of “strongly
libidinous natures,” men of usually high sexual prowess find themselves in a situation in which they cannot get an erection when sexual intercourse presents itself with certain individuals who they
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love, such as their wives (The Standard Edition, vol. 11, 179).
Freud suggests that an “incestuous fixation on the mother or sister,
which has never been surmounted, plays a prominent part in this
pathogenic material and is its most universal content,” and thus becomes a neurotic disturbance in which neurotic men are unable to
separate love from desire (180). The solution for psychical impotency, it appears, is for neurotic men to be able to consciously differentiate between love and desire in order to debase the women
with whom they wish to have sexual intercourse: “Where they love
they do not desire and where they desire they cannot love. They
seek objects which they do not need to love, in order to keep their
sensuality away from the objects they love” (183).
Furthermore, according to Freud, “any [man] who is to be
really free and happy in love must have surmounted his respect for
women and have come to terms with the idea of incest with his
mother or sister. Any [man] who subjects himself to a serious selfexamination on the subject of this requirement will be sure to find
that he regards the sexual act basically as something degrading,
which defiles and pollutes not only the body” (186). Nevertheless,
a man who suffers from psychical impotence can find immense and
gratifying sexual satisfaction in a “debased sexual object,” such as a
prostitute—or, perhaps, a woman who is in a subordinate position
in the workplace—whose moral values are perceived as much lower down on the scale compared with that of his chosen love object
to replace his mother.
A problematic question arises about a male-driven theory
that I suggest is relevant today: can we infer that when a man begins to suffer sexual impotence with his wife because he unconsciously values her too highly, as a man does his mother, he should
actively seek sexual gratification in women with whom he can disengage himself from emotional attachment? This question is not
satisfactorily answered by Freud. (Perhaps one solution is for
women to not get married for fear of inadvertently triggering the
mother-complex.)

In contrast to men, women have no need to debase their sexual objects because “they are subsequently often unable to undo the
connection between sensual activity and prohibition, and prove to
be psychically impotent, that is, frigid, when such activity is at last
allowed them” (186). This view is developed in Freud’s third essay
in the sequence, “The Taboo of Virginity” (1917), in which he approaches incest from primitive kinship bonds to modern Western
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women. Freud initially found that a woman’s frigidity prior to sexual intercourse is paradoxically joined to a hostility she displays to
the man after sexual intercourse occurs. Freud considers that the
defloration of a woman’s virginity and the physical pain incurred
may contribute to frigidity throughout her sexual relations with
men. However, Freud acknowledges that this theory is inadequate
and concedes that what actually occurs is a narcissistic injury to the
woman, “which proceeds from the destruction of an organ” and that
the “loss of virginity brings a diminution of sexual value” (The
Standard Edition, vol. 11, 202). A woman’s virginity, as Christine
Mitchell observes, is still a hot commodity in many cultures, even
leading to hymen reconstruction requests (“The Value of Virginity,”
The Journal of Clinical Ethics, 26[2], 2015).
Freud believes that if men were not held to such high cultural expectations (women do not have these expectations), they
would be less inclined to become, for example, sexual perverts.
Several years earlier in “‘Civilized’ Sexual Morality and Modern
Nervous Illness” (1908), Freud observed that with education perverse sexuality can be suppressed. However, while it appears to
have succeeded, it is merely redirected “and make[s] [a man] quite
as useless for society as satisfaction of the suppressed instincts in
an unmodified form would have done” (The Standard Edition, vol.
9, 191). At some point, then, there will be a perverse rebellion in
the name of sexual freedom, despite civilization’s efforts to encourage the unconscious sublimation of sexual instincts toward superficial non-sexual and socially-driven conducive ends.
Freud prophesied a perverse male sexual freedom as a result
of what Lotto identifies as a narcissistic wound. Given the sheer
number of women who are still sexually harassed and sexually assaulted, society has failed them. The #MeToo movement is evidence of women now coming together to fight against a social system that has broken down, which includes through litigation, but
this is not enough. We need to make fundamental changes to societal and cultural norms so that boys are not raised to fear failure.
This may be a good start toward men feeling more secure in themselves and reduce deeply-rooted feelings of inadequacy being projected onto women.
Marcia Anne Newton, PhD, is a pre-law lecturer in the
Program of Writing and Critical Inquiry at the University at Albany
and a Court Appointed Special Advocate for abused and neglected
children in the legal system and community, as well as a Research
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Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. Dr. Newton has published
on a variety of topics in psychoanalysis, including sexual trauma
and psychosis, paradoxical notions of sexuality, the creative impulse, Brexit, and female suicide bombers. She has also published
numerous reviews on poetry, theater, and memoir and can be
reached at mnewton@albany.edu. 

Insidious Male Dominance and the
Hope of #MeToo
Denis J. O’Keefe—New York University
Keywords: #MeToo, insidious, male-dominance, manipulation, objectified, sex-and-power, sexuality

One could understand a kneejerk negative reaction to David
Lotto’s short commentary on “A Male Perspective on Sex and
Power in the Age of #MeToo.” Claims of blaming the victim, reinforcing alienation and pathological accommodation immediately
come to mind. That Lotto’s piece is controversial, especially given
the current cultural zeitgeist, would be an understatement. Yet David is a respected colleague and deserves a serious examination of
his basic arguments, and criticism, when due.
In my clinical work with couples, heterosexual or not, one
of the primary factors assessed is power; how is it expressed,
shared, delegated, and used to achieve basic emotional needs. Ultimately, the question becomes not one of whether there is an issue
of power within the relational dynamic, but whether it defines interactions and the relationship itself, which for couples attending treatment tends to be common. In these cases, the tendency to objectify
the self, the other, and relational space becomes evident. Yet the
objects of power (finances, access to children, sex, household
chores, etc.) are often symbolic for more central needs for security,
love, respect, and agency, among others. If we, for a moment, take
David’s argument as true, that women are in control of the sexual
encounter in most instances, resulting in men experiencing a power
imbalance and “narcissistic wounds” when their advances are rebuffed, fueling resentment and aggressive sexual advances in the
form of revenge, a premise that remains unproven in his work, then
should we not question the context in which women may be seeking a sense of security, agency, etc., through the sexual act?
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Western history is replete with attempts to dominate every
aspect of women’s lives, including their bodies and sexuality.
Cherry picking cases like Queens Elizabeth I (the “Virgin Queen”),
Victoria, Cleopatra, or other female rulers throughout history, as
was done during our Forum meeting on the topic, does not do justice to the typical experiences of women throughout history nor the
gender-based expectations that these specific women experienced
despite their immense power. We could fill countless volumes documenting male dominance in Western history to date whereas
women’s lives, bodies, and sexuality have been overtly controlled
through physical as well as ideological means, i.e. patriarchy. The
point being, the context of male dominance in the larger cultural
sphere can’t be ignored when assessing the reality of perceived
power achieved through the sexual act. What’s more, should we
not contextualize male “narcissistic wounds,” “toxic masculinity,”
or the socialization of masculinity in general? The question comes
to mind: is it really power that is experienced by women in their
choice to engage or not engage in the sexual act or a faux sense of
agency in a world that seeks to dominate them? What’s missing in
Lotto’s analysis is a cultural-historical frame providing a vantage
point in which the analysis of power enacted in heterosexual interactions could be better realized.
Lotto’s emphasis on female empowerment in the workplace
triggers similar questions regarding the impact of broader social
and cultural factors on private decision-making, and is reminiscent
of the empowerment movement of the 1960s and 1970s, which
proved, if our current situation is evident, ineffective. One possible
reason is that the empowerment emphasis allows us to place responsibility on women’s behavior as opposed to that of the male
sexual aggressor while maintaining a blind spot to the reality of the
power imbalance and objectification of women in the workplace,
providing a slippery slope toward blaming the victim. Power in the
workplace, as a broader topic, is well beyond our agenda here. Yet
we should be reminded that we have more CEOs named John in the
U.S. than women combined and pay inequities persist despite over
50 years of Federal legislation. A case example may help illustrate.
A young, attractive, and highly intelligent female client of
mine discussed her job prospects within the STEM field. She was
confident about her search, which initially surprised me given the
well-documented bias against women in her field. She discussed
her confidence on two fronts. First was her well-founded trust in
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her talents. Yet she knew this alone was insufficient. What gave
her confidence was that she knew her interviewer would be male
and that she could use her attractiveness and slight flirtations to secure a job as she has done in the past. Initially, we might want to
focus on her manipulativeness or ability to use her sexuality to gain
some level of power and persuasion aligned with Lotto’s perspective. Yet this only glosses over the circumstances that give rise to
her ability and, more importantly, the requirement to engage in
such tactics to achieve her goal. For this client, it elicited complicated feelings of confidence and self-reproach or shame. She described an alienated state in which she must identify with a sexually
objectified projected state to achieve agency, to “pathologically accommodate” to an identity fixed by expectations beyond her control
in pursuit of a livelihood, control, and an ontological uncertainty
simultaneously.
The case illustrates the insidious nature of male dominance.
It is insidious because it is masochistic on the part of the victim and
that while we, collectively, may think we are supporting women
though such empowerment approaches, we may in fact be helping
to enact the very thing we overtly object to. It is this insidious nature of implicit bias and cultural enactments that make them so difficult to understand and change.
Most of what is written above assumes Lotto’s basic premise that women, in most instances, control the sexual act. Given the
above critique, one might question such a simplified conception of
control and focus more on who has the power to define sexual acts,
sexuality, roles, and the general context within which heterosexual
couples interact. In Lotto’s very short, yet provocative piece, it is
understandable that many of the questions raised here are not addressed. Length doesn’t allow for it. Yet Lotto makes specific
claims, which require us to look more deeply into the power dynamics inherent to heterosexual encounters. Has the #MeToo
movement gone too far? Lotto may have a valid concern in that,
yes, it may, at times, go too far. The case of Senator Al Franken
might be instructive here. A tendency of the victimized to identify
with the aggressor is an ever-present potentiality. But there is, I
believe, a much more important potentiality in the #MeToo movement: changing the seemingly reflexive tendency toward blaming
the victim, in as much as it defends us against empathizing with the
victimized experience toward true attempts for victim’s justice.
This, for me, is the most vital concern and hope for the movement.
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Denis J. O’Keefe, PhD, LCSW, is a past President and
current Treasurer of the International Psychohistorical Association
and a research associate of the Psychohistory Forum. He teaches
on social policy analysis and social, developmental, and clinical
theories at NYU’s Silver School of Social Work and taught psychohistory at SUNY Rockland for six years. Dr. O’Keefe maintains a
private practice in Highland Falls, NY and may be contacted at
djo212@nyu.edu. 

Sex is Different for Women than for Men
Ellen Toronto—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Keywords: attachment, childcare, empathy, fear-of-pregnancy, gender,
patriarchy, sex, sexual-dynamics

The paper by David Lotto makes some interesting points,
one being that women have enormous power in the form of their
sexual desirability. However, it may be that this is a power projected onto them by men. That is, their desirability is in the head and
fantasy of the male and not one a woman always feels is her own.
The dynamics of the sexual relationship between men and women
must be understood in context. There are issues of attachment, nurturing, giving life, and raising children.
The Lotto paper does not address adequately the enormous
power differential that exists between men and women. We live
within a patriarchal order in which men wield far greater power in
government, law, business, religion, and every other cultural institution. The ability of women to say no is greatly limited by men’s
ability to fire them, not cast them, or give them failing grades. As
the #MeToo movement has highlighted, the men in power have
been able to assault women with impunity since forever.
In more intimate relationships, the sexual dynamics must be
understood in context. For women sexuality is closely associated
with procreation in a way that is not true for men. Even in the age
of reliable birth control, women still get pregnant and can do so frequently in the context of unwanted sex. There was a time in our
history in which a woman who had six or eight children had only
abstinence as a means of birth control. That template is still likely
to be active in women’s unconscious. That circumstance is in addition to the fact that women’s biology is primed for reproduction in
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a way that men’s is not.
For a woman, virtually every sexual encounter carries the
possibility of pregnancy—in mind if not within her body! Sexuality for men is a “thing apart” and carries no such mental or biological weight. The situation between men and women might be very
different if men had an equitable share of the childcare. This would
entail more than coaching a baseball team or attending a ballet recital. It would mean their involvement in the day-to-day and minute-by-minute minutiae of childcare. As long as women carry the
great majority of the work of childcare and the responsibility for
socializing attachment and empathy, the likelihood of their participation in sex will be limited compared to that of men.
Ellen Toronto, PhD, a psychoanalyst in private practice in
Ann Arbor, is a founding member and past president of the Michigan Psychoanalytic Council. She has presented and published in
the areas of gender studies, mothering, and nonverbal communication in the therapeutic setting, opera, and women. She may be
reached at etoronto@umich.edu. 

David Lotto Responds to the
Commentaries
I would like to thank Paul Elovitz for organizing and publishing this symposium. I am gratified to see the number of
thoughtful comments that have been made and would like to thank
everyone who has taken the time and effort to respond to my paper.
I will explore two issues that seem to be central to this discussion,
and then address some of the specific comments made by the contributors.
The first issue is the degree to which the topic of relations
between the sexes seems to bring out what we might call partisanship with its underlying quality of splitting. I am referring to the
quality of choosing sides: are you in solidarity with the women who
are seen to have been and continue to be the oppressed and exploited victims of what is most often called the patriarchy, or are you on
the side of the sexual predators, almost always coded as male? An
example of what I mean is Dr. Matthew Bowker’s statement that:
“Lotto adopts a perspective that is nearly identical to that which he
attributes to perpetrators of sexual and gender-based crimes (e.g.
harassment, battery, rape, and more).”
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For Bowker, some of the things I speak of in the paper are
seen as, at worst, aligning with the patriarchy, or at the least, undermining a full-throated fealty to defending women from the depredations of male aggression. Not an ignoble sentiment but there seems
to be a good deal of hostility toward my suggestion that there might
be more to say about sexual and power relations between the genders than that men are abusers and women are their victims. There
is also the belief that sexual “essentialism” is a bad thing that all is
culturally determined and differences between men and women are
artifacts of a rigid society mired in binary thinking.
A number of the responses focus on the bad behavior of
men and its sources. This is indeed the main focus of the #MeToo
movement, but it is not the main focus of the paper. I do speculate
that, in addition to the many well-studied motivations and characteristics of men who engage in criminal behavior directed at women, reacting to the perceived narcissistic injury experienced by
some men when women are not receptive to their advances can be a
motivational factor.
There is no doubt that “toxic masculinity” is real, as is misogyny, men who won’t take no for an answer, men who rape, assault, and commit sexual assaults. But there are also men who
grope, grab, make inappropriate sexual remarks, and make a variety
of unwanted sexual advances. As Susan Kaveler-Adler points out,
there is an important difference between the actions of Harvey
Weinstein and Al Franken.
Sometime after the paper was sent out to the responders I
came across an article in the New York Times, which is now included in the crime and punishment section of my paper. I find this report highly disturbing. In addition to the obvious problem of the
possibility that innocent people are being unjustly or overly harshly
punished, it is reminiscent of other prosecutorial excesses, moral
panics, and mass hysteria that we have experienced.
The second issue, which is related to the first, is that of
“blaming the victim.” This accusation first gained prominence following the Jeffrey Masson led assault on Freud and psychoanalysts,
who were accused of this offense when they did not believe or
doubted female patients’ accounts of sexual abuse and instead
viewed them as suffering from hysterical psychopathology. There
was certainly at least some justification for this allegation, but, particularly among psychotherapists of many persuasions, there was a
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dramatic swing to almost always believing female accounts of sexual abuse. To not believe, or even to question, the narrative presented by the victim/patient came to be seen as a very bad thing to
do as you were no doubt re-traumatizing the patient. Unfortunately,
this culminated in an epidemic of false accusations of satanic ritual
and cult abuse, as well as other false accusations of child sexual
abuse, which led to a substantial number of innocent individuals
experiencing unjust punishments, including incarceration. A prohibition on any suggestion that an allegation of sexual abuse might
not be true or that its severity may be exaggerated has led to some
very unfortunate consequences.
Now for some specific responses to the contributors. There
is much I could say by way of response to Dr. Bowker’s broadside,
but let me just respond to the section of his article citing six different references that he claims contradict what I have said. The first
article he cites has the striking title: “Women, Men, and the Bedroom: Methodological and Conceptual Insights that Narrow, Reframe, and Eliminate Gender Differences in Sexuality” (2011),
which he claims demonstrates that my claim men have a greater
desire for sex is poppycock, and no doubt a blatant example of the
belief in sexual essentialism. It is, in fact, an almost 100-page article with an extensive review of the literature on gender differences.
From the abstract of this article is as follows: “Many researchers
have elucidated large, well-established and reliable gender differences in sexuality... Common wisdom - as well as the research
about the beliefs of many psychologists - suggests that men, simply
put, like sex more than women do” (Terri D. Conley, Amy C.
Moors, Jes L. Matsick, Ali Ziegler, and Brandon A. Valentine,
“Women, Men, and the Bedroom: Methodological and Conceptual
Insights that Narrow, Reframe, and Eliminate Gender Differences
in Sexuality,” Sage Journals).
Bowker then cites three articles from the literature on the
characteristics of rapists and “sexual harassers,” which allegedly
show that sexual desire plays either no, or perhaps just an inconsequential, role in rapists’ motivation. The real motivations are said
to be “sadism, violent impulses to dominate, and a profound hatred
of women” (“Women, Men, and the Bedroom”). The second of the
three articles he cites is: “Toward a Theory of Sexual Aggression: a
Quadripartite Model.” From the abstract of this article: “The components of the model - physiological sexual arousal, cognitions that
justify sexual aggression, affective dyscontrol, and personality
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problems - function as motivational precursors that increase the
probability of sexually aggressive behavior” (Gordon C. Nagayama
Hall and Richard Hirschman, “Toward a Theory of Sexual Aggression: a Quadripartite Model,” Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology, 1991). This seems to indicate that sexual desire may
play at least some role.
I’d like to second Michael Britton’s observation that it is
“not what a man feels like doing; it’s what he does with those feelings.” I would also agree with him that “the #MeToo movement
has succeeded in replacing that certainty [that a sexual price could
be demanded in return for career advancement] with anxiety that
such behavior will in fact see the light of day.” I also applaud Susan Kavaler-Adler’s recognition that things can go too far, as with
Al Franken and the dangers of a “zero tolerance for sexual harassment” policy along with the importance of maintaining perspective
on the wide range of very different behaviors that have been considered to be sexual violations.
I appreciate how carefully Judith Logue read and responded
to the paper, but I have one quibble regarding overestimating the
power of no to protect a woman from harm. The power of no
works when sex is consensual, not when it’s non-consensual. Other
than the “expected censure and losses that accompany reporting,”
there may also be reluctance to report from the knowledge that if
she is believed, and we know that historically this has been a big if,
the consequences for the perpetrator may be quite severe.
I thank Merle Molofsky for reminding us of the importance
of sexual pleasure in the complex weave of sexual desire and power
in relations between the sexes, and her wonderful #MeToo story
along with her conclusion that “Men and women both have power.”
Marcie Newton provides us with an excellent review of the history
and development of Freud’s views on sex. The psychoanalytic
model I am working from is Kohut’s, who emphasized the effects
of narcissistic injury—its internal consequences but, more importantly for psychohistory, its external consequences—which are a
desire for revenge; to get even with who or whatever was responsible for the narcissistic injury you and your people have suffered.
I’ve already addressed Denis O’Keefe’s comments in what I
said about “blaming the victim.” I would also like to comment on
the “cultural zeitgeist” to which he refers. I would take this to
mean that he was speaking of intersectionality, where solidarity
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with the oppressed—African Americans, women, the many who
have been abused and oppressed by colonial masters, refugees, immigrants, and the numerous others that have been harmed by more
powerful others—is a central tenet. I applaud this view of the
world and its history, or as Howard Zinn would say, a people’s history. However, there appears to be a required political correctness;
a good example of which is Dr. Bowker’s comments on lynching
initiated by a woman’s allegation that a black man made sexual advances, insisting that responsibility for the atrocities “belong not to
women but to white persons.” According to Bowker, the world is
apparently divided into perpetrators and victims, and women belong to the victim class, so they can’t possibly be perpetrators.
Although several of the commentators have discussed the
evils of the patriarchy, Denis gives an account of this position in its
clearest form, using phrases such as “Western history is replete with
attempts to dominate every aspect of women’s lives...” and “We
could fill countless volumes documenting male dominance in Western history to date whereas women’s lives, bodies, and sexuality
have been overtly controlled through physical as well as ideological
means, i.e. patriarchy.” I would argue that these statements are examples of the splitting I referred to earlier. Western history and the
power relationships between men and women are far more complex
than these sweeping generalizations allow. Western history may
well be replete with domination of the weaker by the powerful. But
the fact that there have been many women who have held positions
of power, particularly in recent history, would suggest that political,
economic, and military power, which can be wielded by members
of either sex, is more central to understanding the history of domination than is gender. We had Cleopatra, Elizabeth, and Victoria,
but we also had Thatcher and have Merkel, Pelosi and various female leaders around the world who are not in the public eye.
Shouldn’t we consider Sheryl Sandberg more of a patriarch than a
victim of the patriarchy?
Regarding Paul Elovitz’ comments that the paper is not psychoanalytic enough, I disagree. I am pointing out that an emphasis
on the importance of sexual motivation is fundamentally psychoanalytic. Object relations, narcissism, and most of all, attachment theory, have been prominent in psychoanalysis since Freud’s death.
Freud had much to say about infantile sexuality and its influences.
But he also knew about the centrality of adult sexuality. This paper
is in the spirit of going back to Freud, trying to not lose sight of his
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insights about the strength of sexual motives in driving human behavior.
Finally, I find it of interest that Judith Logue is the only one
to address the feminism versus femininism section of the paper, the
history of the fight for the ERA amendment, and the inconvenient
fact that 52% of white women voted for Donald Trump in 2016.
One could take the position that the femininists are in thrall to the
patriarchy or, to use the old Marxist term, that they suffer from
false consciousness, not realizing how oppressed and exploited by
the patriarchy they have been. I think this kind of stance is more
demeaning of women than saying that their sexual desirability gives
them a certain kind of power, as Dr. Bowker would have it.
I think Judith is correct to point out, as Phyllis Schlafly and
her allies contended, that women sometimes receive benefits from
adherence to the patriarchal order, the largest one being that it allows them, if they wish, to be stay-at-home mothers and housekeepers while being financially supported by their spouses. For
some women, providing and maintaining a nurturing home for their
family is a higher priority than a career.
David Lotto’s biography may be found on page 206. ❑

Passing the Flame: Narrative
Trajectories of Trauma
Aaron Denham—University of California San Diego
Keywords: chosen-traumas, historical-trauma, intergenerational-trauma,
looping-effects, narrative, psychoanalysis, trauma

Trauma is ubiquitous and central to the human condition.
Trauma experiences and their effects have a way of shadowing sufferers and arriving uninvited in the lives of one’s descendants. The
popular awareness of intergenerational and historical trauma has
grown over the past two decades. Scholars have also expanded our
understanding. The growing recognition of these types of trauma
result in part from what Ian Hacking called “looping effects”—a
feedback process where the more popular certain categories become the more likely people will use them to frame their dysphoria
and experiences, and generate narratives that confirm them. The
increasing currency of intergenerational and historical trauma nar-
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ratives and their power as explanatory models make them important
to think with.
Intergenerational trauma involves transmitting the burdens
and effects of a traumatic experience from one generation to the
next. How this happens is complex. It encompasses, in part, conveying narratives, memories, moral imperatives, relational models,
and embodied modes of being-in-the-world to one’s descendants.
Historical trauma is a broader concept that includes intergenerational transmission. It involves transmitting shared traumatic experiences resulting from histories of racism, genocide, persecution, dispossession, colonialism, and other collective losses and suffering.
People’s recollections and responses to these events are passed to
future generations. Additionally, the consequences of these unjust
social and political structures continue to impinge on people’s
lives—those affected by historical trauma often live in marginalized
contexts, conditions of dispossession, and within forms of structural
violence, which perpetuate the cycle. Historical events may also, as
Valmık Volkan observes, become chosen traumas filled with symbolic meanings and narrative significance.
Intergenerational trauma often surfaces in my scholarship.
As a child and family mental health counselor, it was impossible to
not see intergenerational echoes in my clients. My first ethnographic research project identified historical trauma as a dominant
motif in the intergenerational transmission of identity in a Native
American family. The narrative and explanatory structure that intergenerational trauma offers recently provided a vantage into how
my father’s experiences in the Vietnam War might have shaped my
own idiosyncrasies. Culture and historical events, macro and personal in scale, shape our psyches in ways we might take for granted
or not recognize.
The transmission of trauma is overdetermined. Its elusive,
intersecting qualities limit empirical investigation into causation
and its mechanisms of communication. Further research challenges
arise when we see how each trauma can come with unique forms of
loss, social and political-economic contexts, and cultural models
that shape people’s emotional expression, memory, and response.
These challenges do not trouble me; each is an important domain
for further study and insight. I want to emphasize intergenerational
trauma’s role as a public narrative. What can we learn by studying
trauma narratives and their looping effects? Why do we probe our
ancestors’ stories—both written and embodied—to explain our con-
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temporary varieties of dysphoria? Viewing these traumas through a
narrative lens foregrounds their dynamic, cultural, and intersubjective elements.
Narratives give meaning to illness and suffering, reorienting
the self. When people construct narratives, it helps them answer
existential questions central to their experiences, such as why me,
why now. The process of narrativization involves positioning the
suffering in history. People link contemporary stressors to past
events. This establishes a historical connection and offers a sense
of continuity and meaning. People also use narratives of intergenerational trauma to index current pain and injustice, using it as an
“idiom of distress.” Mark Nichter described how idioms of distress
are a culturally resonant and convenient means of experiencing and
communicating complex meanings and stressors, such as powerlessness and loss, to others (“Idioms of Distress Revisited,” Culture, Medicine, and Psychiatry, 34, 2010).
My latest research examines the narratives and the meaningful life events of persons with younger onset dementia and their
caregivers. In their stories, people often drew on trauma—their
own and family experiences—to explain why they have dementia.
A pattern emerged. People used trauma to not only explain their
condition, such as its origins, but they also used it to organize and
emplot their narratives. In these and other accounts, people use
trauma (their own or their ancestors) as a stitch or quilting point to
structure or hold the narrative together and stabilize fluctuations of
meaning. Jacques Lacan described these as points de capiton (a
“quilting” or “anchoring point”).
Trauma narratives are also malleable. My research on the
transmission of historical trauma in a Native American family
shows how narratives of past suffering and loss are a tool to emplot
contemporary family members’ experiences of trauma in a resilient
frame. Family members are instructed to listen to, and derive
strength from, others’ contemporary and historical traumas because
such stories teach one how to be strong and persevere in the face of
enmity. Here historical trauma did not always result in pathology.
They emplotted their experiences from a strength-based perspective, and their narration of events in relation to their ancestors’ traumas compressed time and enabled individuals to identify with, and
locate themselves within, their rich historical and cultural system
(“Rethinking Historical Trauma: Narratives of Resilience,” Transcultural Psychiatry, 45 [3], 2008).
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Approaching intergenerational and historical trauma from a
narrative perspective helps us frame the events and representations
at hand. Attention to narratives, idioms of distress, and looping effects enable us to draw on psychocultural and psychohistorical intersections, facilitating a reorientation of how we think about context and agency. This perspective moves beyond causal variables to
consider how the vicissitudes of trauma and its narrative emplotment shape our life-worlds. We write our lives with our history,
and our history, culture, and the narratives we inhabit inevitably
write us.
Aaron Denham, PhD, is an academic coordinator and lecturer in the Global Health Program at UC San Diego and a former
fellow in the American Psychoanalytic Association. His recent
book is Spirit Children: Illness, Poverty, and Infanticide in Northern Ghana (2017). He may be reached at aaron.denham@ucsd.edu. 

Film and Book Reviews
China’s One Child Nation
Arlene Kramer Richards—Psychoanalyst in Priv. Prac.
Review of Nanfu Wang & Lynn Zhang’s One Child Nation
(Filmed in Jiangxi Province, China: Chicago Media Project, 2019),
85 minutes.
Keywords: abortion, China, film, guilt, Lynn Zhang, misogyny, Nanfu
Wang, one-child-policy, sterilization

China is not the United States. China is not and does not
pretend to be a democracy. Decisions in China have been made top
down since the time of the first emperor. Almost no one there expects anything to be different any time soon, or even anytime ever. So expecting resistance to any government policy is a misunderstanding of what is possible in that country.
One Child Nation is the product of a pair of young Chinese
born but American schooled women, Nanfu Wang and Lynn
Zhang. Wang travelled back to her home village to interview her
family and their neighbors who still live in China. All of them still
support the one child policy. The doctor who aborted and sterilized
over 50,000 women in support of that policy told of inducing the
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births of eight and ninth month old fetuses and killing many full
term babies because their mothers already had one child. She says
that she still would do the same if she had it to do over again. She
also says that she feels so guilty that all she does now is to help
couples with infertility problems to have babies. The village headman who feels guilty for having dragged women to be sterilized,
the wife of the village headman, her friends, and even the mother of
the filmmaker all agree that the policy was correct. They assert that
they did the right thing in destroying the homes of women who had
a second child and dragging women to be sterilized, trussed “like
pigs.” They each assert that they had to follow orders; there was no
other choice.
A consequence of the one child policy was that babies and
children were abandoned and left to die. Another consequence was
that some of those abandoned babies were sold to state
run orphanages that re-sold them to adoptive parents in other countries. An irony of the baby trafficking was that the traffickers were
paid by the orphanages but were breaking the law by selling the
babies, so they were imprisoned for human trafficking when the
orphanages were shut down. The orphanages were shut down when
the one child policy was replaced by the two child policy and the
population had been propagandized into preferring one child families.
The account of this policy and its current reverberations in
China and in the places those babies were adopted is the narrative
of this film. Only two of the people interviewed in China question
the policy. One of these men is an artist who found dead babies in
the trash dumps near his home and photographed some while preserving others in formaldehyde. He remarked on the beauty of
these babies, compared them to his own son, wept for their lives,
and in a poignant moment says on film that maybe they were better
off dead than having to live in China.
The second is a man who reported on the practice of passing
off these babies to foreign adoptive parents as orphans. They were
taken away from their birth families by government orders. Their
families’ crime was that they had a second child. For girls the peril
was that their families would get rid of them in order to try for a
boy child. So the vast majority of these “orphans” were girls.
Wang interviewed her brother for the film. He had been
allowed to be born five years after her birth in a remote farming
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village. Her mother had resisted sterilization. She had important
enough political connections to be allowed to have a second child if
she agreed to wait five years between pregnancies. Her brother told
her that he felt guilty because their mother had allowed him to get
an education while insisting that his sister go to work to support
him. From his point of view it was unfair. He pointed out that not
only men but also women valued and privileged males over females.

The filmmaker’s mother was present at a discussion after
the showing I attended. When asked what she thought of the policy
now that she had seen the film, she said that it was the right policy. She supported the government’s right to set policy and propagandize the people to go along with government decisions even
when it caused suffering. The filmmaker said she was astounded.
I think that the beauty of the film, the shocking beauty of
the dead babies, and the chillingly brilliant scenes of military parades, confirms what I have seen and heard about from many Chinese people. Their pride in their country is only strengthened by
the private sacrifices they have made for the “good of the society.” They do not see what happened as a coarsening of their morality; they do not blame the decision-makers or the enforcers of the
policy. They believe that it is worth it for the greater good. This
conclusion allows them to live with the memory of the murders of
babies, the mutilation of women, as well as the destruction of family homes and livelihoods. In totalitarian states one has no
choice. It is conform or die.
From a psychoanalytic perspective it is possible to hypothesize that the totalitarian state allows people to do harm to others
without accepting responsibility for that harm. Obedience to an allpowerful state is like obedience to all powerful parents. If the state
orders killing babies, that becomes not a crime but a duty. The
state can unleash the most sadistic and destructive wishes. While
the citizens who have to enforce the rules can recognize the acts as
their own, they can simultaneously doublethink, absolving their
own complicity. Democracy imposes responsibility; the autocratic
state absolves it. To me the most wrenching part of the narrative
was the midwife-turned-abortionist baby murderer’s admission of
guilt, attempt at atonement, and adoption of doublethink as a way to
live with her conflict and herself.
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The filmmaker has clearly become an American. She dares
to want control her own body. She dares to say that other women
in other countries like China have the same right. She challenges
the Chinese government’s right to insist on abortion, but she also
challenges the American state government’s right to prevent it. In
becoming an American she has chosen to value individual rights
and responsibilities in ways that are not possible in a totalitarian
state. I am glad to have had the chance to see this film. Welcome
to the United States; you are a creative, brave, and honest foreign
immigrant.
Arlene Kramer Richards, PhD, is a feminist psychoanalyst
who has worked in China teaching psychotherapy for the past decade. She is primarily a psychoanalyst in New York City and author
of Listening to Understand (2012). Dr. Richards may be contacted
at arlenerichards89@gmail.com. 

Exploring the Moral Dimensions of the
Psyche with Carveth
Molly Castelloe—Psychohistory Forum Research Assoc.
Review of Don Carveth’s Psychoanalytic Thinking: A Dialectical
Critique of Contemporary Theory and Practice (New York, NY:
Routledge, 2018), ISBN 978-1138560710, 292 pages, hardcover, $140.
Keywords: authoritarianism, dialectical-thinking, guilt, intersubjectivepsychoanalysis, morality, persecutory-guilt, psychoanalysis, reparativeguilt

In Psychoanalytic Thinking: A Dialectical Critique of Contemporary Theory and Practice, Donald L. Carveth argues psychoanalysis is irreducible to poetry, science, or technical craft, but
more closely approximates the collaborative journey toward deeper
self-knowledge and objective truth. His extensive and eloquent critique argues analytic schools exist too much as isolated “silos,”
whereas more dialectical engagement is needed between institutes
and integration of theory and practice as demanded by various clinical settings.
Carveth suggests one reason for the profession’s rigidified
position in thought and training is the deference given to the founding mothers and fathers of psychoanalysis and the authoritarian
spell these figures still exert. For psychoanalysis to transcend its
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own developmental history—its tendencies toward splitting and
intradisciplinary power struggles—it must energize a dialectical
framework distinct from one based in a single principle or dualistic
approach. Dialectical thinking is a three-step process, as the author
describes it, whereby “an initial monism gives way to a dualistic
clash of opposites, which is then transcended… in a higher-order
synthesis” (104). The move beyond authoritarianism also entails a
more androgynous ideal in the minds of analytic professionals.

In a key chapter, the author critiques some assumptions of
self-psychology and intersubjective theory, particularly the promotion of empathetic immersion into the subjectivity of the patient.
Drawing clinical examples from George Atwood and Robert
Stolorow’s depictions in Faces in a Cloud: Intersubjectivity in Personality Theory (1979), Carveth examines how objective reality in
the mind of the analyst becomes associated with authoritarianism, a
connection that obscures the democratic uses of objectivity and its
potential for evolutionary thought. He calls for an interactive engagement that goes beyond sustained empathy and includes interpretations that enhanced the patient’s capacity to evaluate reality
and develop urteilskraft or “judgment power” (the capacity to judge
incisively). He situates analytic strains of thought within a rich sociological and philosophical context, tracing how the idea of a fundamental unitary truth was rejected for moral relativism in scholarly critique with the onset of identity politics as well as in the 1970s
as part of post-structural and postmodern theory.
A central claim of the book is that too often a sense of morality is absent in therapeutic theory and practice. Yet it constitutes
an important aspect of therapeutic action. This author usefully
elaborates how the values underlying psychoanalytic theory and
practice have been masked by medical terminology, the language of
illness and health, and Freud’s own desire that his work be viewed
as a science. Although too rarely acknowledged, psychoanalysis is,
at its core, “an ethical enterprise, valuing life over death, love over
hate, kindness over cruelty, gratitude over envy and consciousness
over unconsciousness” (Carveth, 10). Psychotherapy, as well as
psychoanalysis, is more than a description of what “is.” It more
crucially elaborates what a person “ought” to do and be in given
situations. An “ought” cannot be derived from any “is” or an empirical observation. Maturity and meaningful growth in the field
aligns with the profession coming out more vigorously with a moral
sensibility. As the author sees it, the clinical encounter engenders
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mutual trust and respect that allows the analyst to confront their
analysand “in ways that are not experienced as moralistic reproaches, or that cause them to attack themselves, but instead quicken and
enliven their conscience” (39).
To this end, Carveth revises Freud’s structural model, expanding the superego to include two elements that Freud subsumed
under it: ego-ideal and, most importantly, conscience, rooted in the
innate attachment systems of all primates. “In identifying conscience with the superego, Freud made it a social product, an embodiment of the normative,” Carveth observes (45). Yet the terrain
of superego is often contaminated with cultural norms of sexism,
belief in white supremacy, and presumptions of homophobia. Conscience grows from identification with the nurturer and is the moral
center of the individual. It gives a voice that transcends the superego and is able to judge it. This capacity of feeling and perception is
basic to the development of analyst’s position and purpose, and the
most essential training requirement for candidates.
Carveth further elaborates the moral dimensions of the psyche with a neo-Kleinian understanding of guilt. He distinguishes
two types of guilt: persecutory and reparative, reminding us that
Freud conflated the two. We need less persecutory guilt, and more
of the reparative kind. This author thankfully renames Klein’s depressive stance the “reparative position.” Why is it so hard for the
individual to acknowledge the wrong-doing or historical injury one
group has inflicted on another so that reparation and healing can
occur? One of the finest points made in these pages is that persecutory guilt defends against reparation. It protects against the narcissistic hurt that comes with acknowledging fault in oneself and prevents the individual from seizing responsibility for one’s actions.
Unable to hold onto some aspect of fundamental goodness, one reverts to a self-image as all bad and becomes trapped in a paranoidschizoid dynamic. We must instead “become conscious of our guilt
without totalizing it,” urges Carveth (234). Through his insightful
amplification of these guilt dynamics we are given a window into
pathological grief within the clinical setting and beyond into the
purview of societal groups. This understanding sheds light, for instance, on the inability to mourn in the southern United States,
where attachment to the iconography of flags and monuments
speaks of a Confederate nostalgia. The author helps us understand
the psychological barriers that contribute to thwarted mourning and
play a pivotal role in our collective regressions.
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Carveth holds that democratic socialism is the much-needed
sociopolitical expression of conscience. The future of psychoanalysis, he asserts, lies in psychosocial studies and the applications of
analytic ideas and practices to psychodynamics of the public
sphere.
Molly Castelloe, PhD, earned a doctorate at New York
University in Performance Studies and is an advanced candidate at
the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis. She
garnered the 2016 Gradiva Award for her film Vamik’s Room
(2020), on the life and work of Vamık Volkan, which has been
screened at the Freud Museums in London, Vienna, at Geneva
Peace Week 2019, as well as at mental health institutes internationally. See more at www.vamiksroom.org. 

Destructive Childhood Experiences and
the Penchant for Authoritarians
Peter Webb Petschauer —Appalachian State Univ.
Abstract: The author is inspired by Sven Fuchs’ new book about the sad
tale of the history of childhood and its current state. In 17 chapters, the
author takes the reader from the brutality of tribal societies to the misery
of childrearing in most current societies and the abuse most authoritarian
figures experienced in the distant and recent past.
Keywords: childhood-being-political, criminals, destructive-childhoods,
dictators, Katharina Rutschky, Lloyd deMause, Phillipe Aries, soldiers,
terrorists, tribal-societies, warlords

Sven Fuchs is a young German historian who has written
the dramatic and disturbing tale of the history of childhood. In his
successful blog, he has articulated some of these insights, and feedback from followers, that he discovered about the history of childhood. His ideas all come together in Childhood is Political. War,
Terror, Extremism, Dictatorships as Consequence of Destructive
Childhood Experiences (Heidelberg: Mattes Verlag, 2019, ISBN
798-3-86809-143-4, pages 406, €18.90, in German only). He follows in the footsteps of Philippe Aries’ Centuries of Childhood: A
Social History of Family Life (translated by Robert Baldick, 1962),
Lloyd deMause’s The History of Childhood (1974), and editor
Katharina Rutschky’s Black Pedagogic: Sources for the Natural
History of Middle-Class Education (1997, only in German, au-
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thor’s translation). Fuchs’ work is, however, even more precisely
underpinned by pertinent recent studies. The most powerful aspect
of his work is the vast amount of research he presents about the
abusive childhoods of past and current authoritarians. In the past
they were usually called dictators, tyrants, and more rarely monarchs. From Louis XIII to Hitler, Stalin, and Putin, he shows in
precise detail how their childhood misery turned them into abusive
leaders; leaders who showed little mercy to those who surrounded
or surround them, and their embrace of war as a solution to national
and international problems.
One can only hope that this significant work will be translated into English and thus made available beyond the Germanspeaking context. Here are only a few highlights: the book is divided into two parts. The first six chapters deal with childhood history,
that is, abuse, in general. Beginning with chapter seven, Fuchs discusses abuse in specific populations, like general populations
worldwide, criminals, terrorists, soldiers, politicians, and so on.
In the “Complex Introduction,” Fuchs outlines why he argues that childhood is political. He clarified at the very outset the
close relationship between difficult childhood experiences and adult
behavior. After highlighting, for example, Adolf Eichmann’s authoritarian upbringing, he writes that, “The possible consequences
of an authoritarian upbringing are not only blind obedience: They
are also callousness, thinking in extremes, and a passion for destructiveness and annihilation” (16). He sees two poles in
childbearing practices: one in which “The child is treated without
violence, lovingly and solicitously and the other in which the child
experiences only sorrow, misery, neglect and abuse.... Between
these poles are uncountable gradations and mixed forms” (16).
While one person recently described the abusive household in
which he grew up as a concentration camp, the more Fuchs reads
about the many horrible forms of abuse, the more he describes it as
“torture” (19). He does not see a step-by-step improvement in childrearing and discovered many remaining abuses today, even as he
points to improvements in some parts of the world.
The main text begins with the second chapter, in which he
argues that, “There was no Paradise!” This is an extraordinary
opening chapter. For someone who taught World Civilizations for
decades, the idea that the pre-civilizational societies were murderous is not new. What is new is that I had absorbed anthropologists’
argument that, in spite of the frequent murder of infants and chil-
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dren, these societies lived peacefully and that violence within societies and against each other began with the early agricultural societies.
Fuchs found incontrovertible evidence that the murder rate
of pre-agricultural societies remains on the whole much higher than
such rates even during recent wars. He cites Amy E. Nivette’s
“Violence in Non-State Societies: A Review” (British Journal of
Criminology, vol. 51, 2011, 578-98), who calculated the average
murder rate of 93 pre-agricultural civilizations to be 182.6. If the
city of Hamburg (about 1.8 million inhabitants) had the same murder rate, it would stand at 3,292 per year. Jürg Helbling’s Tribal
Wars: Conflicts in Societies without Central Authority (in German
only, 2006) calculated the war related death rate for 19 tribal societies to be 25.2%; by comparison, the war-related death rate for Germany during WWII was 5%.
While it is true that most anthropologists did not concentrate
on what happened to children in tribal societies, their older generation became apologists for these societies. Margaret Mead, for example, wrote home from New Guinea in 1932 that an infant’s
corpse floated by, adding, “they are always throwing away infants
here” (51). Mead seemed unconcerned about the practice of throwing infants away. Whatever the excuse for the murder of infants, be
it that the tribe did “not need more” girls, an infant had an unacceptable birthmark, or that the group needed to kill some of its offspring to survive, is it really a surprise that in such societies children did not experience attention and care, let alone love? That as
adults these children acted with equal brutality and inattention?
Such high murder rates exerted significant influence on their societies; and the myth of peace-loving and gentle tribes has exploded.
The way children were treated is obviously political.
The third chapter brings the author into more recent periods
and an overview of the history of the continuing suffering of children. The fourth follows right along with details of “The History of
Human Societies Up to Now is a History of Mistreated Children.”
Fuchs illustrates here his disagreement with deMause’s
proposition that humanity gradually improved its approach to children. He highlights recent experiments, like Stanley Milgram’s
well-known one, that tested several hundred participants about their
willingness to abuse their “subjects.” Milgram noted that,
“Ordinary people are likely to follow orders given by an authority
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figure, even to the extent of killing an innocent human being. Obedience to authority is ingrained in us all from the way we are
brought up” (Saul A. McLeod, “The Milgram Shock Experiment,”
Simply Psychology, updated February 5, 2017). Although no one
asked about the childrearing experiences of participants, Fuchs assumes from their age, 20-50 years old, that they were children when
many of them in the U.S. grew up in authoritarian households and
were beaten regularly. No wonder a considerable percentage
showed a high willingness to obey commands to “zap” their
“subjects.”
Because research has for the most part maintained that men
have principally engaged in punishments of children, Fuchs’ fifth
chapter highlights female violence toward children. In the next
chapter, Fuchs then digs into reasons silence still surrounds the
abuse of children. He includes an interesting discussion about Theodor Adorno and the reasons he thought some punishment of children to be all right.
With chapter seven Fuchs becomes specific about the behavior of various groups within societies. He begins with general
populations and the current worldwide abuse of children in these
groups. He continues this topic in chapter eight with a discussion
of the childhoods of violent individuals and offenders. The data is
devastating. Details from interviews of male and female German
prisoners illustrate that they were significantly more abused and
mistreated as children than children of the population as a whole.
The statistics he presents for the U.S. are equally disconcerting, and
he connects them to the point that this data confirms how these persons and society as whole suffer as a consequence.
In chapter nine Fuchs deals with childhoods of extremists
and terrorists in general; this analysis brings us to the discussion of
the childhoods of publicly known extremists and terrorists. There
are a number of individuals in this section who are probably known
to American readers, including Ulrike Meinhof, Andreas Baader,
and Osama bin Laden; included are many other lesser-known personages. Uniformly they experienced troubled childhoods and the
cost to society was and remains high. This section leads directly
into the next chapter which deals with the silence of perpetrators
regarding their childhoods and the difficulty of discovering the
truth about their early abuse.
In chapter 12, Fuchs discusses general biographical issues
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pertaining the political actors he details in the next chapter. In it, he
investigates the childhood of political leaders, dictators, and warlords. Among the Americans are John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Ronald Reagan, both Bush presidents, the Clintons, and many
others from around the world. He includes Louis XIII, Napoleon
Bonaparte, Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, and Vladimir Putin. Let
me linger on Louis XIII, Hitler, and Putin.
The childhood trauma of Louis XIII, the future French king,
has been highlighted by several authors as an example of the misery
and abuse of children in the 17th century; thus no need to recount
the daily beating, sexual abuse, and other excesses that the royal
child experienced. The point Fuchs makes is that such abuse, together with the abandonment of elite children to nurses, tutors, the
military, and monasteries, created insensitive and hostile societies
that abused internally and externally. I was surprised that he consulted Aries on Louis and not Jean Heroard’s Journal de Jean
Heroard Sur L'Enfance Et La Jeunesse de Louis XIII (1601-1628)
(2012 ed.). French would surely have been accessible to many German speakers.
No doubt, Hitler’s childhood was traumatic and influenced
his entire life. But, historians who dealt with der Führer, including
Allan Bullock (A Study in Tyranny, revised edition, 1962), for the
most part maintained that Hitler had a difficult childhood and ignored, for example, the routine beating his father meted out. Bullock simply wrote that Hitler did not get along with his father
(Tyranny, 26). Quite true! In one session alone, Hitler tolerated 32
lashes without wincing. The abuse was so continuous and vicious
that he tried to escape several times. His younger brother left home
at age 14 and never returned. Fuchs argues that Hitler simply separated himself from the pain and thus later had no empathy for the
pain of others.
With the Russian leader, Fuchs focuses his having been
beaten by his irascible father, a man most likely suffering from severe post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). I would add as well
that Putin was swaddled. Swaddling, Fuchs maintained earlier, is
another of many abuses of children. Let me add as well that Putin
was most likely beaten in the military. One can see several implications of this in his adulthood, including the beating of his wife during their stay in Dresden and his “beating” his opposition once he
gained power in Russia. There is more to be said, but it would lead
too far.
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In chapter 14, Fuchs answers suspicions many of us have
harbored about the childhoods of Hitler’s followers, among them
Rudolph Hess, Joseph Goebbels, Heinrich Himmler, Amon Göth,
and many more. The misery of the childhoods of these leaders is a
common theme, along with its negative political implications.
The following chapter deals with the childhoods of male and
female soldiers. Most surprisingly, male volunteers to the recent
U.S. military uniformly showed difficulties in childhood, in contrast to the society as a whole. Fuchs concludes the chapter with
the horrible childhood of Howard Wasdin, a Navy Seal. He argues
that this tale of woe illustrates the extreme for such elite soldiers,
but fits into the pattern discovered by David Mark Mantell in Familie und Aggression (1978).
From the chapter, “[How] Individual Consequences of Violence Toward Children Become Consequences for Society,” only
one quote is needed to gather Fuchs’ point. Peter Riedesser said in
2001 during the children’s protective society award
(Kinderschutzpreis) in Hamburg: “The more children are neglected,
beaten and humiliated and slide into desperation and hatred here
and worldwide, the higher the destructive potential in our country
and worldwide. In view of this background the protection of children has become a question of survival” (317).
The last chapter, 17, is entitled “Not All Mistreated Children
Become Perpetrators” and “Not All Nations Whose Individuals Experienced Troubled Childhoods Make War.” Fuchs concludes that
these two statements are not reasons to diminish our awareness of
the influence of childhood experiences on societies.
Fuchs ends with a “Fazit” and a personal note. I agree with
him here that, in spite of the terrible story of child abuse from preagricultural societies to today, one can remain optimistic. Part of
this attitude stems from his ability to overcome difficulties in his
own childhood, part from pockets of reforms and improvements for
children. As one might expect, these pockets concentrate on some
of the more advanced Western societies. Having been abandoned
twice in my own childhood, and yet having experienced caring and
culturally enriching environments, overcoming a difficult childhood
is possible, but it requires loving environments beyond the immediate household.



Peter Petschauer’s biography may be found on page 260.
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Why Does It Still Trouble Me So?
Peter Webb Petschauer—The Psychohistory Forum
It troubles me so!
We have experienced it before,
in my lifetime,
when totalitarians ruled the land.
This emergence of hating Jews.
Not twice in the very place that
attempted to banish this shadow side!
Many thousands forced
to leave the homes of their forebears.
Hundreds of thousands driven from
their life-giving work.
Mothers, sisters, daughters, grandmothers.
Mathematicians, physicians, chemists,
historians, psychologists, artists, musicians.
Thousands upon thousands chased from
their villages and towns –
to their deaths.
Hundreds of thousands stuffed in trains.
Hot, standing, afraid –
without food or latrines.
Men, women, children.
Herded to die in chambers
that spewed gas, not water,
forced to disrobe before others
they knew only by their attire.
Those who appeared healthy,
selected to live a bit longer –
to be worked to death.
Six million European Jews murdered –
Germans the initiators, others willing assistants:
Poles, Czechs, French, Dutch, Russians, Ukrainians,
denied all too often their vicious crimes.
Not for a moment should our generation
deny,
contemplate,
tolerate,
let alone recommit itself to such terror.
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Peter Petschauer, PhD, Dr hc, Professor emeritus at Appalachian State University, author, and poet, most recently published
a book of poems, Hopes and Fears: Past and Present (2019), available at peterpetschauer.com. Petschauer may be reached at
petschauerpw@appstate.edu. ❑

Clio’s Psyche Call for Papers

The Psychology of Caregiving
and Receiving
For the Fall 2020 Issue the Deadline is
July 1, 2020
Clio's Psyche is looking for articles on a variety of subjects including the psychoanalysis/psychology of the following:
 What is it like to be a caregiver?
 Lengthy case studies of caregiving and receiving
 Dealing with the anger, frustration, resentment, and passive aggressive behavior
 The impact of caregiving on family relationships
 Relationships that are destroyed or strengthened by caregiving
 Caring for and/or covering up the serious illnesses of public
figures: FDR, JFK, Jimmy Carter. Alex Trebek, etc.
 The kindness, giving, insensitivity, and avoidance of strangers:
Contemporary and historical cases and patterns
 The impact of illness on interpersonal relations
 Case studies of caregiving in different cultures
 Anger directed against the failure of one’s body and the caregivers
 End of life issues: assisted suicide, facing death, greed, suicide,
thievery
 Caregiving and receiving in books, movies, and on TV
We seek articles from 500 to 2,000 words—including your
brief biography no later than July 1, 2020. A 2,500-3,500 word
essay of outstanding scholarship and literary quality is welcome as
a symposium article if received by May 1, 2020. Articles, abstracts, and queries should be sent to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Bulletin Board
CONFERENCES: For thcoming Psychohistory Forum Work-In
-Progress Seminars include January 25, 2020 when Michael
O’Loughlin (Adelphi Univ./pr ofessor /psychoanalyst/editor ) will
present on “Trauma Trails from Ireland's Great Hunger: A Psychoanalytic Inquiry” and on April 4, 2020 when Jim Anderson
(Northwestern University/psychoanalyst/editor of the Annual of
Psychoanalysis) will present on “Heinz Kohut’s Vulnerable Self.”
We will definitely have an Election 2020 special issue before the
fall election and possibly one in the Spring, which would involve
the issue of impeachment. Thanks to Sue Erikson Bloland for her
November 16, 2019 presentation, “The Impact of Childhood Trauma on Creativity, Genius, and the Drive to Fame,” and to Alice
Lombardo Maher and Ken Fuchsman for their September 28,
2019 discussion of Dr. Maher’s book focused on how to abort or
roll back the drive to war. As usual, Jacques Szaluta serves as
moderator and Harold Takoosian as our host at Fordham University’s Lincoln Center Campus. The International Psychohistorical
Association (IPA) will hold its 43rd annual conference from May
20-22, 2020 at New York University. Vamık Volkan will be the
keynote speaker and the three central conference themes are “The
History of American Psychoanalysis Since 1970”; “The 2020
American Presidential Election”; and “Tribalism and Identity: Us
vs. Them, and Us and Them.” Send your presentation proposals to
kfuchsman@gmail.com and for more information go to psychohistory.us. Additional conferences related to psychohistory include
the International Society for Political Psychology’s (ISPP) conference on July 14-17, 2020 in Ber lin, Ger many; the Association for
the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society (APCS) conference at
Rutgers University on October 22-23, 2020 on Psychoanalysis and
Social Justice; the 31st annual Interdisciplinary Conference of the
Forum for Psychoanalytic Education (IFPE) will be on November 5
-7, 2020 in Long Beach California; and the National Association
for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis (NAAP) on November 14,
2020. At the APCS’ October 22-23, 2019 Rutgers conference Marilyn Charles, Judith Harris, and Denis O’Keefe wer e among the
presenters.
CONGRATULATIONS: To Burton Norman Seitler on
winning a 2019 Gradiva Award for his humorously titled
“Who Sez Psychoanalysis Ain’t Got No Empirical Research to
Back Up Its Claims: An Extensive Bibliographic Compendium
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of Studies” (JASPER INTERNATIONAL, Vol. 2, No. 1, 63-103).
Marilyn Charles was a Gr adiva nominee in the categor y of edited books for Introduction to Contemporary Psychoanalysis: Defining Terms and Building Bridges (2017).
THANKS: To Benefactor s William Ar gus, Her ber t Bar ry, David Beisel, Tom Ferraro, Peter Loewenberg, David Lotto,
Jamshid Marvasti, Candace Orcutt, Billie Pivnick, Mary Peace Sullivan, and Jacques Szaluta; Patrons Fred Alford, David James Fisher, Eva Fogelman, Ken Fuchsman, Peter Petschauer, and Inna Rozentsveit; Sustaining Members James R. Booth, Lawrence Friedman, Ruth Lijtmaer, and Allan S. Mohl; Supporting Members Barbara Bloom, Michael Britton, Marilyn Charles, Paul H. Elovitz,
Christine R. Good, Susan Kavaler-Adler, Bob Lentz, Susan Nimmanheminda, Mena/Dominic Potts, and Charles B. Strozier; and
members Molly Castelloe, Judith Logue, Denis O’Keefe, Joseph G.
Ponterotto, Ken Rasmussen, Howard Stein, and Christine Stern.
Our special thanks for thought-provoking materials to Matthew H.
Bowker, Michael Britton, Dan Burston, Molly Castelloe, David
Cifelli, Marc-André Cotton, Aaron Denham, Paul H. Elovitz, Jack
Fitzpatrick, Judith Harris, Brett Kahr, Susan Kavaler-Adler, Peter
Loewenberg, Judith Logue, David Lotto, Michael Maccoby, Merle
Molofsky, Marcia Anne Newton, Denis J. O’Keefe, Peter Webb
Petschauer, Joseph G. Ponterotto, Heinrich J. Reiß (Reiss), Arnold
D. Richards, Arlene Kramer Richards, Inna Rozentsvit, Robert
Samuels, Howard F. Stein, and Ellen Toronto. To Nicole D’Andria
for editing, proofing, and Publisher 2016 software application,
Joshua Heiliczer, Elena Jara-Williams, and Professor Paul Salstrom for proofing. Our special thanks to our authors, editors, and
numerous overworked referees who must remain anonymous. ❑

We Wish to Thank Our Diligent,
Hard-working and Prompt
Editors, and Anonymous Referees
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The Psychohistory Forum
The Forum was created in 1982 as a non-profit organization of
colleagues to increase our knowledge of culture, history, politics, society, and ourselves. Members, including the founder/director/editor pay
yearly dues. It holds mostly bimonthly meetings focused on examining
a research paper in-depth, and sponsors meetings at conferences, such as
the IPA. In 1994, Clio’s Psyche came into being to maintain a record
of our scholarship and has published 97 issues to date.
Current Call for Papers (links may be found at cliospsyche.org/papers)
Articles are typically 500-2,000 (50-100-word abstract, 7-10 keywords,
author bio. included)
(Reviews and responses to symposia papers are 1,000 words in length,
with keywords & bio.)
Subject

Due Date

The Psychohistory of Comic Heroes/Villains
January 15, 2020
(There is a $100 prize for the best paper by someone under 35)
The Psych. of Altruism, Service, & Generativity
June 15, 2020
(We would welcome a symposium paper by March 1, 2020)
The 2020 Presidential Candidates & Election; Includes impeachment
April 1/June 15, 2020
The Psychohistory of Caregiving & Receiving

July 1, 2020

Some late 2020 and more likely 2021 Special Issues and Symposia we are considering include: “The Psychology of the Alienated Society; “The Impact of
Psychoanalysis and Psychohistory on Teaching;” and “The Impact of Childhood Fantasy and Trauma on Creativity, Genius, and the Drive to Fame.”
As usual we accept articles unrelated to special issues
The Spring 2020 issue will include Part III of “The Many Journeys of the Builders of
Psychohistory.”
Parts I-III will be published as a book in 2020 with about 36 contributors.

The Psychohistory Forum
 Welcomes Work-In-Progress presentation paper proposals, which will be
vetted by a committee
 Provides some complimentary young scholar memberships and subscriptions
 Welcomes applicants to serve as associate and guest editors
Contact Paul Elovitz, PhD, Director/Convener of the Forum
and Editor at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com

Clio’s Psyche
627 Dakota Trail
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

